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Abstract

When an ultrashort, intense laser pulse interacts with a nano-cluster (radius ∼ nm, solid-state
density), high ion energies and high ion charges are obtained in a very short amount of time.
These high ion energies can be used to induce fusion reactions: cluster fusion. In current cluster
fusion experiments sub nanosecond neutron pulses of 104 − 106 neutrons per pulse with Q-values
of 10−8 − 10−7 are obtained. We have devised a simplified process-based laser-single cluster
interaction model for ascertaining the theoretical feasibility of single cluster fusion (fusion within
one exploding nano-cluster upon laser irradiation) and for ascertaining the possibility of generating
mono-energetic ion energy spectra from a single cluster for enhancing fusion yields in current
cluster fusion schemes.

Laser-cluster interaction has been dissected in three processes: inner field ionisation, electron
ejection and cluster expansion. In low-Z laser-cluster interaction, these processes occur sequen-
tially. Field ionisation rapidly ionises the cluster, creating a nano-plasma. The resulting electron
cloud is subjective to a driving force by the laser field and a retaining force by the ion cloud, res-
ulting in a forced oscillator model for the electron cloud motion during the laser pulse irradiation,
which is used for determining the portion of ejected electrons from the cluster. After electron
ejection, the cluster obtains an ion charge excess causing the cluster to expand under its self-
generated potential, accelerating the cluster ions to high energies when all electrons are ejected.
In the case of high-Z laser-cluster interaction we have shown that the electron cloud oscillation and
field ionisation processes occur simultaneously and have a synergistic effect on each other, which
explains why extraordinarily high charge states can be obtained by laser-single cluster interaction.

We used our process-based model to show that it is theoretically possible to obtain nuclear
fusion for deuterium-deuterium, deuterium-tritium and proton-boron fuel mixes from a single ex-
ploding nano-cluster by using peaked density cluster profiles and/or by combining ion species with
a different mass/charge ratio. Single cluster fusion results in a sub picosecond neutron (deuterium-
deuterium, deuterium-tritium fusion) / α radiation (proton-boron fusion) pulse, which can poten-

tially lead to very high instantaneous (pulsed) neutron fluxes of up to 1022 − 1024 neutrons/s m
2
.

Additionally, we have shown that it is theoretically possible to obtain mono-energetic ion energy
spectra from cluster fusion by controlling the density profile in a double pulse set-up, which can
enhance the fusion yield in current cluster fusion schemes by up to a factor 4.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The interaction of an ultra-short, intense laser pulse with a jet of nano-clusters, causes the nano-
clusters to explode, from which high ion energies are produced in a very short amount of time.
The high energy ions from neighbouring clusters collide, which can be used to induce fusion
reactions: cluster fusion. In cluster fusion experiments 106 − 107 neutrons are obtained per laser
pulse [5, 6, 7, 8] with a neutron pulse duration of less than a nano-second [9] and a Q-factor of
10−8 − 10−6 [7, 8, 1, 10]. This indicates that, although cluster fusion is not likely a viable option
as a power source, it is promising as a relatively inexpensive, table-top neutron source with the
unique property that very short, intense neutron pulses can be generated.

In this work, we study the fundamental characteristics of the laser-cluster interaction process
of a single cluster, for which we derive a simplified laser-single cluster interaction model. The
purpose of this model is to understand the fundamental characteristics of laser-single cluster
interaction; to predict the outcome of a laser-single cluster experiment and to control the cluster
expansion process. Using this model we investigate whether it is possible to create conditions and
to optimise conditions in which fusion occurs during the expansion of a single cluster by applying
density gradients on the cluster and by optimising the cluster composition: single cluster fusion.
Single cluster fusion is potentially interesting, because it is expected that even shorter neutron
pulses can be obtained. Additionally we study whether it is possible, by using this model, to tune
and optimise the ion energy spectrum of a single cluster for current cluster fusion schemes.

1.1 Background

In order to unlock the electrostatic energy of a cluster, first the atoms have to be ionised rapidly,
which involves breaking the Coulomb barrier with a laser pulse. This requires intense light pulses
of an intensity of 1020W/m2, which corresponds to TW laser powers in the waist of the laser
beam, which seems very unrealistic - considering the average world power consumption is roughly
16 TW.

However, this has been realised since the late 1980s with the birth of ultrashort laser pulses,
which have a duration of 10-100 femtoseconds (1fs = 10−15s). This timescale is comparable to the
vibration period of molecules and the characteristic time at which chemical reactions take place
on a molecular level. When such a laser pulse has an energy of ∼ mJ, the power of the laser pulse
is ∼ TW: therefore by generating such short laser pulses it is possible to obtain intensities high
enough to break the Coulomb potential and rapidly ionise atoms: field ionisation. Laser induced
field ionisation in gasses and solids leads to the generation of a plasma: an excited state in which
the electrons can obtain keV energies during the laser pulse while the ions remain cold: conditions
which are unattainable through other means.

When a small jet of nano-clusters is irradiated, the plasma conditions can become more ex-
treme. A nano cluster is a small sphere r ∼ nm of solid-state density 1027 − 1029 m−3 containing
102−8 atoms/molecules, and forms a bridge between atomic and macroscopic matter [11]. This

Laser-single cluster interaction 1



CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Figure 1.1: A schematic overview of the processes evolved in laser cluster interaction.

interest in clusters started the investigation of the interaction between an intense, femtosecond
laser pulse and a jet of nano-clusters as shown in figure 1.1. Surprisingly, it was found that
laser-cluster interaction is profoundly different than laser gas or laser solid interaction yielding
extremely energetic (∼ MeV) and highly charged ions (Xe36+ [1, 12]). [13, 12, 14, 15, 16]. The
high energies and charge-states in laser-cluster interaction are unique properties that can be used
for several purposes, as indicated in figure 1.2 [1, 17, 18, 5, 19].

Laser
Fields

Ion
Charges

Ion
Energies

 - fast (temporal dynamics, laser pulse)
ultra - intense (laser pulse)
 - high (ion charges & energies)

UltraintenseUltrafast

~ fs temporal
resolution

~ as/fs electron
dynamics

Ultrahigh

Xe36+, I25+, C6+, H+

Ultrahigh

keV - MeV

Neutron source (fusion)
Higher-Harmonic Generation

Nucleosynthesis

Figure 1.2: In this figure the various characteristics of cluster fusion are schematically related to
their applications. [1]
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Why does laser-cluster interaction yield much higher ion energies and ion charges than laser-
atom/molecule and laser-solid interaction? Similar to laser-atom and laser-molecule interaction,
the atoms inside the cluster get promptly ionized by field ionization, after which a nano-plasma is
formed. The prompt ionisation occurs at the beginning of the laser pulse and eventually the laser
force becomes strong enough to eject a portion of the electrons from the cluster [14, 15, 20, 21].
This leads to a charge separation and hence a build-up of ion charges. In the case of heavy cluster
elements, this build-up of charges effectively amplifies the electric field of the laser, increasing
the ionisation probability - hence ions can obtain extraordinary high charge states during laser-
cluster interaction. Recombination of electrons with the highly ionised ions can be used to obtain
intense x-ray radiation: Higher-Harmonic Generation. The build-up of ion charges, which repel
each other, leads to cluster expansion, accelerating cluster ions to high energies. Ions from the
neighbouring clusters can collide against each other and induce fusion reactions: Cluster Fusion.

Fusion for Energy and Neutrons Fusion is the natural process that powers the stars. The
high pressure inside a star causes collisions between light ions in the star. Such a collision can
cause these two particles to fuse together - releasing large amounts of energy in the form of a
nuclear particle (for most ”standard” fusion reactions a neutron). Fusion is a hot research topic
for power generation. Nevertheless, up to this date, net energy production from fusion has not
been achieved. The fusion fuel has to be heated for fusion collisions to occur and in order to
obtain net energy from this process, the kinetic energy of the fusion fuel has to be confined for a
sufficiently long time for fusion reactions to occur. Currently there are two main approaches to
confining the fusion fuel: by using magnetic fields or by using the fusion fuel’s inertia, which are
both being investigated using large scale, multi-billion dollar facilities.

Fusion also releases nuclear particles (for the common fusion mixes - neutrons), which are
consistently released at the same energy. Hence, fusion can be used to obtain a mono-energetic
neutron source. Neutron sources are often used in medical applications, neutron imaging (which
uses neutrons to create ”x-ray like” images - where the neutrons are not stopped by dense materials
[22]) and neutron diffraction (to study the atomic and/or magnetic structure of materials [22]).
Ultra-short, mono-energetic neutron pulses can be used to achieve neutron diffraction in a pump-
probe experiment, which could be used to study fundamental material studies in time-resolved
measurements [9]. There are many different types of neutron sources available, but none of them
are ultra-short. The largest high energy neutron flux (14.1 MeV neutrons) is predicted for the

International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility, IFMIF: 1018n/m
2
s. IFMIF is expected to be

operational around 2025 and is being built to test wall materials for future fusion reactors.

Cluster Fusion As explained previously, the Q-value (power out divided by power in) of current
cluster fusion experiments is too low for cluster fusion to be viable as an energy source. However,
cluster fusion as a neutron source distinguishes itself from other neutron sources because of its
potential to generate short, intense neutron pulses. In current cluster fusion experiments, fusion
occurs due to the ions of neighbouring clusters (multi-cluster fusion), the neutron pulse has a
duration of 100 - 1000 ps [9], which is mainly caused due to the distance the accelerated ions have
to travel before they can interact. For the analysis of multi-cluster fusion, only cluster expansion
has to be taken into account and the other fundamental laser-cluster interaction processes can be
ignored [23, 5, 24, 25, 9, 6]. It is assumed that a large portion (≈ 80− 95%) of the laser energy is
transferred to the electrons, ejecting the electrons from the cluster. The ejected electrons interact
with each other, forming a thermal electron gas which serves as a background for the fully stripped
nano-clusters. These nano-clusters explode - leading to multi-cluster fusion, without taking the
laser-cluster interaction process into account. These assumptions can be made because the fusion
reactions occur at a slower timescale than the laser-cluster interaction.
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1.2 Research focus

In contrast to multi-cluster fusion, it might be possible to achieve fusion during the expansion of
a single cluster: single cluster fusion, by creating conditions in which the ions of the same cluster
collide against each other at fusion relevant velocities.

Single cluster fusion literature The possibility of single cluster fusion has been analysed
previously in literature [26, 27, 28, 29]. One benefit of single cluster fusion is the high, solid-state
density of the cluster - which could lead to higher neutron yields. Furthermore, when single cluster
fusion occurs, the ions do not have to travel a large distance in order to fuse, drastically lowering the
neutron pulse duration [26]. In addition, the ion energy in laser-cluster interaction can be tuned
up to MeVs - which increases the range of feasible fusion mixes. By using a-neutronic fusion
mixes a mono-energetic short pulse of α or γ pulses can be obtained, which might lead to future
applications [27, 30, 28, 10, 7, 8, 1, 19, 26]. When investigating single cluster fusion the timescales
of the fusion reactions and the laser-cluster interaction become similar and it is necessary to take
all the fundamental processes of laser-cluster interaction into account. Although single cluster
fusion has not been achieved experimentally yet, it has been shown that single cluster fusion is
theoretically feasible by using a double pulse irradiation scheme [26, 29]; by using clusters with
inhomogeneous density profiles [31, 32] and by using clusters with multiple ion species combined
[19, 28, 27]. Recently, the first single cluster experiment has been performed [33], which have
indicated that shock shells (when the inner ions collide against the outer ions) can indeed occur
and mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be obtained by the double pulse irradiation of a single
cluster. Previously, it has been predicted that mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be obtained
using heterogeneous clusters [34, 3]. Apart of the experiment by [33], in all other experiments a
multi-cluster jet is irradiated. The parameters measured in such an experiment are ”polluted” by
multi-cluster effects - and in practice not much data of the laser-single cluster interaction can be
extracted from the measurements from measurements.

Laser-single cluster interaction theory in literature The interaction of a single cluster
with a laser pulse has been studied in literature previously, most often using extensive simulation
techniques [26, 4, 29, 27, 16, 35, 19, 23]. The problem of such simulations is that they often do
not hold in the case of laser-single cluster interaction - which will be explained in more detail in
chapter 2.

In most literature sources it has been identified the total laser-cluster interaction process can
be dissected in three separate processes: the field ionisation process - in which the neutral atoms
of the cluster are ionised and a nano-plasma sphere is created; the electron ejection process - in
which a portion of the electrons is removed from the cluster by the laser field and the cluster
expansion process - in which the charge excess of ions leads to the expansion of the cluster due
to repelling Coulomb forces between the ions [14, 1, 36]. There are many different theoretical
models for each process in literature. However, these models often use different assumptions; are
valid in different parameter regimes and hence often do not agree with each other. In addition,
when simulations are not performed, these models are treated separately in literature, whereas a
combination of these models is required for describing the total laser-cluster interaction process.

Field ionisation literature Field ionisation is an increasingly important topic in literature, as
it is the first process of high power laser matter interaction [37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. Nevertheless, there
is still much debate about field ionisation theory [42, 43, 44, 45, 46]. In the field of laser-cluster
interaction, mostly a very rudimentary model of field ionisation (barrier suppression ionisation
- which is a deterministic, classical ionisation model) is applied in combination with collisional
ionisation [35, 16, 19]. However, recent laser atom interaction experiments [47, 48] indicate that
ionisation is a probabilistic process and quantum mechanical tunnelling ionisation should be taken
into account.
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Electron ejection literature In literature, the electron ejection process is mostly referred to
as outer ionisation [49, 50, 16, 20]. There are several outer ionisation models available [14] which
lead to different scalings and different predictions. Hence it is uncertain which analytical approach
should be used. In some cases [16, 35, 31] anomalous constants have to be determined using
extensive simulations and a fully analytical approach is not applicable. Therefore it is uncertain
whether a fully analytical approach is even possible.

Cluster expansion literature There are two main approaches in literature to cluster expan-
sion: either it is assumed all electrons are removed from the cluster, which results in a Coulomb
explosion [51, 52, 32, 31]; or it is assumed no electrons are removed from the cluster, leading to
ambipolar-like expansion (which is referred to as hydrodynamic expansion in literature) [4, 2].
Recent investigations by [4, 2, 3] have lead to a general theory for the cluster’s expansion for an
arbitrary fraction of electrons ejected from the cluster. Current Coulomb models are designed for
single cluster specie [53, 32] and are mostly used for homogeneous cluster densities [51, 52].

1.3 Global research objective and specific research ques-
tions

Although there are various attempts in literature to study the separate laser-cluster interaction
process, the models in literature often do not correspond with each other and are mostly studied
separately. In addition, extensive simulation schemes have been performed in literature to study
laser-cluster interaction, which often use potentially problematic assumptions. Hence, the first aim
of this work is to provide a theoretical framework for studying the fundamental characteristics of
laser-single cluster interaction. Our process-based laser-cluster interaction model is general enough
to take clusters with cluster gradients and multiple ion species into account. Secondly, we use our
process-based model to investigate under which conditions single cluster fusion can occur and
what fusion yields and their duration can be obtained from single cluster fusion in an optimized
case. Additionally it is investigated how our understanding of laser-single cluster interaction can
be used to optimize the resulting ion energy distribution of a single cluster for current cluster
fusion schemes.

Studying the fundamental characteristics of laser-single cluster interaction More spe-
cifically investigating laser-cluster interaction implies the following research questions:

• What is the physics behind laser-single cluster interaction ? (subdivision in processes:
chapter 2, detailed overview per process: chapter 3 to 5)

• What are the output parameters of a single cluster (ion energies, ion charges, electron en-
ergies) after laser-cluster interaction given the input parameters (laser parameters, cluster
parameters) ? (chapter 3 to 5)

• How can the cluster expansion dynamics be controlled? More specifically, what are the
cluster expansion dynamics of a certain cluster and what can be done to control this ?
(chapter 5)

We will use two methods for investigating laser-single cluster interaction: numerical particle
tracer simulations and a simplified process-based laser-cluster interaction model. The advantage
of particle tracer models compared to current simulation techniques is that assumptions of such
a model are not violated by laser-cluster interaction process - in contrast to other modelling
techniques (explained in chapter 2). In particle tracer simulations, the ions and electrons are
approximated as point charges and the interaction of every point charge with every other point
charge is taken into account fully relativistically, resulting in a computational cost that scales with
the number of particles squared. Given our current computing power limits, this scaling limits
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our particle tracer simulations to 1500 atoms, whereas we are investigating clusters of 107 atoms
when discussing cluster fusion.

Therefore, a simplified process based model has been introduced, where laser-cluster interaction
is separated in field ionisation 3; electron ejection 4 and cluster expansion 5. For each process a
model is used, which provides a more intuitive physical understanding of the fundamental processes
in laser-single cluster interaction. Additionally, this model is not limited by computational costs
and scaling problems are not an issue. However, the disadvantage of such a system is that each
model, describing each process requires a set of assumptions and a careful approach is required
to prevent the violation of these assumptions. Each process is validated separately using particle
tracer simulations in chapters 3 to 5.

Single cluster fusion Using this theoretical understanding, the possibility of single cluster
fusion is investigated by using the ion expansion dynamics in our laser cluster interaction model.
Additionally, it is investigated whether obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra from tuning
the expansion of a single cluster can benefit current cluster fusion schemes. Single cluster fusion
and mono-energetic ion energy spectra can both be obtained by applying a density gradient on
the cluster, by changing the cluster’s composition and by using layered clusters. More specifically
investigating the possibility of using intra-nuclear cluster fusion involves the following research
questions, which will be answered in chapter 6:

• Which parameters play a role in single cluster fusion? What should these parameters be
for single cluster fusion to occur and can these parameters be optimised for single cluster
fusion?

• Which parameters play a role in tweaking the ion-energy spectrum? What should these
parameters be for obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra?

• Controlling the expansion dynamics can be performed by using density gradients. Hence,
how can the density profile of a cluster obtain such gradients? More specifically, how can
the cluster density profile be controlled?

• Can obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra benefit current cluster fusion schemes and
is this feasible?

• What laser intensity would be required to fully strip single cluster fusion relevant clusters
and would such a field by feasible?

• What are the fusion yield, pulse duration and Q-factor of single cluster fusion for a single
cluster? How is this related to multi-cluster fusion and can this single cluster fusion be
distinguished from a multi-cluster fusion experimentally?

• Is it possible to combine single cluster fusion with an a-neutronic fusion mix for the generation
of short α pulses?
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Chapter 2

The ”simple” laser-single cluster
interaction model

One goal of this thesis is to create a general laser-single cluster interaction model. This model
should support four goals:

• The model should be general enough to support multiple different scenarios for realising
single cluster fusion

• It should provide a physical unintuitive picture of the laser-single cluster interaction process
?

• What are the output parameters of a single cluster (ion energies, ion charge states) after
laser-cluster interaction given the input parameters (laser parameters, cluster parameters) ?

• How can the cluster expansion dynamics be controlled? More specifically, what are the
cluster expansion dynamics of a certain cluster and what can be done to control this ?

Internal
Field

Ionisation

Electron
Ejection

Cluster
Expansion

Laser-single 
cluster

interaction

Figure 2.1: A schematic over-
view of the laser-cluster inter-
action model.

In this chapter we will discuss a simplified picture of a ho-
mogeneous deuterium cluster being irradiated by a laser. This
qualitative understanding of laser-single cluster irradiation leads
to a laser-single cluster irradiation model containing three dif-
ferent processes, which can be separated because they work on
three different timescales. The three different, sequential, pro-
cesses, which are also indicated in literature [14, 1], are illustrated
in figure 2.1. The aim of this chapter is to highlight the dissection
of the laser-cluster interaction process in three sub-processes and
to provide a physically intuitive picture of laser-cluster interaction
in its simplest form, before going into detail of the three separate
processes (which is explained in chapters 3 to 5).

First, the laser ionises the atoms inside the cluster by field
ionisation. Field ionisation in a cluster will be referred to as
the internal field ionisation process. It is assumed the cluster
consists of deuterium atoms, which can only be single charged.
Therefore, the deuterium atoms are fully ionised rapidly in the
beginning of the laser pulse, after which the internal field ionisation
process is completed. The ionisation leads to a spherical collection
of ions and electrons: a nano-plasma sphere, which is small enough
to be fully penetrated by the laser light, since the cluster radius is
much smaller than the laser wavelength [23, 8, 35, 7, 24].
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Secondly, the light electrons are displaced by the laser field, whereas the much heavier ions
remain approximately static in the laser field on the laser-action timescale (femtoseconds). This
is referred to as the electron ejection process, which takes only place during the laser pulse
interaction. Removing the electrons from the cluster leads to a charge build-up in the cluster,
which eventually - at a sub-picosecond timescale - leads to the cluster expansion. Hence, the
process of the electrons leaving the cluster generates a charge build-up and drives the cluster’s
expansion.

Thirdly, the positive ions in this charge build-up repel each other. Hence the cluster expands
under its self-generated potential, leading to the cluster expansion process after the electrons have
been removed from the cluster. In the cluster expansion process, the ions can be accelerated to
high energies.

In order to understand the physics of laser-single cluster interaction, simulations of laser-
single cluster interaction are performed. The simulation method is performed using particle tracer
simulations, which is discussed in section 2.1. The simulation results are visualised by presenting a
plot of all x, y, z, vx, vy, vz (positions and velocities) of all electrons and ions as a function of time.
The simulations performed in section 2.2 are Coulomb case simulations, which is the intuitive
simplest case of laser-cluster interaction and is thoroughly studied in literature [51, 54, 55, 24].
In the Coulomb case, the laser pulse ejects all electrons from the cluster, leaving a cluster which
consists of only ions. When this occurs, the inner field ionisation and electron ejection processes
have no effect on the ion sphere expansion (the effect of these processes is covered in the statement
all electrons are ejected). Hence, in this case, it does not matter whether the laser intensity is just
high enough to eject all electrons or whether it is twice the required laser intensity for electron
ejection: the cluster expansion dynamics stay the same.

However, as is explained in section 2.3, whether all electrons are ejected from the cluster will
depend on the electron dynamics inside the cluster: the electron ejection process. The electron
ejection process depends on how the nano-plasma is created, which is determined by the internal
field ionisation. If not all electrons are ejected, complications arise in the calculation of the ion
cloud expansion, which becomes dependent on the portion of electrons ejected. Additionally,
when the remaining electrons in the cluster is larger than 30 % (which will be explained in 5),
the electron and ion cloud dynamics start depending on each other, and the system has to be
solved self-consistently. Therefore, in a general case - non-Coulomb explosion case, the internal
field ionisation and the electron ejection have an effect on the ion expansion dynamics. This
implies that the simple qualitative pictures provided here of the internal field ionisation and
the electron ejection have to be generalised and quantified in order to determine the ion cloud
expansion. Discussing and studying these processes extensively forms a large portion of the report
and involves chapters 3-5.

2.1 Particle Tracer Simulations

One important tool for developing an understanding of laser-single cluster interaction and for
validating and verifying our process-based laser-cluster interaction model is particle tracer simu-
lations. These particle tracer simulations are performed by using the General Particle Tracer code
(GPT) by Pulsar Physics. More information can be found at [56, 57]. This section contains an
overview of the GPT code and a summary of the most important remarks of the implementation of
laser-cluster interaction in GPT. For more information about the implementation of laser-cluster
interaction in GPT, see appendix B.

Particle tracer simulations are initialised by providing a set of charged particles (electrons/ions)
and an applied - external - electromagnetic field. The temporal dynamics of this system are
determined by integrating the relativistic equations of motion numerically (using Runge-Kutta
integration methods) and tracing the trajectory of every charged particle. The interaction of
each particle with every other particle is taken into account by taking the electric and magnetic
field generated by each particle into account, leading to an O(N2) system. The GPT code can
only handle the evolution of a system of charged particles classically: field ionisation, collisional
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Figure 2.2: General schematic overview of GPT.

ionisation and quantum effects are not taken into account. For more information about the
numerical schemes used, see [56] and appendix B. A schematic overview of the general GPT
simulation strategy is shown in figure 2.2.

Implementation of laser-single cluster interaction in GPT The cluster is represented in
GPT by a sphere with a certain density function and radius. Since the particle tracer tracks
all particles, there is always a finite number of particles in the cluster, which varies between 102

and 104. The positions of the atoms are determined using Monte-Carlo methods. A surface
representing the density function is created in a box. By generating random points in the box and
checking whether these points are below this surface, a random distribution of charged particles
obeying the density function is generated. GPT calculates the classical electromagnetic interaction
between point charges and does not take ionisation into account. Therefore, we have developed
an additional field ionisation model for GPT, which can be generally applied for solving high field
physics questions. A similar method has been developed for OSIRIS, which is a particle-in-cell
code [58, 59, 60, 61] - although, in contrast to our implementation, the tunnelling ionisation in
OSIRIS does not take the limitations of tunnelling ionisation into account.

Field ionisation routines in GPT The ionisation routines work by calculating the electric
field vector at the position of every ”ionisable element” (atom or not-fully ionised ion). Using
this electric field vector, the field ionisation routine calculates the ionisation probability using
a tunnelling ionisation model for every ”ionisable” element. Tunnelling ionisation models are
analytic models for field ionisation based on the quasi-static electric approximation (it is assumed
the oscillation of the laser field is slow compared to the oscillation of the bound electron and it is
assumed magnetic field effects can be neglected), which will be discussed in chapter 3 and appendix
B, C.1. The result of these theories is an analytical function determining the tunnel ionisation
probability per unit of time times as a function of electric field strength and atomic parameters.
Using Monte Carlo methods, it is determined whether ionisation occurs. When ionisation occurs,
the charge of the ”ionisable element” is increased and an additional electron is created in the
simulation. The position and momentum of the created electron is determined using the theory
in chapter 3. Care should be taken when using field ionisation, because quasi-static electric field
approximations are only valid in a restricted regime and tunnelling ionisation models are often
used in literature at too high field intensities [60, 59].
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Laser pulse The laser is modelled by a plane wave linearly polarized electromagnetic field
convoluted by an envelope, which is provided by the equations 2.1. Here the electric field is ~E,
the magnetic field is ~B, the maximum value of the electric field in the laser pulse is E0, the
phase of the laser field is η = ωL(t − z

c ), in which ωL is the laser frequency, t is the time, c is
the speed of light and x, y, z represents Carthesian coordinates. The parameter f(η) represents
the ”envelope function”, which describes the shape of the laser pulse - usually assumed to be
Gaussian: f(η) = exp(− 1

2τ2 η
2). The parameter τ represents the width/time duration of the

Gaussian laser pulse; e.q, which is related to the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) duration
by tFWHM = 2

√
2 ln 2τ .

~E = E0f(η) sin η~ex

~B =
E0

c
f(η) sin η~ey

η = ωL(t− z

c
)

(2.1)

Particle tracing versus Particle-In-Cell simulations. As stated in the introduction, Particle-
In-Cell (PIC) models and non-relativistic molecular dynamics models are often used in literature
for studying laser-cluster interaction. In PIC models, the charge density is smoothed over a 3D
grid and the point-like nature of charges is ignored. In addition, in PIC models the stochastic
heating [56] of the charged particles, due to interactions with each other in a cell, is neglected.
This implies that the electrons/ions repelling each other is neglected when a cell contains only
electrons/ions for a sufficiently long time. In laser-single cluster interaction, stochastic heating is
of paramount importance, especially in the Coulomb case. Therefore, PIC models are expected
to lead to inaccurate results in the Coulomb case, [35, 3], which makes simulating laser-cluster
interaction complicated. Nevertheless, PIC simulations have been used in literature previously
for the investigation of laser-cluster interaction [26, 23, 31]. The problem with (scaled) molecular
dynamics models is that often relativistic effects, magnetic field effects and ionisation effects are
not taken into account, although there are some exceptions, which use scaling techniques [35]. In
contrast, the particle tracer simulations performed in this work take the interactions of all particles
fully relativistically taken into account. This provides a more accurate simulation strategy, than
existing simulation PIC strategies for laser-cluster interaction. However, taking all interactions
into account severely increases the computational cost. The computational cost scales with the
number of particles in the system squared: O(N2), instead of O(N) in the case of PIC simulations.
This limits the cluster size to a few thousand particles in the case of particle tracer simulations.

Assumptions. The assumptions in particle tracer simulations can be classified in two categories:
one category are the assumptions used to implement the cluster-laser interaction in GPT (e.g.:
assuming spherical clusters with a homogeneous density, assuming a Gaussian laser profile, etc.).
A detailed overview of these assumptions can be found in the appendix B.1. The second category
of assumptions are general assumptions which are intrinsic in GPT. A short overview of these
assumptions is listed below, more details can be found in appendix B.

• The charged particles in the GPT code span a Coulomb electric field in the rest frame, which
is only valid in the assumption that the electromagnetic interaction between two charged
particles is instantaneous. In certain relativistic cases this might be erroneous, because
the medium of interaction is intermediated by a photon, travelling at the speed of light,
leading to retardation effects. Furthermore, an accelerated charged particle emits Larmor
radiation and loses energy, which is not taken into account in the Coulomb electric field. In
order to incorporate retardation and radiation effects, the Coulomb field has to be replaced
by the field generated by the Lienard-Wiechelt potentials, which would require much more
computation time. For each simulation, it is carefully checked whether retardation and
radiation effects could alter the charged particle trajectories. By using the GPT trajectories
as a priori trajectories, the force on a particle is calculated and compared for the Coulomb
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field potential and for the Lienard-Wiechelt potentials. If these two forces do not deviate,
radiation and retardation effects can be neglected. For more information, see appendix B.

• As mentioned before, the GPT code only takes classical EM interaction into account.
Quantum effects and ionisation effects are not taken into account (although, as explained
previously, a field ionisation model has been implemented in GPT). More specifically this
implies that collisional ionisation (electrons that are swept through an ion/atom/molecule
can induce ionisation) and recombination (an electron swept through an ion can recombine
with the ion) are neglected. The effect and magnitude of these processes are estimated and
discussed in appendix B.

• One problem with the interaction of point particles using the Coulomb interactions is that
the Coulomb field goes to infinity when the limit of the distance between the particles goes
to zero, which produces a numerical singularity. Therefore, a cut-off distance has to be
introduced, which gives the point charges a certain ”size”. When two point charges are close
together, closer than the cut-off distance, the Coulomb fields of the charged particles are
evaluated at the cut-off distance. Therefore, the Coulomb field evaluated at this distance is
the maximum Coulomb field a charged particle can experience from another charged particle
(discrete effect). For more information see appendix B.

2.2 Coulomb case laser-single cluster simulations

For convenience each simulation result is tagged with a green tag, for example: [COUL1].
A list of all simulations and tags is given in appendix D.1. In some cases plots of this simulation
are provided in appendix D.1.1.

In this section, we will evaluate five different laser-single cluster interaction simulations. Each
of these simulation contains different parameters, listed below. In all simulations, the cluster
consists of 100 deuterium atoms with a homogeneous density distribution. Furthermore, all sim-
ulations here use a plane wave laser field with a Gaussian envelope, as discussed previously, with
a wavelength of λ = 800 nm.

In each case the laser displaces (almost) all electrons from the cluster - Coulomb case. When
all electrons are removed, the ion expansion dynamics and resulting ion energies solely depends
on the cluster parameters (radius, density, ion specie). Hence it is expected that the ion dynamics
are not affected by the laser parameters when all electrons are ejected, which is confirmed by our
simulations. Coulomb case simulations of a homogeneous Z=1 cluster are the intuitively relatively
simple to understand and provides a starting case for our laser-cluster interaction model, which is
developed in chapters 3 (inner field ionisation process), 4 (electron ejection process) and 5 (cluster
expansion process).

1. Emax = 2× 1012 V
m , n = 1× 1027 m−3, tFWHM = 75 fs, [COUL1].

2. Emax = 5× 1011 V
m , n = 1× 1027 m−3, tFWHM = 75 fs, [COUL2].

3. Emax = 1× 1011 V
m , n = 1× 1027 m−3, tFWHM = 75 fs, [COUL3].

4. Emax = 5× 1011 V
m , n = 1× 1027 m−3, tFWHM = 25 fs, [COUL4].

5. Emax = 2× 1012 V
m , n = 5× 1027 m−3, tFWHM = 75 fs, [COUL5].
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Figure 2.3: ”Simple” model case 1: electron/ion trajectories and velocity traces [COUL1TRAJ]

2.2.1 Trajectory plots

In order to give a full picture of the laser-single cluster dynamics, for the first case the x(t), y(t), z(t)
trajectories of the electrons and ions are plot and the vx(t), vy(t), vz(t) velocity traces of the
electrons and ions are plot in figure 2.3 - referred to as a trajectory plot. Each line represents the
trajectory/velocity trace of an electron/ion in the simulation as a function of time. The lines are
coloured in order to distinguish the lines from each other. The electron data is plot in a different
time axis than the ion data, because the electron dynamics take place during the laser interaction
∼ fs, whereas the ion dynamics take place on a slower timescale ∼ 102fs. Therefore, it is possible
to separate the electron ejection process and the cluster expansion process. When a single atom in
the deuterium cluster is tracked, this atom is ionised at some time (tion), where it is transformed
in the simulation from a neutral atom to a singly charged ion and an electron. In the simulation
this implies that the electron and ion start appearing for t > tion. The maximum of the laser pulse
is located at t = 150 fs, which is in the beginning of the ion trajectory/velocity plots and at the
end of the electron trajectory/velocity plots.
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2.2.2 Internal field ionisation

In figure 2.3 electrons and ion start appearing at t = 66 fs, meaning that ionisation has not taken
place until t = 66. In between t = 66− 72 fs the atoms are ionised and transformed into electrons
and ions, after t = 72 fs the ionisation process is completed.

2.2.3 Electron ejection

From our simulations, we can determine that the electron velocity traces (which govern the electron
trajectory traces) are a diagnostic for understanding electron ejection. Electron ejection is an
important laser-cluster interaction process, which determines whether/when/why electron ejection
takes place and it determines whether an ejected electron returns to the cluster (for Coulomb
explosion to occur, the ejected electrons have to stay ejected from the cluster). When an electron
moves inside the cluster, it collides with cluster ions (discrete effects). During these collisions a
force works shortly on the electron, leading to a sudden change of velocity, which leads to chaotic,
irregular behaviour in velocity space - as seen in the beginning of the y and z velocity traces. The
dynamics of the system can be simplified by grouping the electrons together as one electron cloud,
on which two forces work. A force due to the laser field acts to displace the electron cloud from
the ion cloud centre. A second force works on the electron cloud by the ion cloud collective space
charge, attracting the electron cloud - which effectively acts as a retaining force. The laser field
force increases in time until the laser pulse has reached its maximum amplitude at t = 150 fs. At
some point the laser field force becomes much larger than the retaining force. In this case, the
laser force is also much larger than the forces due to discrete effects and the electron’s trajectory is
determined mainly by the laser force - which leads to a regular behaviour in the electron velocity
plot. Therefore, the electron velocity trace changes from chaotic behaviour to regular behaviour
at the point when the laser force overpowers the retaining force by the ion cluster. This transition
occurs differently for each direction, which is caused by the fact that the laser force is different in
each direction. In the y direction there is no laser force. The electron is swept through the ion
cluster, causing collisions changing the y velocity - leading to irregular behaviour in the y velocity
timetrace. When this irregular behaviour stops, the electron is no longer swept through the cluster
and the electron’s momentum remains constant (the small oscillations in vy near the laser pulse
maximum are caused by relativistic effects due to the large vx, vy, increasing the electron’s mass).

An electron in a laser pulse ( ~E = E~ex, ~B = B~ey,~k = k~ez) quivers on the oscillating field,
leading to the oscillation shown in vx. Since the laser pulse maximum is at t = 150 fs, the
oscillation is maximum at the end of the trajectory plot. After the laser pulse maximum, the
laser amplitude is decreased and the oscillation amplitude becomes smaller, eventually leading
to a constant velocity. Additionally, the magnetic field of the laser pulse, in combination with
the particle’s quivering motion in the x direction, leads to a net velocity in the z direction (and
hence a net displacement), which is a v

c effect. The velocity in the z direction is maximum
at the laser pulse maximum. Eventually after the laser pulse maximum, the vz is lowered and
leads to a set of constant velocities after the laser pulse. Therefore, even after the laser pulse,
the ejected electrons obtain a net momentum in the x, y, z directions. In chapter 4, this will
be studied in detail and it will be shown that this net momentum is a result from the sudden
transition between chaotic (discrete effects dominated behaviour) and regular (laser dominated
behaviour) behaviour. For convenience, we will refer to this transition time (which is different per
direction and per electron) as tx,y,ztransition. Electron ejection occurs when this transition has occurred
in all three directions. Because the electric field effects have an earlier onset than magnetic field
effects, the transition occurs first in the x direction, secondly in the z direction and thirdly in
the y direction: txtransition < tztransition < tytransition. When transition in the x direction occurs, the
electron quivers on the laser electric field oscillation in the x direction. Because these transitions
occur in a time interval, the instant at which the transition occurs is differs per electron, leading
to a difference in net momentum. This net momentum, in combination with the displacement due
to the magnetic field, are the reasons why ejected electrons generally stay ejected, which is why
the cluster expansion after the laser pulse is possible.
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2.2.4 Cluster expansion

Just after the electron ejection, the cluster consists out of a spherical collection of ions. The ions
repel each other, increasing the distance between the ions. Therefore, the acceleration of the ions
is the highest just after electron ejection, after which the acceleration (due to cluster expansion)
decreases, eventually leading to constant velocities and a linear expansion of the cluster radius, as
indicated in figure 2.3. The cluster expansion is expected to be radial. Nevertheless, the simulation
results indicate that the ions are affected by the laser light at high laser intensities, which is evident
by the rapid oscillations in vx trace of the ion velocity between 100-200 fs. This disturbance leads
to a 10 % deviation between vx and vy, vz. Therefore, this effect can be neglected and it can be
assumed the dynamics is radial. In this analysis, we separated the electron ejection and cluster
expansion. However, shortly after a few electrons have been ejected the cluster starts expanding.
Nevertheless, the mass of the ions is relatively high compared to the mass of the electrons. Hence
ion dynamics is expected to occur at a slower timescale, which agrees with the simulation results
of figure 2.3, where it takes 300 fs before the cluster expansion leads to a relatively constant ion
velocity.

A homogeneous ion cluster corresponds to a charged sphere in a fluid approximation. Such a
cluster is a storage of electric potential energy and when the cluster explodes due to its Coulomb
forces - Coulomb explosion - this potential energy is converted to electric energy, which is studied in
literature [51, 55, 52]. In section 5.1.1 the Coulomb explosion dynamics of a homogeneous density

single specie ion cluster is derived. As explained in chapter 5, the Mie time τMie =
√

ρZe2

3ε0mi
(inverse

of the Mie frequency) serves as a measure for the characteristic time of the Coulomb explosion
and the acceleration of the ions is completed in 3-5 times the Mie time resulting in a constant ion
velocity and a linear cluster radius expansion [32, 12, 14, 23]. During the Coulomb explosion, the
ions near the core of the cluster obtain the lowest velocities, whereas the ions near the outer edge
f the cluster obtain the highest velocities. The maximum obtainable ion velocity of a Coulomb
explosion is calculated to be 4.8× 104 m/s, using section 5.1.1, which corresponds within 15 % of
the simulated result.

Therefore, in a preliminary view, the simulation results agrees with the results provided by
the analytic theory in the case of a Coulomb explosion of a homogeneous, single specie cluster.
However, when a portion of the electrons remain inside the cluster, complications arise in the
expansion dynamics, as discussed in chapter 5. Additionally, when the cluster has a density
gradient or consists out of multiple ion species, a generalised Coulomb model has to be applied,
which will be shown in section 5.1.

2.2.5 Differences in the other cases

After having discussed the simulations of case 1 ([COUL1]) in detail, in order to gain more insight in
laser-cluster interaction in the Coulomb case, we will discuss what happens when the laser/cluster
parameters are changed. For this purpose, we discuss the differences of the simulation results of
cases 2-5 ([COUL2] - [COUL5]) compared to case 1 ([COUL1]). Trajectory plots for cases 2-5 are
provided in the appendix, figures: D.2 to D.5.

Changing the laser intensity In case 2 and 3 ([COUL2, COUL3]) only the laser intensity is
decreased with respect to case 1 ([COUL1]). Because the laser intensity is lower, it is expected
that it takes longer for the field ionisation to occur and it is expected that field ionisation occurs
closer to the laser pulse maxima. This is confirmed in figure D.2 and D.3: in case 2 the inner
field ionisation lasts from t = 76 fs to t = 92 fs and in case 3 the inner field ionisation lasts from
t = 97 fs to t = 118 fs, in contrast to case 1 where the inner field ionisation lasts from t = 66 fs to
t = 72 fs.

Since the laser intensity is lower, we expect that also tx,y,ztransition occurs at a later time, closer to
the laser pulse maxima. This change in transition time affects the net momenta of the electrons.
Additionally, changing the laser pulse intensity has a strong effect on the motion of the electrons
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in the z direction, because magnetic effects depend on v
c . Therefore, the displacement effect by

the laser is expected to greatly decrease for lower laser intensities. A change in net momenta and
electron displacement change the portion of ejected electrons being reabsorbed by the cluster after
laser irradiation, which can affect cluster expansion. Furthermore, the effect of the laser might,
in some cases, not be strong enough to eject all the electron from the cluster. These expectations
are confirmed in the simulation results portrayed in figures D.2 and D.3, where the magnetic field
effects become non-existent in case 3.

In case 2 10 % of the electrons stay inside the cluster and in case 3 20 % of the electrons stay
inside the cluster. For now, we will assume these electrons spread homogeneously through the
cluster and actively shield the cluster charge, which is valid when 30 % or less of the electrons
remain in the cluster - as will be shown in section 5.1. According to the analytical Coulomb model,
the decrease in net charge of the cluster is expected to lower the maximum ion velocity in case
2 by 5 % and in case 3 by 10 % as compared to case 1. From a preliminary investigation this is
confirmed by the simulations, which show a maximum ion velocity decrease of respectively 4 %
and 8 % compared to case 1.

Hence, although the laser intensity is varied by a factor 20, the maximum obtainable ion
velocity is only changed by 8 %. This illustrates the statement made in the beginning of the
chapter that the cluster expansion is independent on the laser intensity if (almost) all electrons
are removed from the cluster. Naturally, if the laser intensity is decreased even further, more
electrons will remain in the cluster (as explained in chapter 4) and the simplified Coulomb picture
no longer holds, as explained in chapter 5.

Changing the laser pulse duration In case 4 [COUL4], the same parameters have been used
as in case 2 but with a factor 3 decrease in laser pulse duration. The maximum of the laser pulse
is still at t = 150 fs. Therefore we expect that the inner field ionisation takes place closer to the
maximum of the laser pulse. In addition, we expect that the interval in which the inner field
ionisation takes place decrease, because for shorter laser pulses the gradient of the laser intensity
is steeper near the ionisation threshold. This corresponds to the simulation result shown in figure
D.4, where the inner field ionisation occurs at t = 128 − 131 fs, which is a much shorter interval
than compared to case 2 where inner field ionisation occurs at t = 78− 92 fs.

Similar to field ionisation, in the case of shorter laser pulses, we expect tx,y,ztransition is closer
to the laser pulse maximum and the ejected electrons have less time to obtain the displacement
required to prevent re-absorption by the cluster after the laser pulse maximum. Additionally,
we expect that the interval of tx,y,ztransition is made smaller due to the steep pulse gradient, which
results in a smaller electron momenta spread. These expectations are confirmed by the particle
tracer simulation result in figure D.4: in the x direction the displacement is less at t = 150 fs in
case 4 than in case 2 (because the time between the ejection and laser pulse maxima is smaller).
However, the drift momentum of the electrons is higher in case 4 than in case 2 (the slope of the
electron x trajectory is larger in case 4 than in case 2), which can be explained by the stronger
envelope gradient and by the smaller momenta spread.

After the laser pulse around 10 % of the electrons stay inside the cluster in case 4, which is the
same as in case 2. This indicates that the amount of reabsorbed electrons is the same in case 2
and 4, which indicates that the effect of the higher electron momenta and the effect of the smaller
time interval between the ejection and laser pulse maxima balance each other when comparing
case 2 and 4. As a result, also the ion expansion dynamics are comparable for the short pulse and
the long pulse and the simulations only indicate a 1 % difference in ion velocities between case 2
and case 4.

Changing the cluster density In case 5 [COUL5] a similar laser pulse is used as in case 1, with
a 5 times higher density cluster, which still contains 100 atoms, and has a corresponding factor
(1/5)1/3 = 0.58 decrease in radius. At a higher density, the field ionisation process is not expected
to change. Furthermore, the laser interaction with individual electrons is also not expected to
change. The retaining force working on a single electron by the ion cloud is expected to increase,
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because the ions are closer together. However, the electron also has to travel less distance in order
to escape the cluster higher density leads to more charges pulling the electron to the centre of the
cloud). Because the increased density is a collective volume effect, we expect that the increased
retaining force has a stronger effect than the decrease in distance required for the electron to be
ejected from the cluster. Therefore a stronger laser field is required for electron ejection in case
5 than in case 1, leading to an increase in txtransition. This cannot be confirmed by the simulation
results as txtransition occurs almost instantly after field ionisation both in case 1 and 5, due to the
high field strength. After the txtransition the electrons are free to quiver on the laser field. This
implies that as soon as x(t) > R, the electron no longer experiences collisions inside the cluster,
leading to tytransition - which leads to the electron’s ejection. Because the radius is smaller in case 5
than in case 1, we expect that in this case, electron ejection occurs occurs earlier in case 5 than in
case 1, which is confirmed by the simulation results in figure D.5. In addition, vy of the electrons
is determined by space charge effects (when the ions are closer together, collisions of an electron
swept through the ion cluster occur more frequently and result in higher velocities), it is expected
that vy of the electrons will increase in case 5 compared to case 1, which is indeed confirmed in
D.5.

The higher density leads to higher ion energies, because the smaller distance between the ions
leads to a stronger expansion. By using section 5.1.1, we expect that the higher density of case 5
results in a 30 % increase in maximum ion velocity in case 5 compared to case 1. This corresponds
to our simulation results, which indicate a 33 % increase in maximum ion velocity due to the
higher density. Due to the higher density, the ion repulsion is stronger, resulting in a faster ion
expansion dynamics. Hence, the Mie time is expected to decrease by a factor of

√
5 to 32 fs,

which implies that it is expected that the cluster ions are fully accelerated within 90-160 fs as is
confirmed in figure D.5. The general dynamics of a Coulomb explosion (rapid acceleration of the
ions until a constant velocity is reached, resulting in a linear expansion of the cluster) is the same
for case 1 and 5.

2.3 Conclusion and outlook

From this chapter we can conclude that the laser-cluster interaction can be divided in three
sequential processes: internal field ionisation (the field perturbs the Coulomb potential, allowing
the bound electron to escape), electron ejection (freed electrons are ejected from the cluster - and
stay ejected from the cluster) and cluster expansion (because a portion of the electrons is freed
from the cluster, a charge builds up in the cluster leading to a cluster expansion and acceleration
of the ions). When almost all electrons are ejected from the cluster, only the Coulomb explosion of
the cluster has to be taken into account to predict the ion cloud expansion dynamics: the precise
interaction of the laser with the cluster affects the ion expansion dynamics negligibly in this case.

However, this is not sufficient for a general laser-cluster interaction case, where all three pro-
cesses have to be taken into account. Whether all electrons are ejected from the cluster depends
on the electron ejection process. This involves understanding and quantifying the interplay of the
retaining force by the ion cloud on the electron cloud and the ejecting laser force on the electron
cloud and understanding charged particle trajectories in a plane wave laser field, which is studied
in chapter 4. The inner field ionisation process might affect the electron ejection process. There-
fore, the time and time interval in which ionisation occurs has to be predicted, which involves
understanding and quantifying field ionisation - which is discussed in chapter 3. The Coulomb ex-
pansion model works well for fully stripped, homogeneous, one specie clusters. For general clusters
with multiple ion species, density gradients a generalisation of the standard Coulomb expansion is
required. Additionally, when a significant amount of electrons is still inside the cluster, the elec-
tron and ion expansion dynamics have to be taken into account self-consistently and a different
type of expansion model is required. These two expansion models will be discussed in chapter
5. This chapter and the detailed study of the separate processes in chapters 3 to 5 conclude our
process-based laser-cluster interaction model.
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Chapter 3

Internal field ionisation

Please note that in this section atomic units are used. In atomic units the electron mass
me, electron charge e, reduced plank’s constant ~ and the Coulomb constant 1

4πε0
are defined

as 1 (dimensionless): me = e = ~ = 1
4πε0

= 1. Making the units of the atomic constant
dimensionless, has a large impact on the physical meaning of units. Using atomic units in
atomic physics is common practice and a conversion table to SI units is provided in appendix
A.4.

Internal
Field

Ionisation

Electron
Ejection

Cluster
Expansion

Laser-single 
cluster

interaction

Figure 3.1: A schematic over-
view of the laser-cluster interac-
tion model.

Internal field ionisation is the process in laser-cluster inter-
action where the laser field perturbs the Coulomb potential
and frees the bound electron from an atom/ion in the cluster,
transforming the atomic cluster into a nano-plasma. Hence,
field ionisation sets the initial conditions of the electromag-
netic interaction between the laser, the electrons and the ions.
Therefore, in order to understand laser-single cluster interac-
tion, it is important to understand why, how and when the
bound electron is freed by the laser field.

In order to understand the effect of field ionisation in laser-
cluster interaction, the field ionisation of a single atom has to
be investigated. An overview of the theory of field ionisa-
tion is provided in section 3.1, where it is explained that field
ionisation (when the laser pulse is approximated as a quasi-
static electric field) can be treated classically - leading to a
deterministic theory (Barrier Suppression Ionisation - BSI)
and quantum-mechanically - leading to a probabilistic the-
ory (Ammosov - Delone - Krainov (ADK) tunnelling theory).
The difference between these two approaches for the ionisa-
tion of hydrogen and deuterium is discussed in , where it is
explained how ADK is implemented in particle tracer sim-
ulations and where it is shown under which circumstances
probabilistic ionisation has to be taken into account.

Applying this information on clusters, it is investigated how ionisation can affect the total
laser-cluster interaction process in section 3.3. Here it is shown that the clusters can be divided in
two categories: low-Z clusters, whose atoms are fully ionised by the laser pulse and high-Z clusters,
whose atoms are not fully ionised by the laser pulse. In the case of low-Z clusters field ionisation
does not influence the subsequent stages of laser-cluster interaction. Whereas, in the case of high-Z
clusters, it will be shown that higher charge states are obtained by field ionisation than can be
expected from the laser field alone, which implies that the electric field generated by the space
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charges amplifies the laser field - leading to higher ionisation stages. The field generated by the
space charges depends on the electron dynamics in the cluster during the laser pulse irradiation -
which is governed by the electron ejection process (see chapter 4): therefore the electron ejection
process and the field ionisation process operate synergistically.

3.1 Field ionisation theory

In this section we will explain the basics of field ionisation theory adopted from: [41, 40,
38, 39, 47, 62, 63, 64, 65, 44, 45, 43, 42, 43, 66, 58].

Field ionisation theory is an active field of research. There is much debate about the applicability
of the available theories. The goal of this section is to provide a background on field ionisation
theory: which main approaches there are; the physics of these approaches and their limits.

Field ionisation generally can be divided in two mechanisms: quasi-static ionisation and multi-
photon ionisation. In ultrashort, intense laser pulses, the electron movement is fast compared to
the laser oscillation due to the strong electric field. In that case, the electric field of the laser
can be approximated as a quasi-static electric field (QSE) (neglecting magnetic field effects). In
this case, the laser pulse field perturbs the Coulomb potential, causing ionisation. Quasi-static
ionisation is distinctly different from multi-photon ionisation, where ionisation takes place due to
the high energy photons.

3.1.1 Barrier Suppression Ionisation

The simplest model for QSE field ionisation is the Barrier Suppression Ionisation model (BSI). In
the BSI model the perturbation of the Coulomb potential, as indicated in figure 3.2, is treated
classically. The perturbation is assumed to only affect the Coulomb potential in the polarization
direction of the electric field - leading to a 1D model. In this classical model, ionisation occurs
instantly when the perturbation is large enough to bend the potential barrier below the ionisation
energy as indicated in figure 3.2, where BSI occurs at an electric field of 2E. The critical electric
field strength for BSI is presented in equation 3.1, in which Ez is the ionisation energy and Z is
the atom/ion charge.

Emin =
E2
z

4(Z + 1)
(3.1)

In laser-gas irradiation experiments, BSI has been proven to give an accurate, practical and
simple prediction of the resulting charge states for [67, 38]. In the case of hydrogen, it is argued
that the 1D BSI model has to be adapted [38], because field perturbation affects the Coulomb
potential in the perpendicular direction as well - due to the symmetry of the hydrogen wavefunction

(which is broken in many-electron systems), resulting in an adopted BSI of: EHmin = (
√

2− 1)E
3/2
z

for hydrogen, which is an increase of the prediction of equation 3.1.

3.1.2 Tunnelling ionisation

BSI theory is a deterministic field ionisation theory: field ionisation occurs instantly after the
critical field strength is reached. In contrast, the field ionisation problem can also be treated
quantum mechanically: in that case there is a probability dW

dt the electron can escape the potential
barrier by tunnelling through the red sketched area in figure 3.2. This probabilistic, tunnelling
ionisation (TI) behaviour is confirmed experimentally [62, 47]. In this case, ionisation can occur
before the BSI intensity is reached. However, the ionisation probability becomes exponentially
larger when the distance to tunnel becomes smaller [68, 69, 64] - and the ionisation probability is
much larger close to the BSI threshold.
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Figure 3.2: Visualisation of the perturbation of the potential in the quasi-static domain.

Landau tunnelling model One of the first tunnelling ionisation models was derived by Landau
[64] for hydrogen atoms in static (instead of quasi-static) electric fields (derivation in appendix
C.1.5). The Landau rate is derived by approximating the perturbed wavefunction of the hydrogen
atom by using the Wentzel - Kramers - Brillouin (WKB) approximation, which assumes that
the wavefunction is slowly changing. This results in a probability current, which is integrated to
obtain the tunnelling probability per time, resulting in equation 3.2. The exponential behaviour
in equation 3.2, is the same for all tunnelling ionisation models (and only pre-factor changes).

dW

dt
=

4

E
exp(−2(2Ez)

3/2

3E
) (3.2)

Perelomov, Popov and Terent’ev (PPT) generalised [65] the Landau model for multiple-electron
atoms and time-varying electric (but QSE) fields. The derivation of this model is provided in
appendix C.1. The PPT model can be used to investigate general ionisation stages for time-
varying electric fields because the time-dependent interaction of the electron with the ionic core is
taken into account as a correction term. Additionally, a generalised wavefunction for the electron is
used, which requires the determination of an asymptotic atomic constant, which are only limitedly
available [70, 44] (see appendix C.1).

Ammosov, Delone, Krainov (ADK) tunnelling model The Ammosov, Delone, Krainov
(ADK) [63] tunnelling model (the most popular tunnelling ionisation model [59, 58, 71, 44]) uses
Hartree’s method [72] in order to determine these constants and create a more generally applicable
form of PPT, which is explained in appendix C.1 and results in equation 3.3. The exponential
behaviour of ADK is the same as the Landau tunnelling model - but with a different pre-factor.

The term (2κ3

E )2(Z−1)/κ−1 arises from taking the interaction of the electron with the ionic core
into account and the rest of the pre-factor results from using Hartree’s method to approximate
the electron wavefunction.

dW

dt
=

κ2

√
36πn?

(
2e

n?
)n

?

(
2κ3

E
)2Q/κ−1 exp(−2κ3/3E)

κ =
√

2Ez

n? =
Z

κ

(3.3)

We have extended the particle tracer simulations with ADK tunnelling ionisation routines.
Equation 3.3 is investigated for each atom or not-fully ionised ion for each time step using a
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Monte-Carlo approach. When ionisation takes place, the charge of the ion is increased by one
and an electron is created in the numerical model. The electron’s position is determined by using
the outer end of the tunnelling distance of figure 3.2 and the electron’s velocity is determined by
using the theory of [73]. When ADK is applied in the particle tracer simulations, the limitations
of tunnelling ionisation are checked, which is important - as these limits are often violated in
literature. ADK ionisation theories have been implemented in particle-in-cell codes previously
[58, 59], however, they are applied in regimes where the limitations of tunnelling ionisation theories
are violated [59, 60, 61]. For more information about the implementation of ADK in the numerical
particle tracer simulations, see appendix C.1.

Limitations of tunnelling ionisation theories Tunnelling ionisation theories assume a quasi-
static electric field - which implies two assumptions. The first assumption is that only an electric
field has been assumed, whereas a laser pulse is a plane wave field - which contains a magnetic
field component. In [42, 46, 43], the magnetic field effect on the ionisation is approximated by
assuming that the bound electron moves in a figure-8 motion in its binding potential due to the
plane wave laser field. When the movement of the electron becomes larger than the Bohr radius in
a figure-8 motion, it is assumed that magnetic field effects can have an impact on ionisation - and
hence tunnelling ionisation theories no longer hold. This sets a limit on the maximum applicable
laser field, as indicated in equation 3.4.

The second assumption is that the oscillation of the electric field is assumed to be quasi-static
and hence ionisation takes place due to the field nature of the laser pulse. In that case, many
photons are required for ionisation and the photon energy should be smaller than the ionisation
potential, which sets a limit on the maximum laser frequency, indicated in equation 3.4.

ωL < Ez

E0 <
√

8cω3
L

(3.4)

The previous part is based on literature work of: [41, 40, 38, 39, 47, 62, 63, 64, 65, 44, 45,
43, 42, 43, 66, 58].

3.2 When does tunnelling ionisation have to be applied?

Due to the sharp dependence of the tunnelling probability on the electric field evolution, it is
expected that TI occurs almost instantly near the BSI threshold when the electric field rapidly
rises in intensity and exceeds the BSI critical electric field. For a Gaussian pulse envelope, the
relative slope of the envelope (in time) is larger at the edge of the laser pulse than in the centre
of the laser pulse. Hence it is expected that BSI and TI have a similar behaviour when ionisation
occurs at the edges of the laser pulse. However, when BSI occurs near the laser pulse centre or
when the laser pulse intensity does not reach the critical BSI level, it is expected that TI and BSI
obtain different results.

This qualitative description is confirmed in figure 3.3, where calculations have been performed
on the ionisation of a single hydrogen/deuterium atom for four different laser pulses (Gaussian
pulse envelope, λ = 700 nm) (top graph). The cumulative ionisation probability (p(t) =

∫
dW
dτ dτ)

for BSI (hydrogen-corrected and ”standard” hydrogen), Landau (hydrogen) and ADK (deuterium
and hydrogen) are compared for these four laser pulses in the middle graph. For each laser case, 25
separate particle tracer simulations with ADK theory implemented have been performed and the
time at which ionisation occurs in each simulation is presented in the lowest graph, representing
the cumulative ionisation probability of the ADK ionisation implementation in the particle tracer
simulations. The analytical ADK calculations of the middle graph corresponds well with the
Monte-Carlo implementation of ADK in the particle tracer simulations of the lower graph. This
indicates that ADK ionisation has been correctly implemented in the particle tracer simulations.
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As an indication, most of the laser pulses for laser-cluster interaction have an intensity of at least
1020 W/m2s.

Figure 3.3: An illustration of the analytical and numerical ionisation rates of deuterium and
hydrogen for various laser pulses.

As predicted, the various ionisation models converge when ionisation occurs in the edge of
the laser pulse due to a higher relative slope of the pulse envelope, which results in a very short,
almost instant, tunnelling time interval. When the laser pulse intensity is decreased, while the
pulse duration remains the same (from black to green), ionisation occurs closer to the laser pulse
maximum and the relative slope of the envelope at which ionisation occurs is flattened. This
causes the various model predictions to diverge and the time interval in which tunnelling occurs
is increased - showing more probabilistic behaviour. When the laser pulse duration is decreased
(from green to blue), the slope at which BSI occurs of the field envelope is increased, which results
in less deviation between the ionisation theories and a much shorter tunnelling time interval.

Therefore, BSI and TI predict a similar behaviour when BSI occurs at a relatively large envelope
slope, whereas TI and BSI obtain different results when the laser pulse intensity is too low for BSI
to occur and when the laser pulse envelope slope at which ionisation occurs is relatively small. In
this case probabilistic TI, such as ADK, has to be used to obtain an accurate prediction for the
laser-field interaction process.

3.3 The effect of field ionisation in laser-cluster interaction

With this knowledge of BSI and TI, we will investigate whether field ionisation can have an
effect on the subsequent processes of laser-cluster interaction. If field ionisation would have an
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effect on laser-cluster interaction, it would affect the amount of electrons ejected from the cluster.
Therefore, by studying the sensitivity of the electron ejection fraction in particle tracer simulations
on the ionisation, we can determine how accurately ionisation should be taken into account in our
simplified laser-cluster interaction model.

We will assume that the ionisation process starts at the critical (hydrogen-corrected) BSI
intensity (defined as t = 0) and lasts a time τ , throughout which the ionisation probability is
constant. By studying the effect of τ on the electron ejection fraction, we can determine how
ionisation can affect the laser-cluster interaction process. In figure 3.4 we have plotted the number
of electrons in the cluster as a function of time for different τ , for a cluster with: 800 hydrogen
atoms, density of 5 × 1027 m−3, laser wavelength λ = 700 nm, laser pulse duration tFWHM = 70
fs (Gaussian envelope) and peak electric field Emax

0 = 1 × 1010 V/m (which is close to the BSI
critical value).
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Figure 3.4: A time trace of the fraction of electrons removed for different ”ionisation durations”.

The electron ejection fraction rises in time until the maximum of the laser pulse has been
reached at t = 30 fs, at which the electron ejection fraction is the highest. Afterwards some of the
ejected electrons are re-absorbed by the cluster - leading to a decrease in electron ejection fraction
(see chapter 4). When the tunnelling duration is up to 21.2 fs, the deviation in electron ejection
fraction is negligible compared to the 5-10 % inaccuracy in the electron ejection fraction, which is
indicated by the thick black, thick orange and thinner coloured lines (for which τ is in between 0
and 21.2 fs) in figure 3.4. For τ > 31.9 fs onwards, the ionisation duration impacts the electron
ejection fraction and therefore has an effect on the laser-cluster interaction. Therefore, we can
conclude that ionisation has an effect on the sequential processes of laser-cluster interaction when
ionisation is still taking place in the decaying edge of the laser pulse.

When all ionisation is completed in the leading edge of the laser pulse, field ionisation does
not have an effect on electron ejection and it can be assumed that ionisation occurs instantly:
which is the case when the atom is fully ionised by BSI when taking the laser field into account.
This will be defined as low-Z laser-cluster interaction. When the cluster atoms are not full ionised
according to BSI, tunnelling ionisation can still occur throughout the laser pulse and ionisation
has to be taken into account accurately.

3.3.1 Ionisation in high-Z clusters

Experiments have been performed investigating the charge states of obtained by high-Z laser-
cluster interaction [36, 14, 15, 1, 12, 16]. These experiments indicate that charge states of Xe26+

can be obtained in laser cluster interaction - whereas ionisation states of Xe18+ were obtained
in laser gas interaction - using the same laser pulse (I = 1018W/cm2) [16]. This indicates that
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when high-Z clusters interact with an ultra-short, intense laser pulse - a unique interaction occurs,
resulting in extremely high charge states.

In this work, we have analysed the dynamics of high-Z clusters qualitatively using our process
based model and numerically using particle tracer simulations, due to three reasons. First, ob-
taining high charge states from high-Z laser-cluster interaction is a unique aspect for laser-cluster
interaction - and understanding the fundamental physical characteristics of laser-cluster interac-
tion also hence also involves understanding why high charge states are obtained. Secondly, high
charge states in laser-cluster interaction are caused by single cluster effects measurable in exper-
iments. Hence high-Z cluster predictions can be directly related to experimental data. Thirdly,
using a combination of high and low-Z species in clusters provides an extra degree of freedom for
tuning the expansion dynamics of a single cluster.

ELaser

+

+

+
ECluster

Elaser

ENet

Figure 3.5: Illustration of the ignition ionisation model.

By taking only the electric field of the laser into account, it would be expected that the
charge states in laser-cluster interaction are the same as those in laser-gas interaction (collisional
ionisation is neglected, see appendix B). Therefore, the applied electric field on the cluster has
to be higher than the electric field of the laser, which can only be caused by the cluster’s space
charge. Therefore, the laser field is enhanced by the cluster space charge. To illustrate this effect, a
schematic representation is given in figure 3.5, which corresponds to the ignition model developed
by [14, 15] to explain this phenomenon qualitatively. Here the cluster (a nano-plasma after the
first ionisation) is represented by a rigid, static ion cloud and a rigid electron cloud, oscillating on
the laser frequency through the ion cloud. When both clouds are displaced, a dipole is formed,
where the electric field is amplified locally. When the charge of the cluster is sufficient, this results
in a strong enhancement of the laser field, which leads to a higher ionisation probability. When
ionisation occurs, the space charge of the cluster is increased and the enhancement of the laser field
is even stronger, resulting in a synergistic relation between the ionisation and the space charge of
the cluster - which is determined by the electron cloud’s motion. In chapter 4, we will derive a
more accurate model for the electron cloud’s motion than provided by the ignition model, which
we combine with tunnelling ionisation to create a model for high-Z clusters in section 4.2.5.

Why is it necessary to take ADK ionisation into account for high-Z clusters? Particle
tracer simulations have been performed on a cluster with 500 Xenon atoms with a cluster density
of 1027 m−3 with a laser pulse of λ = 700 nm, Emax

0 = 3.5 × 1011 V/m and Gaussian envelope
with tFWHM = 70 fs. In the simulation, the xenon cluster obtains charge states of up to 19+ when
ADK ionisation (top graph) is used, whereas charge states of 9+ are obtained when BSI is used
(middle graph). In the bottom graph the laser pulse envelope is indicated and the horizontal lines
indicate at which electric field ionisation is expected to occur - which would predict charge states
of up to 8+.

In the ADK ionisation simulation, the amount of particles of the first line goes down and
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Figure 3.6: A timetrace of the amount of XeA+ in particle tracer simulations of a Xenon cluster
by using ADK and BSI.

the amount of particles by the second line goes up: this is where ionisation occurs: the cluster
atoms are transformed from neutral (amount of neutral particles goes down) to 1+ (amount of 1+
particles goes up). This occurs sequentially until just after the laser pulse maximum, where the
cluster consists out of xenon 17+, 18+ and 19+. The colour represents the charge states of the
various lines, starting with dark blue for xenon atoms, to dark red for xenon 19+. A similar trend
occurs in the BSI case where the transitions upon ionisation are almost instant. However, although
the laser field is also enhanced by the cluster space charge in the BSI case, the ionisation in the
BSI simulation in this case mostly coincides with the ionisation expected by the laser field, which
results in remarkably lower charge states than in ADK simulations. The enhancement of the field
strength due to the space charge depends on the cluster parameters: when a cluster is larger/more
dense (contains more particles), the effect of the space charge enhancement is larger. In this case,
the effect is sufficient for ADK, but insufficient for BSI, to result in a strong enhancement. As
discussed previously, differences between BSI and ADK are expected to occur when ionisation
does not take place fully according to BSI, which occurs (by definition of high-Z cluster) for some
time during the laser cluster interaction. For these simulation parameters, this difference leads to
a very large ionisation difference between ADK and BSI. Therefore, it is vital to take probabilistic
tunnelling ionisation into account when analysing high-Z clusters.

3.4 Conclusion

From this study we can conclude that field ionisation for laser-cluster interaction can be separated
in field ionisation in low-Z clusters (laser electric field is sufficient for full BSI of the atoms) and
field ionisation in high-Z clusters. In the case of low-Z laser-cluster interaction, the effect of the
field ionisation on electron ejection is negligible and therefore does not have to be taken into
account. In the case of high-Z laser-cluster interaction, the cluster space charge amplifies the
laser field in order to obtain very high charge states, for which it is necessary to take probabilistic
tunnelling ionisation into account.
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Electron ejection model
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Figure 4.1: A schematic over-
view of the laser-cluster interac-
tion model.

The electron ejection process is the process in which the freed
electrons are displaced and ejected from the cluster. For clar-
ity we will refer to electron ejection as the electron being
freed from the cluster, whereas we will refer to displacement
as the distance an electron is displaced from the centre of
the cluster. When ionisation occurs, a collection of ions and
electrons: a nano-plasma is generated. Since the electrons
are much lighter than the ions, the electrons are partly dis-
placed by the laser field. This leads to a build-up of charges,
which leads to the cluster expansion, leading to high energy
ions. For now we will assume that the electron ejection pro-
cess and cluster expansion process occur sequentially, which
will be discussed in further detail in chapters 5.

As explained in the previous chapter, for low Z clusters
the field ionisation process can be assumed to occur instant-
aneously and the field ionisation process and electron ejection
process occur sequentially. To predict the cluster expansion,
the number of electrons remaining inside the cluster is re-
quired, hence obtaining the fraction of ejected electrons after
the laser pulse is a requirement of the cluster expansion model.
In contrast for high Z clusters, the field ionisation process and
electron ejection process occur simultaneously - as explained
in the previous chapter. Hence, also the dynamics of the elec-
tron cloud during the electron ejection phase should be predicted by the electron ejection model.

Although in literature it is assumed that electrons can be ejected from the cluster [74, 14,
15, 20, 75, 16], it is not trivial that a single electron can obtain a net displacement or a net
acceleration by a laser field. To get more insight in how the electrons can be ejected from the
cluster, the laser-charged particle interaction, which was briefly discussed in chapter 2, is studied
in detail in section 4.1.1. Here it is shown that the magnetic field of the laser can lead to a net
displacement of a charged particle in a laser field at sufficient laser intensities. In addition, it is
shown that a charged particle can obtain a net momentum in a laser field which remains even after
the laser pulse, when the electron is ”injected” in the laser field under a certain laser phase. In
section 4.1.1 we show that hence electrons obtain a net drift during laser-atom interaction, which
is used experimentally for studying field ionisation on an atto-second timescale [47, 48, 62].

Similarly, electrons are ejected (and generally remain ejected) from a cluster, when they are
displaced from the cluster - which we will show in chapter 4.2. An electron in a cluster is subjective
to two forces during laser-cluster interaction: a force due to the laser action, displacing the electron
from the centre and a restoring force in the opposite direction, pushing the electron to the centre
due to the ion cloud space charge. When the laser electric field is sufficient, the displacement
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of the electron is so large that it is displaced from the cluster, leading to the electron ejection,
which was discussed previously in chapter 2. In section 4.2 we create a model electron ejection
based on the motion of a forced oscillator - the forced oscillator model (FOM) - which can be
used to predict the number of electrons in the cluster after laser irradiation and which can be
used to predict the electron dynamics during the laser irradiation. This model will be compared
with numerical particle tracer simulations and models used in literature [74, 14, 15, 20, 75, 16, 53].
The FOM is more generally applicable than other models in literature and does not require the
determination of anomalous constants by simulation. Therefore, the FOM is predicted to be more
robust to scaling than other models (our particle tracer simulations are limited to 1500 particles,
whereas in chapter 6, we will investigate clusters with 106 particles).

4.1 Laser-charged particle interaction

When an electron interacts with a plane wave laser field, the electron will quiver on the oscillating
electric field with no net momentum gain and no net displacement. This behaviour changes when
the quivering electron’s motion becomes relativistic, which we indicate by using the laser strength
parameter: a = eE

meωc
. When the electron’s motion is mildly relativistic a = 1, the electron is

affected by the magnetic field of the laser pulse, accelerating the electron in the propagation dir-
ection of the laser; displacing the electron. In the case of super-intense laser pulses a > 10, this
effect is strong enough to accelerate the electron to relativistically in the propagation direction.
Because the laser pulse travels in the propagation direction, the electron obtains a Doppler shift,
which effectively increases its oscillation period. Therefore, in the super-intense regime, the elec-
tron is displaced a relatively large distance by the laser pulse. The velocity of an electron as a
function of time in the polarization (vx) and propagation direction (x) is shown in figure 4.2a for
sub-relativistic (a = 0.1), mildly relativistic (a = 1) and super-relativistic (a = 10) laser-electron
interaction. These velocity traces have been calculated analytically by using a self derived model
presented in appendix C.2. This analytical model, which does not take radiation effects into ac-
count, corresponds within 1 % of the results of particle tracer simulations: which indicates that
the charged particle trajectories under an intense laser field (while neglecting radiation effects)
are correctly determined by the charged particle simulations. Laser-cluster interaction studied
in this thesis usually occurs at relatively high laser intensities of I = [1022...1025] W/m2, which
corresponds to a = [0.6...19]. Under these conditions, the displacement of the electron due to
magnetic field effects is one of the effects causing the electron ejection.

”Injection” phase effects Although magnetic field effects of the laser pulse play a role in
ejecting electrons from cluster, the electron will not obtain a net momentum due to this effect.
A laser-cluster interaction experiment is usually performed on a cluster jet. Therefore, when an
electron is displaced from the cluster - but obtains no momentum by the laser interaction, it can be
re-absorbed by another charged cluster after the laser-pulse irradiation. The Lawson-Woodward
criterion states that an electron can only obtain a net momentum when one of these conditions
are violated [76, 77, 78, 79]: the laser field is in vacuum with no walls or boundaries present; no
static electric or magnetic fields are present; the region of interaction is infinite.

When an electron is ”injected”, with zero velocity (ẋ(0) = 0), in a laser field at a certain laser
phase φ0, the electron can obtain a drift momentum. To illustrate this, only the electric field of
the laser pulse is taken into account and the spatial dependence of the laser field is neglected. In
that case, the equation of motion of the electron is: ẍ = − eE0

me
sin(ωt + φ0), in which x is the

polarization direction of the laser, E0 is the electric field strength, me is the electron mass, e is
the electron charge and ωL is the frequency of the laser pulse. The velocity of the electron is:
ẋ = eE0

ωme
cos(ωt + φ) + vdrift, in which vdrift = − eE0

ωme
cos(φ) is the drift velocity of the electron.

Therefore, an electron can indeed obtain a drift velocity if it is suddenly ”injected” in a laser field.
Using the analytical theory in appendix C.2, the momentum (in the polarization direction) of an
electron as function of time in a laser pulse with a duration of 120 fs and a Gaussian envelope
is shown in figure 4.2b for three cases: injection at t=-60 fs, injection at φ0 = 1

2π (near t ≈ 0)
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Figure 4.2: Electron trajectories under laser interaction calculated by our charged particle-laser
interaction model derived in section C.2.3

and injection at φ0 = − 1
2π (near t ≈ 0). Here, the electron obtains a drift momentum when it

is injected at a non-zero phase, which depends on the intensity and phase of the laser pulse at
the time of injection. The reason the Lawson-Woodward theorem is violated in this case is that
injecting the electron at a certain laser phase makes the region of interaction finite. In section
4.2 it will be explained that this phenomenon plays a role in the electron ejection in laser-cluster
interaction.

4.1.1 Laser-atom interaction

Using the charged particle laser interaction model in combination with field ionisation theory
makes it possible to study laser-atom interaction. This will prove to be an insightful model for
understanding why electrons that are displaced from the cluster generally stay ejected from the
cluster. In addition, our laser-atom interaction model can qualitatively explain how this effect
can be used to perform measurements on field ionisation, performed in [47, 62, 48] to prove
experimentally that field ionisation is a probabilistic process.

From chapter 3, it is expected that an atom in an intense laser field will at some point become
ionised. At ionisation, we assume the neutral atom is transformed into a charged ion and an
electron, which behave classically. Two forces work on the electron: an attracting force pulling
the electron towards the positively charged ion and an expelling force due to the laser interaction.
Electric field effects occur at lower velocities than magnetic field effects. Since ionisation occurs
at a << 1 field strengths and the displacements around the ion are small, the magnetic field and
spatial dependence of the field are neglected. The equation of motion (1D) of the electron is shown
in equation 4.1, where the ion is assumed static and is positioned in the origin.
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Figure 4.3: Phase space trajectories and particle tracer simulation results for laser-atom interaction

d2x

dt2
=
eE0

me
f(ωt) sin(ωt)− FCoulomb

FCoulomb =

{
1

4πε0me

Ze2

x2 sgn(x), |x| > xCutOff

1
4πε0me

Ze2

x2
CutOff

sgn(x), |x| < xCutOff

(4.1)

The envelope of the electric field is slowly varying compared to the oscillatory behaviour of the
field. Therefore, we assume the field amplitude is quasi-static E0f(ωt) sin(ωt) → E0f(τ) sin(ωt).
In this case, equation 4.1 is that of a forced oscillator with a non-linear restoring force Fres ∝
1
x2 (outside the cut-off range). In order to prevent the numerical problems resulting from the
singularity of the Coulomb force in the origin, a cut-off parameter has been introduced similarly
to the cut-off parameter introduced in the particle tracer simulations 2.1.

The phase space map in figure 4.3a studies the trajectory of the solutions of equation 4.1 (in
a displacement (x(t)), velocity (x′(t) plane) for λ = 700 nm for various E. The initial position
of the electron is comparable to the position predicted by BSI in chapter 3 with Z = 1. The
trajectory makes a nearly closed curve for low E, which implies that the electron oscillates in the
Coulomb potential. Beyond a critical E, this limit cycle becomes unstable, diverges and leads
to outgoing asymptotes. At this instability, the electron is displaced far away from the Coulomb
potential, hence the Coulomb restoring force becomes negligible and the electron behaves as a free
particle with a drift velocity indicated by the horizontal asymptotes in figure 4.3a. Physically,
this occurs because the restoring force (i.g. the Coulomb force) in equation 4.1 scales with x−2

and becomes weaker when the distance increases, which enhances the displacement - leading to
unstable behaviour, which occurs almost instantly when the electron is displaced beyond the cut-
off length. The critical electric field required for electron ejection is: E ≤ 7 × 109 V/m, which is
smaller than the required field for field ionisation (E = 2.5×1010 V/m). Therefore, the electron is
freed from the Coulomb potential of the ion directly after ionisation. We expect the drift velocity
(indicated by the horizontal asymptotes in figure 4.3a) is obtained because the electron is ”injected”
in the laser field upon electron ejection, which is confirmed when we compare the drift velocity
obtained in equation 4.1 with the laser-charged particle interaction model of the previous chapter
by using the electron ejection moment as an ”injection phase” (both models correspond within 5
%). Therefore, the drift momentum an electron obtains in laser-atom interaction is determined by
the electron ejection, which is determined by the field ionisation (because the critical field required
for electron ejection is lower than the field required for ionisation).
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Particle tracer simulation results By using our particle tracer simulation code, which has
ADK ionisation theory incorporated, we have performed 25 simulations of the laser-atom inter-
action with the same parameters using a laser pulse of Emax = 2 × 1012 W

m2 , tFWHM = 75 fs,
λ = 800 nm. The result of these simulations is shown in figure 4.3b, where the displacement of an
electron in the x direction is shown for each simulation and each separate line/colour represents
a separate simulation. Since ionisation is a probabilistic process (ADK model), ionisation takes
place at a slightly different time for each simulation, which leads to a spread in drift momenta.
In one laser oscillation a particle can obtain a large range of drifts, but by performing statistics
on this range, information from the ionisation process can be distilled. When a circular/elliptical
polarized laser pulse is used, this is easier to perform, because the momentum vector by the elec-
tron corresponds to the hands of a clock operating at the laser frequency: an ”attoclock”. This
principle has been used to measure laser-atom processes on an attosecond temporal resolution,
which show that field ionisation is a probabilistic process [47, 80, 62, 48]. A similar experimental
technique might be applicable to perform measurements on the electron ejection dynamics of a
single cluster.

4.2 Forced oscillator model

In this section we use our understanding of the laser-atom interaction process to present a self-
derived fully analytical model for the electron ejection process: the forced oscillator model (FOM).
First we investigate the dynamics of a single electron in an ion cluster sphere. The ion cluster is
approximated as a homogeneously charged sphere with a continuous charge distribution, neglecting
discrete effects. Similarly to laser-atom interaction, two forces work on an electron in the cluster:
the laser force, driving the electron and a restoring force, which is provided by the ion cloud space
charge. The electric field of a homogeneously charged sphere is shown in equation 4.2, in which
R is the cluster radius and ρ is the cluster charge density. This electric field leads to a linear
restoring force ∝ x inside the cluster and a non-linear restoring force ∝ x−2 outside the cluster
(similar to laser-atom interaction). The 1D dynamics of an electron under influence of these two
forces leads to the model of a driven harmonic oscillator, presented in equation 4.2, in which

ωMie =
√

ρe2

3ε0me
=

ωp√
3

is the so-called Mie frequency: the ”plasma frequency” [14, 15, 74, 21] of a

sphere - which corresponds to the standard plasma frequency divided by
√

3.

ECluster =

{
ρe2x
3ε0

, |x| < R
ρR3

3x2ε0
sgn(x), |x| > R

d2x

dt2
=

{
eE0

me
f(ωt) sin(ωt)− ω2

Miex |x| < R
ρR3

3x2ε0
sgn(x), |x| > R

(4.2)

When an electron is displaced from the cluster, it is subjective to the r−2 non-linear restoring
force of the ion cluster: which is the same as in the laser-atom model. This leads to unstable
behaviour, resulting in the electron’s ejection. This transient behaviour occurs when the electron is
displaced from the cluster, indicating that the electron is ejected and obtains a drift at the moment
it is displaced from the cluster. This behaviour agrees with the explanation of the simulated
electron trajectories in section 2.2, where it was shown that a transition occurs from collision
dominated behaviour to field dominated behaviour - leading to a net velocity. The electron drift
momentum is the main reason, especially for non super-intense laser fields, why electrons that are
ejected from the cluster generally stay ejected from the cluster.

The FOM and electron trajectory plots The difference between the FOM and the explan-
ation of the electron trajectory plots in section 2.2 is that the FOM only takes the displacement
in the polarization direction (x direction) into account - therefore when the electron is displaced
from the cluster in the FOM model, this immediately leads to ejection. This is in contrast to the
simulation results, where separate transitions in each direction are seen. First the transition occurs
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in the x direction of the laser, after which the electron’s movement is determined by the laser field
in the x direction and the electron obtains a net momentum (”injection” phase effect) in the x
direction. When the net displacement of the electron due to this momentum is large enough to be
displaced from the cluster in the x direction throughout a laser oscillation, it is ejected from the
cluster. Hence there is essentially a delay between the instantaneous displacement of the electron
from the cluster during a laser pulse oscillation and the ejection of the electron from the cluster,
which is not taken into account in the FOM.

4.2.1 Quantitative forced oscillator model

As explained in the beginning of this chapter, we require a model for the electron ejection that
can:

1. Predict the amount of electrons in the cluster after the cluster irradiation (required for
determining the cluster’s expansion).

2. The electron ejection model should be general enough to be scalable to large clusters (our
particle tracer simulations are limited to 1500 particles, whereas in chapter 6, we will invest-
igate clusters with 106 particles). In addition it should be fully analytical.

3. Predict the dynamics of the electron cloud (required for integrating the field ionisation and
electron ejection models for high-Z laser-cluster interaction). Ionisation in high-Z clusters
will be discussed in section 4.2.5.

Assumptions When the cluster is ionised, a nano-plasma of static ions and light, mobile elec-
trons is created. The movement of a single electron in the ion cloud is described by a driven
oscillator in equation 4.2. We will use this model to describe the motion of the electron cloud in
the cluster. Once an electron of the electron cloud is displaced from the cluster - we will assume
it remains ejected from the cluster. However, our simulations show that some electrons can be
re-absorbed by the cluster after ejection when the laser pulse intensity decreases after the laser
pulse maximum in time. Hence, this model is expected to over-estimate the electron ejection
fraction. Additionally we will assume:

• The electron and ion cloud can be described by a continuous, homogeneous, spherical charge
distribution - neglecting the fact that electrons and ions are point charges

• The ion cloud remains rigid and static. The electron cloud remains rigid and undergoes
the same behaviour as a single electron in the cluster starting at the cluster’s center. A
similar approach has been adopted in literature for the ignition field model [15, 14] and for
the collective model [20, 14]. This can be assumed, because the electrons adapt to the ion
distribution - spreading through the cluster in order to minimise their energy

• Because the electron cloud is assumed to remain static the thermal evaporation of electrons
from the cluster is neglected. When the electrons and ions are initialised - effectively a
system is formed which has an electrostatic energy, which is - in time - converted to a
thermal distribution of the electrons. The electron temperature of the nano-sphere plasma
leads to the evaporation of electrons from the surface (thermionic emission). This effect
becomes important when ”cold” emission of the electrons due to the electric field is smaller
than 20 %. In that case the electron cloud is no longer rigid and around 10-20 % of the
electrons will evaporate from the cluster. [21, 14]

• The magnetic field effect of the laser is neglected, because it is assumed that the velocity of
the electrons in the electron cloud is sub-relativistic.

• The charge distribution is homogeneous, therefore the model of a harmonic forced oscillator
is valid for an electron in the ion cluster.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic overview of the forced oscillator model for determining how many electrons
are ejected from a cluster after laser-cluster interaction.

Deriving the FOM The equation of motion of the centre of the electron cloud is the same as
the equation of motion of a single electron (equation 4.2) for |x| < R: the restoring force by the
cluster is linear, resulting in the equation of a harmonic forced oscillator. The solution of a forced
harmonic oscillator results in a periodic motion at the driving frequency with amplitude A [81].
When the rigid electron cloud oscillates through the immobile ion cloud, at some point a portion
of the electron sphere does not overlap with the ion sphere - as indicated in figure 4.4. We assume
that the electrons in this part of the electron sphere are ejected from the cluster (because they
are displaced from the cluster). Therefore, the amount of electrons ejected from the cluster can
be calculated by determining the part of the electron sphere which no longer overlaps with the
cluster, which is essentially the volume of a sphere-sphere intersection, which is shown in figure
4.4.

The volume of the overlap of two spheres (with radius R), which are a distance d apart is

V = 4πR3

3 π(1 + 1
4
d
R )(1 − 1

2
d
R )2. For simplicity, we will define ξ = d

R . The overlap between the
clusters will be less when ξ is larger. When ξ = 0, the electron and ion cloud overlap perfectly
and when ξ > 2R there will be no overlap. By using the amplitude of electron sphere oscillation
as the displacement of the electron sphere (A = d), the fraction of overlap between the electron
and ion sphere can be determined, which corresponds to the fraction of electrons that remain in
the cluster f . Because the amount of electrons ejected becomes larger for a higher electric field
strength, we will use the electron ejection fraction: η = 1− f .

When the laser is at its peak amplitude E0 the displacement of the electron cloud is the largest
and the largest electron ejection fraction is achieved. Since we assume ejected electrons remain
ejected, η evaluated at the laser’s peak intensity corresponds to the electron ejection fraction after
the laser pulse irradiation, which depends on laser parameters (E0 and ωL) and cluster parameters
(ρ and R). The cluster is fully stripped when d = 2R, which corresponds to a laser electric field

of Eejection
0 in equation 4.3.

ξ(R, ρ,E0, ωL) =
eE0

Rme

1

|ω2
Mie − ω2

L|

η(ξ) = 1− (1 +
1

4
ξ)(1− 1

2
ξ)2

Eejection
0 =

2me

e
R| ρe2

3ε0mE
− ω2

L|

(4.3)

Validation and verification In order to verify the forced oscillator model, we will study special
cases of the forced oscillator model in section 4.2.3 and compare these with literature. We will
show the FOM prediction corresponds to literature predictions in several special cases, which
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indicates the FOM is more generally applicable than most theoretical models (which are limited
to one special case). In section 4.2.4 we have compared the FOM electron ejection predictions with
particle tracer simulation results, which indicate that the FOM is applicable in a large regime of
laser-cluster interaction parameters and can be used as an upper limit estimation for the electron
ejection fraction (up to 15 % overestimation).

In summary, the FOM can predict the amount of electrons inside a cluster after the laser pulse
and describe the dynamics of the electron cloud in the cluster during the laser pulse. It treats
the electron cloud, under action of an oscillating force from the laser and an attracting force from
the ion cloud, as an harmonic oscillator. When an electron is displaced from the cluster during
this oscillation, it is ejected from the cluster. At the maximum electron cloud displacement, this
results in the electron ejection fraction.

4.2.2 Forced oscillator model and peaked density clusters

We have argued that our simplified model for laser-cluster interaction should be general enough
to take clusters with density gradients into account, whereas in the FOM it has been assumed
that each cluster has a homogeneous density. We will show in chapter 6 that single cluster fusion
can be obtained by deuterium clusters with a peaked density in the centre of the cluster. In
order to determine the electron ejection process in such a cluster, we will describe these peaked
density clusters as a cluster with a high homogeneous density in the centre and an edge with a
decaying density. In this decaying edge, the restoring force by the ion cluster is less than linear -
representing a softening spring [81]. Hence an oscillator model is formed with a linear restoring
force in the center (represented by the FOM) and an oscillator with a softening spring in the
decaying edge. The forced oscillation of a softening spring is unstable [81], which means that an
electron would experience a restoring force by a ”decreasing spring constant” upon displacement
in the decaying edge, therefore leading to the electron’s ejection. This is similar to the ∝ r−2

force an electron experiences outside the cluster, which leads to the electron’s ejection. Hence,
in a crude approximation, a peaked density cluster can be approximated (concerning the electron
ejection), by treating the high density core as a homogeneous density cluster and applying the
FOM only to the core.

4.2.3 Special cases of the forced oscillator model

Quasi-static approximation When the density of the cluster is high, the Mie frequency can
be much higher than the laser frequency ωL << ωMie and the amplitude of the displacement of the
electron cloud is the same as in the case of a static electric field. In this case: ξ = 3ε0

e
E0

ρR → η ∝ E
ρR .

This implies that: when the electric field is larger, the electron cloud experiences a stronger force
and obtains a larger amplitude, leading to more ejected electrons; when the charge density of the
cluster becomes higher, the retaining force becomes larger, lowering the electron amplitude and
leading to less ejected electrons; when the radius of the cluster becomes larger, the electrons have
to be expelled a larger distance in order to escape, which leads to less electrons ejected.

This η ∝ E
ρR behaviour is also predicted by the CBSI model [16] and single-particle model

[14], where the laser field is treated as a quasi-static distortion on the potential barrier formed by
the electrons (similarly to the classic BSI model for field ionisation in chapter 3). These models
state: η = α E

ρR , where α is often an anomalous constant obtained using simulations [16, 26] or is

only valid in a limited regime [14]. When the laser frequency is larger than or approaches the Mie
frequency, these models start to fail, because the field oscillation is not taken into account, which
is confirmed by using particle tracer simulations in the next section.

Resonance effects In the case ωMie ≈ ωL, the laser field is driving the electron cloud at
resonance and the excursion of the electron cloud becomes very large (A → ∞), which occurs at
a cluster density of: ωL = ωMie → ρ = 3ε0me

e2 ω2
L. In this limit case, the energy transmission of the

laser to the electron cloud is enhanced and the forced oscillator model predicts that the electron
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Figure 4.5: Fraction of electrons removed predicted by the quasi-static model and forced oscillator
model compared to numerical particle tracer results.

cloud is instantly displaced from the cluster, which is also predicted in [20] and an increase in
η is confirmed by particle tracer simulations in this case in the next section. Electron ejection
is a gradual process (not all electrons are ejected at once, in contrast to theoretical predictions
by [20, 12]) and the cluster starts expansion when the first electrons are ejected, lowing the
cluster density - which leads to a decrease in Mie frequency. Therefore, when the initial Mie
frequency is just larger than the laser frequency, resonance can still occur, which was confirmed
using hydrodynamics simulations in [33]. In our process-based model, we have assumed electron
ejection and cluster expansion are sequential and hence we do not take these effects into account.
Nevertheless, it is possible in future work, as will be described in chapter 5 and discussed in the
discussion, to integrate the electron ejection and cluster expansion in our process-based model,
which would allow us to take such effects into account.

4.2.4 Comparisons of the forced oscillator model with particle tracer
simulations

As part of the validation of the forced oscillator model, we compare the predictions by the FOM
with particle tracer simulations. have been compared with particle tracer simulation results. At
the moment, there is no experimental data on electron ejection fractions and hence a comparison
with experiments is impossible. In these simulations, the full laser-cluster interaction process
is taken into account by starting with a spherical cluster where atoms are randomly initialised.
ADK ionisation theory is used for the field ionisation. The particle tracer simulation technique is
described in section 2.1.

Quasi-static model The fraction of ejected electrons predicted by the quasi-static model for
laser parameters (λ = 800 nm,tFWHM = 50 fs) has been compared with particle tracer simulations
in the left figure of 4.5. The density, radius and amount of particles in the simulations are related
and we choose to vary the density and amount of particles in the simulations. In this study, the
η = α E

ρR scaling holds when the density of the clusters is not changed drastically. According to
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this scaling, at a higher density it is expected that the fraction of ejected electrons is decreased,
whereas the simulations indicate an increase in ejection fraction: contradicting the quasi-static
prediction.

Resonance in the FOM In the right figure of 4.5 the fraction of electrons ejected in various
simulations (each point represents a separate simulation) is plot versus 1

2ξ in equation 4.3. The
reason we plot η against 1

2ξ is that all electrons are displaced from the cluster according to
FOM when 1

2ξ > 1. For clarity, all points for which 1
2ξ > 1 are translated to 1

2ξ = 1. The
blue line represents the FOM prediction. The inaccuracy of electron ejection fraction of the
particle tracer simulations (by using the same input parameters) is 5-10 %. In the simulations,
the density, amount of particles and electric field have been varied for each laser pulse case:
ρ = [1027...1030] m−3, N = [100...1200] and E = [1010...1011] V/m. The high density simulations
in the left figure (quasi-static prediction), at which resonance occurs correspond to the simulations
surrounded by the red ellipse in the right figure (FOM). Therefore, particle tracer simulations show
that these resonance effects are correctly predicted by the FOM.

Effect of the laser pulse frequency By the FOM it is predicted that η depends on ωL. Hence,
four different laser pulses with an extraordinary deviation in ωL are used in the simulation to test
this behaviour. In figure 4.5 it is confirmed that η depends on ωL: when λ = 8000 nm, η = 1 for
each simulation, for λ = 800 nm η = [0.5...0.95] and for λ = 80 nm, η = [0.1...0.25]. However,
λ = 80 nm and λ = 8000 nm violate the assumptions of the ADK theory of field ionisation in
section 3. Nevertheless, for low-Z laser-cluster interaction, the electron ejection is insensitive to the
ionisation dynamics as explained in chapter 3 (the same electron ejection fractions are obtained
in the simulations when assuming a nano-plasma from the start and neglecting the ionisation
process). The FOM predicts a low η in the case of low laser frequency, which is also indicated
in the particle tracer results and agrees with simulations in [75]. However, the simulated η is in
between η = [0.1...0.3], whereas the FOM predicts a lower electron ejection fraction of η = [0...0.1].
This deviation was expected, because in the FOM it is assumed that the electron cloud is rigid,
whereas in the case of low η thermionic emission is a dominant effect compared to field emission
[14, 21].

The FOM compared to particle tracer simulations The standard pulse and long pulse
simulations form a wide scatter of points, which corresponds with the forced oscillator model as
upper limit reasonably well. As long as the laser envelope evolution is quasi-static compared to
the laser oscillation, the FOM predicts the electron ejection does not depend on the laser pulse
duration. This agrees with the particle tracer results, as there is no structural difference between
the long and standard laser pulse. Although for some cases with the same cluster parameters
(but varying electric field), η for long pulses is structurally higher. In addition, there is a vertical
scatter in the simulation results of the long and standard laser pulse of up to 20 %. A part of this
scatter is caused by the inaccuracy in the simulations, which is around 5 - 10 %. Another effect is
that it is assumed that all electrons are expelled from the cluster, whereas some electrons can be
re-absorbed by the cluster after they are expelled.

In order to illustrate this effect, η is compared with the FOM prediction as a function of
time for three different simulations around 1

2ξ = 0.7 ± 0.05 (in which the electric field, amount
of particles and pulse duration varies) in figure 4.6, where the FOM predicts a similar electron
ejection fraction. In these time traces of the electron ejection fraction in the simulations, η rises
until the maximum laser intensity at t = 0, after which η decreases - meaning that some electrons
are re-absorbed by the cluster when the laser intensity decreases (t > 0). The scatter between
maximum η of the three cases is larger than the scatter of η after the laser pulse. Therefore, a
part of the scatter in figure 4.5 is caused by a difference in electron re-absorption by the cluster.
This also explains why in certain cases the long laser pulse can lead to a larger electron ejection
fraction (less electrons are reabsorbed). The amount of scatter might be reduced by predicting the
amount of reabsorbed electrons, which is related to the delay between electron displacement from
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Figure 4.6: Time trace of the fraction of electrons removed of 3 different simulations for which
2ξ ≈ 0.7.

the cluster and electron ejection, discussed in section 4.2. This delay is not taken into account by
the FOM (when this delay is shorter, we expect the FOM is more accurate).

In conclusion, the FOM corresponds to the particle tracer simulations well as an upper estimate.
The particle tracer simulation results can be up to 15 % lower than the FOM prediction. This
deviation is caused by electrons being reabsorbed after the maximum laser intensity. The FOM
indicates that the electron ejection depends on the laser frequency, which is confirmed by the
particle tracer simulations. Furthermore, the FOM takes resonance effects accurately into account.

4.2.5 Electron ejection in high-Z clusters

The aim of this section is to show how a high-Z model can be constructed using our process-based
model. This picture is sufficient for understanding how high charge states can be obtained by
clusters. However, the quantitative high-Z model requires the integration of the electron ejection
model and the field ionisation model, which is beyond the scope of this thesis and remains as
future work. As explained in the previous chapter, the high charge species obtained in laser-
cluster interaction is a result of an avalanche effect between the field ionisation dynamics (for
which the ADK tunnelling model is used) and the electron ejection model. In this chapter we
provide a physical description of the integrated ADK - FOM model for high-Z clusters and its
assumptions, in appendix C.2, more details about the calculation are provided.

In the electron ejection model for high-Z clusters, it is assumed that the amount of electrons
inside the cluster Ne(t) is distributed homogeneously across that part of the oscillating electron
cloud, which overlaps with the ion cloud. The overlapping volume V (d(t)), is characterised by
the distance between the electron and ion sphere d(t) - which is provided by the solution of the
FOM. Therefore, when the electric field of the laser is zero during the laser oscillation, the ion and
electron cloud fully overlap (d(t) = 0) and the electrons spread throughout the cluster - leading
to a lower electron density. At maximum displacement (peak in laser oscillation), a small part
of the ion and electron cloud overlap and Ne(t) is distributed over this small volume, leading to
an increase in electron density. This oscillating electron cloud generates an electric field. The
electric field of the electrons plus the electric field of the ions and the electric field of the laser
make up the total electric field. In ADK theory, there is an ionisation probability, which depends
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Electron dynamics during a laser pulse single oscillation
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Figure 4.7: Schematic overview of the high-Z forced oscillator model.

on the electric field and atomic parameters. Hence the total electric field, which has a spatial
and temporal dependence, results in additional ionisation of ions in the ion cloud. Using this
spatial dependence, the ion cluster obtains a 3D charged density profile. However, in order to
use the FOM for describing the electron oscillation - we have to assume the ion cluster density is
homogeneous for calculating the electron cloud motion.

4.3 Conclusion

For laser-cluster interaction, the electron ejection process is of paramount importance, because it
determines the subsequent ion cloud expansion, as will be shown in the next chapter. For high-Z
clusters, the electron cloud dynamics during the electron ejection process becomes important for
calculating the charge states of the high-Z ions, as well.

A charged particle can obtain a net displacement by a laser pulse at sufficiently high laser
intensities due to magnetic field effects, which is one of the effects why an ejected electron generally
stays ejected. Furthermore, a charged particle can obtain a drift when it suddenly ”appears”
in a laser field, which can be used for performing attosecond measurements on the ionisation
characteristics. It has been shown that an electron obtains such a drift when it is ejected from the
cluster, which is one of the reason ejected electrons generally remain ejected.

By exploiting the fact that an electron is ejected from the cluster when it leaves the cluster, we
derived a new analytical model for the electron ejection process, which is more generally applicable
than literature models. Our simulations indicate that the model can be used as an upper limit of
the amount of electrons ejected, which can deviate up to 15% with simulations.
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Figure 5.1: A schematic over-
view of the laser-cluster interac-
tion model.

After the laser pulse irradiation, a portion of the electrons is
removed from the cluster, leading to a build-up (ion charge ex-
cess) in the cluster. Therefore, the ions will repel each other,
leading to the cluster’s expansion. The cluster’s expansion
depends on the amount of electrons ejected and the cluster’s
parameters. Therefore, by understanding the expansion pro-
cess, it is possible to control the ion density evolution and
resulting ion energetics by controlling the electron ejection
fraction and the cluster’s parameters.

In this approach it is assumed that the ionisation process,
electron ejection process and expansion process are separable,
which implies that the electron ejection process should be fast
compared to the ion cloud expansion process. A measure for
the characteristic time of the cluster expansion is the Mie
period, which is the inverse of the ion Mie frequency. Ac-
cording to literature and our own numerical inspection (see
chapter 2), the acceleration of the ions is completed in 3-5
times the Mie period [32, 12, 14, 23]. Hence the laser pulse
duration (which is a characteristic time for the electron ejec-
tion process) should be, at least, smaller than 3 times the Mie
period for the processes to become separable (this approach
is becomes more accurate for shorter laser pulse durations
in comparison to the Mie period). When the two timescales
overlap, our cluster expansion model and electron ejection model should be integrated, which we
will explain in section 5.1.

Depending on the amount of electrons in the cluster, there are two entirely different limits of
the ion expansion dynamics. When all electrons are removed, the charge-build up of the bare ion
cluster is the largest, leading to a Coulomb explosion (CE), resulting in high energy ions and a
broad ion energy spectrum: the central ions obtain zero energy and the ions at the cluster radius
obtain a maximum energy. Contrastingly, when all electrons remain inside the cluster, the light
electrons (which are more mobile than the heavy ions) are thermalised (the electrostatic energy of
the charge collection is transformed into kinetic energy of the electrons) and the electrons obtain
a Boltzmann-like spatial distribution. Due to the kinetic energy of the electrons, a part of the
electrons diffuse from the cluster, leading to a charge build-up in the cluster. The ions slowly
adept to the electron distribution, also forming a thermal Boltzmann-like spatial distribution. In
this case, physically the remaining electrons in the cluster remain primarily in the centre of the
cluster, which leads to the expansion of the outer ions and the formation of a peaked density profile.
Hence, this ambipolar-like expansion can be used to control the transformation of a homogeneous
ion density profile into a central peaked ion density profile.
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When calculating the ion expansion dynamics in both regimes, the main difference is that in the
Coulomb case the electron dynamics can be ignored. Whereas in the ambipolar-like case the shape
and dynamics of the electron distribution determine the cluster expansion and a self-consistent
model incorporating the electron dynamics, ion dynamics and the effect of those two on each other,
is required, which is presented in chapter 5.2. However, the problem of such a self-consistent model
is that it only supports one ion specie with a very specific ion density profile [3, 2, 26, 53]. However,
for the investigation of single-cluster fusion, the inner shells of the cluster have to collide into the
outer shells of the cluster, for which either inhomogeneous density distributions or multiple specie
clusters have to be used [26, 34, 3, 32, 82, 29, 27]. This requires a more general model, which we
derive and present in section 5.1 for the Coulomb case.

In the analytical models, a continuous charge distribution is assumed and therefore the discrete
nature of the charges is not taken into account, which can lead to deviations in cases where shock-
shells occur. In order to test this approach, the predictions by the analytical models will be
compared to particle tracer simulations in chapter 5.3.

5.1 Generalised Coulomb explosion model

The standard Coulomb model assumes a single specie cluster with a homogeneous density and a
generalisation is necessary to support cases where single cluster fusion can occur, which also enables
the study of heterogeneous clusters (multiple ion species). In addition, such a generalisation also
enables the incorporation of an a priori electron dynamics model, which makes it possible to
incorporate the electron ejection dynamics when the characteristic timescales of the ion expansion
process and electron ejection process start overlapping.

The following part is based on literature work by [51, 55, 52, 32]

5.1.1 Standard Coulomb Model

The standard or ”simple” Coulomb model is the evolution of a homogeneously charged sphere
under action of its own potential in time. First the electric field of a homogeneously charged
sphere is determined using the integral version of Gauss’ law in equation 5.1, where r is the
radial position, R is the cluster radius, ε0 is the dielectric constant in vacuum and eZiρ is the
homogeneous charge density. ∫ ∫

~E · ~dA =
Q

ε0

~E =
eZiρr

3ε0
for r ≤ R

~E =
eZiρR

3

3r2ε0
for r ≥ R

(5.1)

For a test particle (ion) at r with charge number Zi and mass m, the force working on that test

particle is ~F = Zie ~E → ~F =
e2Z2

i ρr
3ε0

= eZiQ(r)
4πε0r2

, in which Q(r) is the enclosed charge at a position r.
The motion of this particle is described by Newton’s second law (assumed to be non-relativistic),
which leads to equation 5.2: an equation of motion for the homogeneous ion cluster.

d2r

dt2
=
e2Z3

i ρr

3ε0mi
=

eZiQ(r)

4πε0mir2
(5.2)

The result of this equation is r(t), which is the evolution of a certain begin position in time
(r1(0) → r1(t)). For a homogeneous, single specie cluster, the electric field increases radially.
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An ion with a larger radius will hence obtain a larger acceleration and shock shells cannot occur
(r1(0) > r2(0)→ r1(t) > r2(t)). Equation 5.2 leads to trajectories with a large acceleration around
t = 0, when the charged particles are still close together. Due to the nature of the Coulomb force:
Fcoulomb ∝ r−2, this acceleration decreases rapidly when the particles are further apart, leading
to a constant velocity. One important parameter for indicating how fast the expansion dynamics
occur is the Mie time, which is obtained by transforming 5.2 into a dimensionless model. It takes
approximately 3-5 times the Mie time for the acceleration to become effectively zero: therefore
the velocity traces of the ions start with a high, linear rise, which flattens to effectively zero after
approximately 5 times the Mie time, which was confirmed by our simulations in section 2.2.

Equation 5.2 implies that an ion in the middle of the cluster does not obtain any energy,
because there is no enclosed space charge, whereas an ion at the edge of the cluster obtains
a maximum energy. This results in a very broad ion energy spectrum, where the ion energy is
determined by the radial position. This energy spectrum is indicated in equation 5.3 and is derived
by converting the electrostatic energy of a charged sphere into kinetic energy - which leads to an
energy distribution as function of the position. By taking into account the spherical distribution
of the ions, this energy distribution as function of the radius can be transformed into an energy
distribution for the ions.

f(EIon) =

{
3
2

√
EIon

(EMax
Ion )3/2

, EIon ≤ EMax
Ion

0, EIon > EMax
Ion

EMax
Ion =

4πe2Z2
i ρR

2

3ε0
=

QZe

4πε0R

(5.3)

General Coulomb Model For simplicity, equation 5.2 is rescaled into dimensionless units.
The benefit of such an approach is that it provides us with a measure for the characteristic time
of the expansion process: the Mie time. Furthermore, by using dimensionless units, it becomes
apparent which parameters play a role in the Coulomb case cluster expansion [32, 82]. The mass is
normalised to the ion mass, the length is normalised to the initial cluster radius s = r

R0
, the charge

is normalised to the elementary charge (Q→ Q
e ) and the time is normalised to the inverse of the

ion Mie frequency, which is the ion plasma frequency in a sphere t0 = 3Miε0
ρZ2e2 , τ = t

t0
, in which

ρ =
∫ R
0
ρ(r)r2dr∫ R
0
r2dr

is the average charge density. This normalisation allows us to simplify equation

5.2 into equation 5.4 and replace ρ by ρ(r), which is a radial ion density distribution, making this
theory applicable to general charge density profiles. This results in the differential equation 5.4,
in which s = r

R ans s0 = r0
R .

d2s

dτ2
=
Q(s)−Qelectrons(s)

s2
(5.4)

The previous part was based on literature work by [51, 55, 52, 32]. From this point onwards
our generalisation of these models will follow.

Up until now it has been assumed that all electrons are removed from the cluster. However,
this is not always the case, as we have seen in chapter 4. The forced oscillator model in chapter
4 can be used to determine the amount of electrons in the cluster and to determine the electron
cloud dynamics during the cluster expansion.

In most cases, the electron ejection and Coulomb expansion process are separable. In that
case, we correct the Coulomb model for the electrons shielding the ion cloud charge by correcting
the cluster charge with the electron ejection fraction: Q(s) → ηQ(s), where η is provided by
the forced oscillator model of chapter 4. Here it has been assumed that the remaining electrons
spread homogeneously in the cluster and that the electron dynamics can be neglected, which only
holds when 30 % or less of the electrons remain in the cluster, as will be shown in section 5.3.
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However, at high densities, the characteristic expansion time of the cluster is shorter and the
electron dynamics might have to be taken into account. In order to take these effects into account,
an a priori model for the electron cloud dynamics Qelectrons(s, t) has to be included in equation
5.4, which can be provided by the forced oscillator model.

The Coulomb models (equations 5.4, 5.2, 5.5) are evaluated numerically by intersecting the
cluster in spherical shells with radius ri and by evaluating the evolution of these positions in
time. When inner shells collide with outer shells in the general model (ri(t

i,j
col) = rj(t

i,j
col)), the

enclosed charge per shell changes (increased for the overtaking shell, decreased for the shell that
is overtaken). Hence, Q(r) should be evaluated at each time step. This numerical strategy in
combination with the discretisation of the cluster in shells prevents the occurrence of singularities
in the evolution of the density profile, which occur in [32], making it more straightforward to
interpret the expansion dynamics results when shock shells occur.

We have generalised the model for multiple ion species in a similar way as the dimensionless
approach of equation 5.4, which leads to a separate equation for each ion specie 5.4. In this equation
the enclosed charge is the enclosed charge of all ion species in the cluster at a certain radius. Hence
each ion specie has different expansion dynamics, which is characterised by a different Mie period
per ion specie, which depends on the charge state per ion specie Zn, the ion mass per ion specie

mi,n and the total average cluster charge density ρav =
∑N

i=1

∫
4πZiρi(r)r

2dr∫
4πr2dr

.

Fluid model, with r (r0 ,t)

Trajectories of r (r0 ,t)
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Figure 5.2: Schematic illustration of the cluster shell evolution
of multiple ion species.
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(5.5)

Due to the differences in the characteristic expansion time of different ion species, the expansion
dynamics of these different ion species are different with respect to each other, which is character-
ised by the ratio of their Mie periods. The ratio of the Mie periods of two ion species depends only

on the mass/charge ratio of the ion species: α =
√

Z
mi

, which is an important parameter quanti-

fying the multi-species ion expansion dynamics, which corresponds to the relations presented in
literature [19, 3, 34]. Because the dynamics of some ion species evolves faster than of other ion
species, a homogeneous multi-specie cluster will eventually result in a layered cluster, as indicated
in figure 5.2, in which each ion specie mainly constitutes a different part of the cluster. When a
light (red section in figure 5.2) and heavy ion (green section in figure 5.2) specie with the same
charge are mixed in a cluster and α is smaller for the light ion specie, the dynamics of the light
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ion specie is faster than of the heavy ion specie (its Mie period is smaller). Therefore, after some
time, the light ion shells will overtake the heavy ion shells and shock shells are formed, represen-
ted by intersections of the trajectories in figure 5.2 (blue dots), which appears as separate events
due to the discretisation of the shock shells. However, the cluster charge densities are modelled
as continuous and hence shock shell formation is a continuous process spread over all trajectory
intersections (spread over all blue dots). When the light ions overtake the heavy ions, the light
ions form the outer shells of the exploding cluster, whereas the heavy ions will form the core, and
the charge of the heavy ions will lead to an additional acceleration of the light ion specie (enclosed
charge is increased), boosting the ion energies of the light ion specie, as indicated in figure 5.2.
Therefore another important parameter quantifying multi-specie expansion is the relative amount
of charge each specie contributes to the total cluster charge: Qi

Q1+Q2+...+Qn
= Qi∑n

k=1Qk(r) , which

corresponds to literature work by [19, 3, 34]. This numerical approach makes equation 5.5 suitable
for the investigation of shock-shells in multi-ion specie clusters, because there are no singularities
in the density profile (in contrast to the approach of [32]) and the evolution of the shells in time
can be studied (in contrast to the analytical approach of [34], which can only be used to determine
the steady-state ion energy spectrum). Investing shock-shells in (multi-ion specie) clusters is a
necessity for predicting the number of single cluster fusion reactions during the cluster expansion.
Some practical applications of the general Coulomb expansion model (equation 5.5) will be shown
in section 5.3.

Validation and verification The results of the generalised Coulomb model have been found to
be in excellent agreement with the analytical ”standard” Coulomb model, provided in literature
[51, 55, 52, 32] in the case of homogeneous, single specie, clusters. In section 2.2 these results have
been compared with particle tracer simulations and a good agreement between the two models
(less than 15 % deviation) has been found. In section 5.3 we have compared the generalised
Coulomb model with particle tracer simulations in the case of a heterogeneous cluster with a large
difference in the α of the two ion species and a good agreement has been found. Additionally, we
tested the generalised Coulomb model with peaked density profiles and a agreement of less than
20 % deviation has been found with particle tracer simulations.

5.2 Self-consistent plasma expansion model

One effect that is not taken into account in the Coulomb model is the electron density profile
dynamics. When electrons remain in the cluster they eventually obtain a thermal distribution,
which results in a Boltzmann-like spatial distribution. When the amount of electrons remaining
in the cluster is relatively large (more than 30 % - as will be shown in section 5.3) this effect can
be neglected. However, when more electrons remain inside the cluster, the electron dynamics will
affect the ion expansion, which we refer to as ambipolar-like expansion. In this case, the ion and
electron distributions affect each other, meaning that the electron and ion distributions have to be
taken into account self-consistently, which cannot be performed by the Coulomb model, because
the Coulomb model assumes an a priori model for the electrons. Therefore, we present a second
model, which can take the ion and electron expansion dynamics into account self-consistently and
can be used for all electron ejection fractions. The problem of this model is that it can only take
one ion specie into account with a very specific ion density distribution. In order to overcome
these limitations, the generalised Coulomb model is used in the case of high electron ejection
fractions. Therefore, we use two different expansion models for the cluster expansion process in
our process-based laser-cluster interaction model.

The following part is based on literature work by [3, 2, 26].

Essentially, a cluster can be approximated by a plasma sphere. Therefore, the expansion of a
cluster with a portion of the electrons removed is essentially a plasma sphere with a net charge
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expanding to vacuum [2], which is ”the first analytical solution which treats the effect of charge
separation in a fully consistent way and allows a self-consistent determination of the position of
the ion front and maximum energy of the accelerated ions”.

It is assumed that at t = 0 the electron component of a finite spherical plasma is heated to a
uniform temperature Te0. Due to this temperature, the electrons expand from the cluster, which
leads to a charge separation. The plasma expansion is than solved by using a model of two charged
fluids coupled via a self-consistent electric field, in which the ions are assumed to remain cold. The
dynamics of such a 3D spherical system is governed by five equations: the continuity equation for
the electron and ion fluids, the momentum equation for the electron and ion fluid and the Poisson
equation for determining the electrostatic potential, resulting in equations 5.6 in which ve,i is the
velocity of the electron, ion fluid respectively and Te is the electron temperature, which is assumed
to be spatially uniform.
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Using dimension analysis theory on this situation shows that the whole process depends on
two parameters. One parameter is the relative ion mass, characterising the mobility of the ions:
µe = meZ

mi
. The other parameter is the ratio of the cluster radius and Debeye length, which

both evolve coherently in time according to the Poisson equation Λ = R(t)
λD(t) = constant = R0

λD(0) =

R0

√
4πe2ρe(0)
Te(0) , which is proportional to the ratio between the electrostatic energy of the ion cluster

(which retains the electrons from the cluster).and the electron temperature (which drives the ”dif-
fusion” of the electrons from the cluster). Because this parameter describes the balance between
the driving force of the electrons and the retaining force of the electrons, this parameter can be
directly related to the electron ejection fraction (η → Λ) by comparing the overlap between the
electron and ion density profiles of the solution of equation 5.6 [3, 26].

The evolution of the electron temperature is determined by using the polytropic law, which is

a common technique in thermodynamics Te(t) = Te(0)( ne(t,r=0)
ne(0,r=0) )γ−1. When the polytropic law is

combined with the rest of the equations for this problem, an analytic solution of equations 5.6 can
be found when γ = 4/3, which is the adiabatic index of the electron gas and therefore represents
the case of adiabatic expansion. This implies that the total energy of the heated electrons is
conserved: therefore the ions obtain their energy during plasma expansion by drawing it from
the electrons. This represents the case of laser-cluster interaction after the laser pulse irradiation.
In contrast, when the ion cloud expands during the laser pulse irradiation (long laser pulse), the
drained energy of the electrons is replenished by the laser interaction, representing the case of
isothermal expansion, changing γ. Hence, this theory can only be used for short enough laser
pulses.

In the adiabatic case, a self-similar solution of equations 5.6 can be found. The self-similar
solution provides exponential (∝ exp(−r2)) Boltzmann-like profiles, which provide a static density
profile as function of a normalised radius. Therefore, the evolution of the density only depends
implicitly on time due to the dynamics of the cluster radius, which is determined by a single
differential equation. The static density profiles are fully characterised by Λ (and hence the
electron ejection fraction) and the ion mobility. Separating the dynamics from the system by
introducing static profiles is the essence of the self-similarity ansatz. The ion density profiles
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behave in a similar way as the electron density profiles, but are cut off at a certain radius ξf ,
which is a fraction of the total (expanded) cluster radius: ξf (Λ, µe) =

rf
R(t) . For more information,

see appendix C.3.

Figure 5.3: Comparison between cluster density
profile and the corresponding density profile of
the self-similar solution. This figure has been ad-
opted from [2, 3].

Linking the self-similar solution to a cluster
is complicated, because the ion density and
electron density start uniform, whereas in the
self-consistent model a thermal electron distri-
bution - which implies a Boltzmann-like dens-
ity profile for both the electrons and the ions
- is assumed. Therefore, the time it takes for
the electrons to obtain a thermal distribution
after electron ejection, cannot be determined
using the self similar solution - which leads to
an unknown delay between the completion of
the electron ejection process and the initial-
isation of the self similar model. This is also
indicated in figure 5.3 (adopted from [3, 2]),
where the homogeneous cluster density and the
initialisation density profile profile by the self
similar model are compared. Due to the dif-
ference between the self-similar initial density
profile and the cluster initial density profile,
the cluster parameters cannot be directly used
in the self-similar solution. Using the work of
[3] the nano-cluster parameters are parametrically related to the self-similar solution, by using the
electron ejection fraction, which is verified with molecular dynamics simulations.

The previous part is based on literature work by [3, 2, 26].

Validation and verification In section 5.3 we have compared the ion energy distribution for
various electron ejection fractions, where it is confirmed that the self similar solution converges
to the Coulomb explosion solution when all electrons are ejected from the cluster. A comparison
between the solutions of the self similar model and molecular dynamics simulations / an ergodic
expansion model [4] is provided in [3] and a further verification of the self similar solution is beyond
the scope of this thesis.

5.3 Simulations and examples

In this section the generalised Coulomb expansion model and the self-consistent, self-similar solu-
tion (SSS) will be compared with particle tracer simulations.

5.3.1 Coulomb Explosion of heterogeneous clusters

In order to examine the dynamics of a heterogeneous cluster with a highly charged heavy core,
a particle tracer simulation (PTS) is performed on a cluster with 1000 xenon 40+ ions (which is
obtainable experimentally [12, 1]) and 1000 deuterium ions, which is compared with the prediction
of the generalised Coulomb model (GCM). Both deuterium and xenon ions have a homogeneous
density of 1027m−3, resulting in a cluster radius of 6.2 nm. Only the Coulomb explosion is modelled
in the simulation: the laser interaction is neglected and it is assumed no electrons are present.

In figure 5.4 it is shown that the deuterium ions have a larger displacement than the xenon ions
at 200 fs, which is to be expected, because α for deuterium is smaller than for xenon, indicating
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Figure 5.4: A histogram of the position of the ions at 200 fs and of the ion energy spectrum at
200 fs of a deuterium, xenon (40+) cluster expansion

a faster expansion dynamics for deuterium. The xenon ions obtain a broad spatial distribution,
whereas the spatial distribution of the deuterium ions is more localised. Furthermore, it is evident
that the xenon ions obtain a large spatial distribution, whereas the distribution of the deuterium
ions is more localised, which implies that the spread of velocities of the deuterium ions (spread in
ion energies) is much smaller, indicating a more mono-energetic ion energy spectrum as compared
to the energy spectrum of a ”standard” Coulomb explosion. The reason for this mono-energeticity
is that most of the charge content is in the xenon ions and hence the deuterium ions obtain a large
boost in ion acceleration when the deuterium ions overtake xenon ions, increasing the enclosed
charge. In this case, a maximum ion energy of less than 1 keV would be obtained without the xenon
ions, compared to 10 keV with the xenon ions. Additionally, when all deuterium shells overtake
all xenon shells, the enclosed charge per deuterium shell is approximately the same, leading to a
mono-energetic ion energy spectrum.

In figure 5.4 the result of the GCM corresponds well with the result of the PTS. At certain
time steps, there is an excursion of the histogram provided by the GCM, which leads to a slight
deviation between the PTS and the GCM (most easily noticeable in the radial displacement of
the xenon 40+ ions). This excursion is a numerical artefact caused by the conversion of the model
results to a histogram and is not an artefact of the model itself. A difference between the GCM
and the PTS is that the GCM predicts a maximum count at the highest kinetic energy obtainable
at 10 keV. In contrast, in the PTS the ion distribution does not go to zero abruptly after 10 keV
but goes to zero gradually, leading to some overshoot between 10 and 11 keV. This is caused by the
position of the particles in the PTS model, which are randomised across the sphere and can lead
to gradual deviations in the electrostatic energy per particle. The good agreement between the
PTS and GCM indicates that the model can account well for the differences in mass/charge ratios
resulting in different Mie periods, even when these differences are fairly large. Additionally, the
good agreement indicates that - even when shock shells occur - discrete effects can be neglected,
which is to be expected, because momentum transfer from the light deuterium ions to the heavy
xenon ions is very low in an elastic collision (all collisions in the particle tracer simulations are
elastic, because radiation/retardation effects are not taken into account). We have performed a
similar comparison between particle tracer simulations and the generalised Coulomb model for
a deuterium cluster with a peaked density profile. In this case we found up to 15 % deviation
between the PTS and the GCM, which indicates that even in this case (momentum transfer is
expected to be more effective) momentum transfer from the overtaking inner shells to the outer
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of the ion energy spectra of the SSS and GCM for various electron ejection
fractions. Although this figure is based on our calculations, a similar figure is provided in [4, ?].

shells can be neglected.

5.3.2 From Coulomb explosion to ambipolar-like expansion

In this section we have calculated the steady-state ion energy spectra provided by the general
Coulomb explosion model and the self-consistent, self similar solution, cluster expansion model
(SSS) for various electron ejection fraction, η of a homogeneous density cluster. A comparison
between the GCM and the SSS for various electron ejection fractions provides the insight in the
dynamics of the expansion in the Coulomb limit (all electrons ejected η → 1), the ambipolar limit
(no electrons ejected, η → 0) and in between. Furthermore, it provides insight in the limitations
of the Coulomb explosion model.

As explained previously, for the Coulomb expansion model it will be assumed that the electrons
spread homogeneously across the cluster and the electron dynamics are neglected, hence Q(r, t)−
Qelectrons(r, t) → ηQ(r, t). In figure 5.5, the ion energy spectra have been normalised by the
maximum ion energy obtainable in a pure Coulomb explosion (which is the energy obtained by
the ions in the most outer shell of the cluster, see equation 5.3).

The Coulomb model energy distributions (GCM) are obtained by equation 5.3 and are indicated
by the black lines in figure 5.5 for various η. The self similar solution (SSS), provided by the self-
consistent model taking the electron distribution self consistently into account, is indicated by the
coloured lines for various η, which we calculated analytically from the self-similar model.

When all electrons from the cluster are removed (η = 1), a pure CE follows leading to a very
broad energy spectrum up to high energies, as indicated by both by the SSS and the GCM model
(red line). When η = 0.8, the charge of the ions is partly shielded by the electrons, leading to
a 20 % reduction in maximum ion energy. At this point, the SSS and the CE start deviating
slightly (approximately 10 % deviation between the models) and the distribution by the SSS is
somewhat flattened compared to the square-like CE distribution. This flattening increases until
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approximately η = 0.7, where the deviation between the SSS and the CE model is large at low
energies and is up to 30 % at high energies. When η < 0.7 (green and dark blue spectra), the
maximum in the SSS spectra shifts towards a lower energy than the maximum energy obtainable
in the expansion, which is a different dynamics than the Coulomb explosion, indicating that
ambipolar effects start playing an important role in the cluster expansion. Therefore, the resulting
ion energy spectra are a combination of ambipolar effects (maximum at low ion energies) and
Coulomb explosion effects, which form the tail of the ion energy distribution. When η decreases
the ambipolar effects become relatively stronger. The CE model provides a fairly accurate physical
picture for η > 0.7, otherwise the electrons should be taken into account self-consistently as in
the self similar solution. Physically, in ambipolar-like expansion, the thermal electrons lead to
a peaked electron density in the cluster. Hence, the charge excess of the ions is larger at the
edge of the cluster than in the centre, which is illustrated in figure 5.3. Therefore, the ions at
the edge of the cluster expand rapidly, forming the tail of the ion energy distribution (Coulomb
effect), whereas ions in the centre are slowed down by the peaked electron density profile, leading
to a maximum in the ion energy spectrum at lower ion energies. Effectively, this combination
of ambipolar-like effects and Coulomb effects can be used to obtain a peaked density cluster, as
illustrated in section 6.3.

5.4 Summary and conclusions

By controlling η, the ion expansion dynamics can be tailored within two limits: the Coulomb
explosion limit, where all electrons are ejected and the highest ion energies are obtained and the
ambipolar expansion limit, where no electrons are ejected.

Single cluster fusion requires collisions within the cluster at fusion relevant velocities. Such
collisions form shock shells: parts where the inner shells of the cluster collide with the outer
shells of the cluster. This requires energetic ions and therefore requires a Coulomb explosion.
However, a Coulomb explosion of a single specie cluster with a homogeneous density distribution
will not form shock shells, because the outer shell ions obtain the highest acceleration. Therefore,
a Coulomb explosion has to be induced of either a multi-specie cluster (heterogeneous cluster) or a
cluster with an inhomogeneous density. We derived a generalised Coulomb model, which supports
heterogeneous clusters and clusters with arbitrary density profiles and we found a good agreement
(within 15 %) between the generalised Coulomb model and particle tracer simulations.

The downside of such a model is that it does not take the electron dynamics into account self-
consistently when electrons are present, although it is possible to use an a priori electron dynamics
model. Therefore, it cannot model ambipolar expansion effects, which play an important role in
the expansion dynamics when η < 0.7. For this purpose another model is used, which solves
the problem self-consistently. However, this model sets stringent demands on the initial density
profile, limiting the application of this model to homogeneous density distributions or Gaussian
density distributions. When ambipolar expansion effects occurs, the charge excess of the ions is
larger at the edge of the cluster, which can be used to obtain peaked density profiles.
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Chapter 6

Single cluster fusion

In this work we have created a process-based model for the dynamics of a single cluster which
takes all the fundamental laser-cluster interaction processes into account (chapters 2 to 5). In
this chapter, we use this new model to investigate whether single cluster fusion (SCF) is possible
and to estimate the resulting fusion yield/neutron flux from a single cluster fusion experiment.
One potential benefit of single cluster fusion is that it exploits the high, solid-state density of the
cluster, which might result in higher neutron yields as compared to multi-cluster fusion (MCF),
where the average density is much lower. For SCF, the neutron pulses are expected to be much
shorter (less than a picosecond) than for MCF (∼ nanosecond [9]) because the ions do not have
to travel a large distance for fusion to occur in SCF, as shown in figure 6.1. Short neutron pulses
might be interesting for neutron detector calibration [17] and time-resolved radiation damage
studies [9]. In multi-cluster fusion, the homogeneous clusters are usually fully stripped and the
exploding clusters undergo a typical (broad) Coulomb ion energy spectrum (see chapter 5). The
accelerated ions of each cluster interact with each other, altering the ion energy distribution of the
ions into a thermal ion energy spectrum, which is less favourable for fusion [18]. Because single
cluster fusion occurs too fast for a thermal equilibrium to establish, it might be possible to control
the energies at which the collisions in a single cluster occur more accurately - possibly enhancing
the fusion yield. In addition, SCF is not limited to deuterium-deuterium and deuterium-tritium
fuel mixes and different (a-neutronic) fusion fuel mixes can be used to obtain ultrashort α and γ
pulses, which might lead to future applications [27, 8, 28, 19].

Figure 6.1: A schematic overview of the difference between single cluster and multiple cluster
fusion.

SCF works by colliding the inside of the cluster against the outside of the cluster during the
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explosion of a single cluster, which can be achieved by controlling the expansion dynamics of a
single, fully stripped cluster. The expansion of such a cluster can be controlled by using a cluster
with a peaked density profile and/or by using multiple ion species in the cluster, which will be
explained in section 6.2. Clusters with peaked density profiles can be obtained by ejecting a small
number of electrons from the cluster, after which the edges of the cluster expand more rapidly than
the centre of the cluster - leading to peaked density profiles as discussed in chapter 6.3. Using the
methods of section 6.2, single cluster DD, DT and proton-boron fusion is optimised in section 6.6
and predictions of the fusion yield, Q-factor and pulse duration are provided. Additionally, with
the strategy of section 6.2 it is possible to transform the very broad Coulomb energy spectrum of
a single cluster into a mono-energetic ion energy spectrum, which can lead to significantly higher
neutron yields and significantly higher Q-factors of current cluster fusion schemes, as shown in
chapter 6.4.

6.1 Cluster fusion

Cluster fusion is a relatively inexpensive, table-top fusion device. Initial, multi-cluster based,
experiments measured 104 - 106 neutrons per shot, with a repetition rate of up to 10 Hz [9].
The amount of energy used for the pulse is in the order of 0.1 - 10 J, leading to a Q-factor of
10−8 − 10−6 [8, 10, 7], which is far away from the break-even point. Because cluster fusion is a
small neutron source (the focal volume of the laser is small), samples can be placed within 1 mm in
current experiments [9, 20]. Hence its modest neutron yields can result in averaged neutron fluxes

of 3 × 1010 n/s m
2

(1 mm from the source, 10 Hz laser repetition rate) [9]. The main limitation
of cluster fusion at the moment is its limited flux and it is expected the current neutron yields
should be enhanced by a factor 100-1000 for most neutron source purposes [20, 25, 83, 9].

When the laser pulse interacts with the cluster jet, a plasma filament is formed, which is
only very short-lived - hence the energy confinement time (for laser-cluster interaction we assume
the energy confinement time to be the life-time of the plasma filament) is insufficient to obtain
net power from cluster fusion in these experiments. However, by using advanced schemes the
confinement time can be improved significantly - resulting in Q-factors (the Q-factor is defined
as power in divided by power out) of up to Q = 10−2, which is comparable to current ’big
science’ fusion facilities such as the National Ignition Facility (NIF) [8]. One idea is to increase
the confinement time by applying a strong magnetic field (200 T) (by exploding a coil), which
is expected to increase the fusion yield by a factor 1000 or more [84, 85]. Other ideas focus on
enhancing the confinement time by using source target cluster fusion [10, 7, 8], in which a cluster
jet of deuterium clusters is injected in a lithium cylinder. Upon laser irradiation the deuterium
clusters explode, and the deuterium ions are accelerated and stopped in the lithium cylinder,
causing them to fuse - ultimately resulting in an a-neutronic fusion yield of 4.3 × 109 per joule
laser energy and a Q-factor of 10−2 [8, 10, 7]. By tweaking the ion energy spectrum of the
exploding deuterium clusters, it will be shown in section 6.4 that the fusion yield in this case can
be enhanced by a factor 4.25 and the Q-factor can be enhanced by a factor 3.7.

Although cluster fusion is a very promising, relatively inexpensive, table-top neutron source
with unique properties, the problem with cluster fusion is that a factor 100 higher neutron yield
is required for most cluster fusion purposes. Therefore, in this chapter we investigate whether our
single cluster model can be used to optimise the cluster fusion neutron yield by single cluster fusion
and by using mono-energetic ion energy spectra. Additionally, we investigate the extraordinary
short neutron pulses resulting from SCF.

6.2 Methods for controlling the Coulomb explosion dynam-
ics

The Coulomb explosion dynamics can be controlled for single cluster fusion and for the generation
of mono-energetic ion energy spectra by applying density gradients to the cluster (peaked density
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clusters) and by combining multiple ion species in a cluster (heterogeneous clusters).

6.2.1 Peaked density clusters

For convenience, we will model a peaked density cluster by equation 6.1, where the density profile
consists of a high density homogeneous core with density A, which starts to decay after r > fR (in
which R is the cluster radius and f is the fraction of the cluster radius) with a decaying power α.
We use this model because it can be directly related to the forced oscillator model, which is used
to predict the electric field required for ejecting all electrons from the cluster, by only taking the
high density core of the cluster into account - as discussed in section 4.2.2. In addition we choose
for this model because understanding the expansion of the decaying edge is greatly simplified by
describing the density in the decaying edge of the cluster by a power function: ρ(r) ∝ r−α.

ρ(r) =


A if r ≤ fR
A( fRr )α if fR > r ≥ R
0 if r > R

(6.1)

Figure 6.2: Trajectories of the ion cluster profile dynamics of equation 6.1 for various α.

The electric field inside the cluster is proportional to the integral over the cluster’s density
profile divided by the r2 from the increase in flux surface (Gauss’ law), which results in E ∝ r−α+1

for ρ = Ar−α. Therefore, for a homogeneous cluster, the electric field rises linearly in the cluster,
leading to a larger acceleration for outer cluster shells than inner cluster shells, which eventually
results in a broad ion energy spectrum after the cluster’s explosion. In order for single cluster
fusion to occur, the electric field inside the cluster has to be larger than the electric field outside
the cluster, which requires peaked density clusters (α > 1). In this case, the shells of the cluster are
”compressed” against each other. For the inner shells to overtake the outer shells (for inner ions
to collide against outer ions of the cluster), a larger difference in electric field is required. From
an algebraic (differential equation: r̈ ∝ r−α+1) and numerical inspection (generalised Coulomb
model) we determined shock shells occur at α > 2. When this occurs, the inner shells and outer
shells overtake each other, leading to inner cluster collisions. When this occurs at sufficiently
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high relative velocities, single cluster fusion occurs. An illustration of the radial displacement of
various cluster shells (each shell indicated by a different colour) is represented in figure 6.2 for a
cluster with f = 0.2, R = 100 nm, 4.2 × 108 deuterium atoms (A is adjusted accordingly) and
α = 0, 1, 2, 2.5, with an equidistant discretisation mesh at t = 0. In this chapter, we limit peaked
density clusters to single specie clusters for simplicity.

Single cluster fusion One remarkable feat in single cluster fusion for peaked density clusters
is that the cluster shells only collide against each other for a relatively short amount of time,
even when compared with the expansion timescale, which is shown in figure 6.3 where the shell
trajectories of the case with α = 2.5 studied in figure 6.2 are zoomed in. The relative position of
four trajectories in the cluster are visualised, where it becomes evident that until approximately
35 fs most of the outer shells of the cluster are compressed and eventually the particle trajectories
intersect each other in between 33 and 38 fs, after which the overtaking shells obtain an extra
acceleration (their enclosed charge now includes the overtaken shell), leading to a divergence
between the shell positions (from 3 to 4). Hence most of the fusion reactions in this case take
place in less than 10 fs, whereas the characteristic expansion of this case is expected to be more
than 40 fs (3+ times the Mie period, see chapter 5). The relative velocity of the shock shell
collisions is always lower than the maximum expansion velocity of the cluster. When α becomes
larger, the decay of the density profile becomes stronger, and the relative velocity of the shock
shell collisions increases (although it stays under the maximum expansion velocity of the cluster).
However, when α becomes larger, the amount of particles in the decaying part of the cluster is
decreased and in order to keep the total number of particles in the cluster the same, A has to be
increased accordingly (and a higher laser field strength is required for electron ejection). Hence
there is a trade-off between the number of colliding particles, relative velocity of the collision shock
shells and the laser field required for electron ejection.
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Figure 6.3: Intersecting trajectories where single cluster fusion occurs, with a schematic illustra-
tion.

Mono-energetic ion energy spectra From analytic inspection and the numerical inspection
(such as figure 6.2), we determined that the compression effect is the strongest at α = 2 (for larger
α, the shells diverge after the intersection of the lower radius shells with the larger radius shells -
as shown in figure 6.3). However, for α > 2 higher ion energies are obtained than for α < 2. When
an inner shell takes over an outer shell, the enclosed charge of the inner shell is increased - leading
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to an additional boost of the inner shell. These boosts lead to an increase of maximum obtained
ion energy. Hence by α > 2 it is possible to create an energy band in the ion energy spectrum.
When the shells are ”compressed” against each other, the shells have a similar enclosed charge,
similar position and hence a similar expansion velocity - resulting in mono-energetic ion energy
spectra. Therefore, we expect that an optimal mono-energetic ion energy spectrum for a peaked
density cluster is obtained for α = 2, which agrees with the shell trajectories figure 6.2 and with
the corresponding ion energy profiles in figure 6.4. The maximum ion energy obtained is the same
for each α, because in each simulation the number of ions in the cluster is kept constant.
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Figure 6.4: The ion energy spectrum in steady-state of the cluster density profile of equation 6.1
for various α.

However, by changing the cluster’s density profile, also the electric field required for electron
ejection changes. In the quasi-static approximation of electron ejection in section 4.2.3, the re-
quired electric field for electron ejection scales with Ecritical ∝ ρR → Ecritical ∝ AfR. Therefore,
there is a trade-off between the mono-energeticity and required electric field: the smaller the f ,
the better the mono-energeticity at the cost of higher laser intensities, which has implications for
the Q-factor. Taking this into account, the best trade-off for the Q-factor is found for f = 0.35,
in which the ion energy spectrum is fairly mono-energetic and a 20 % higher laser electric field is
needed for the electron ejection - resulting in a 44 % higher laser intensity.

6.2.2 Heterogeneous clusters

The characteristic time at which each ion specie expands in a heterogeneous cluster depends on the
charge/mass ratio. Therefore, when combining a specie with a high charge/mass ratio (hydrogen
for example) with a specie with a low charge/mass ratio (xenon 40+ for example), the hydrogen
will expand faster than the xenon, causing the hydrogen shells to overtake the xenon shells, as
discussed in chapter 5. This effect can be used for cluster fusion in heterogeneous clusters where
the cluster consists out of two fusion fuel ion species with a different charge/mass ratio. When
the hydrogen shells overtake the xenon shells, they obtain an extra acceleration due to the xenon
charge. Hence using heterogeneous clusters can also boost the resulting ion energies for small
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Figure 6.5: Trajectories of deuterium and tritium shells in a DT heterogeneous cluster

clusters and can be used to obtain mono-energetic ion energy spectra. Because xenon can obtain
much higher charge states than hydrogen, the charge content of xenon of the cluster will probably
be higher than the charge content of the hydrogen in the cluster. Therefore, not only the ion
energy is boosted, but mono-energetic ion energy spectra are also obtained (for more information
see section 5.3).

Single cluster fusion In figure 6.5, the trajectories of cluster shells of deuterium and tritium,
determined by the generalised Coulomb model, with an equidistant discretisation mesh at t = 0
is plotted. The charge/mass ratio of deuterium is larger than tritium, hence deuterium expands
faster, causing collisions between the deuterium and tritium shells. Depending on the difference
on charge/mass ratio between the two species, the characteristic expansion time of each specie
deviates. When this deviation is large, we expect the relative energies at which the two fusion
species collide is larger, which can be beneficial for fusion (depends on the optimal collision energy
for fusion). It should be noted in this work we only take heterogeneous clusters with homogeneous
density profiles into account. However, heterogeneous clusters can also be layered (for example - a
core of xenon ions with a layer of deuterium and a layer of tritium around the heavy xenon core)
and the effect of a peaked density profile can be combined with the effect of using heterogeneous
clusters for improved mono-energeticity [34] and for single cluster fusion. Although such cases
can be analysed by our process-based model, presented in chapters 2 to 5, these investigations are
beyond the scope of this work.

Mono-energetic ion energy spectra In current experiments the cluster radius and density
are often much smaller than for optimal conditions, resulting in lower than optimal expansion
energies. In this case, using heterogeneous clusters is an effective method for obtaining both a
higher ion energies and for obtaining a mono-energetic ion energy spectrum [34, 3, 86, 87, 19].
However, using a combination of a light and heavy ion specie leads to pollution of the heavy ion
specie in the cluster jet. The heavy ions will obtain a similar amount of energy than the light ions.
Therefore, approximately half of the energy is lost to non-fusion ions. Additionally, the electrons
resulting from the high Z specie will remain in the laser focal volume and increase the plasma
frequency in the plasma filament - which might have a negative effect on the laser penetration in
the cluster jet. Therefore, we conclude it is more beneficial to tune the cluster density profile for
obtaining a mono-energetic ion energy spectrum, when the cluster can be made large and dense
enough for this purpose.
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6.3 Method for controlling cluster density profiles using
ambipolar-like expansion

In the previous section we assumed that peaked density clusters can be used. The concept of using
ambipolar-like expansion for controlling the cluster density profile has been shown in [26, 4, 31, 29]
and has been recently experimentally achieved [33]. In this section we provide a proof of concept,
by using our process-based laser-single cluster interaction model, of this cluster density shaping
method. However, studying precisely how a certain cluster density profile is obtained is beyond
the scope of this work.
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Figure 6.6: Schematic overview of density profile control with ambipolar-like expansion

By changing the amount of electrons in the cluster, the cluster expansion dynamics can be
changed. When a laser pulse is intense enough to ionise the atoms in the cluster, but not to eject
the electrons, the cluster expands ambipolar-like. During ambipolar-like expansion the edges of
the cluster have more ion charge excess than the centre of the cluster, as described in chapter
5, resulting in a peaked ion density profile. Sequentially, a second, more intense, laser pulse can
be used to induce a Coulomb explosion of this inhomogeneous profile. This double pulse scheme
is presented schematically in figure 6.6. In a more sophisticated set-up the pulse-shaped laser
intensity can gradually eject a small portion of electrons to tune the cluster’s density temporal
density evolution for more accurate density profile control, which is beyond the scope of this
section.

In this example, we study the ion expansion dynamics of a cluster with 20 % of the electrons
removed (η = 0.2), initial cluster density n = 1030 m−3 and cluster radius 10 nm (indicated by the
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Figure 6.7: Results of density profile control using ambipolar-like expansion

black line in figure 6.7a) by using the self-similar solution presented in chapter 5. One drawback
of this scheme is that a relatively high initial cluster density is required, because the initial cluster
density is lowered during the expansion, which can be problematic since most current experiments
obtain cluster densities of up to 1028 m−3 [33] and most simulations are performed on clusters
with densities up to 1029 m−3 [8, 27, 7]. As explained in chapter 5, there is an unknown time delay
between the homogeneous cluster density profile (black line) and the initial self similar solution
(yellow line). After this delay, the density profile stretches out in time, flattening the density
profile in the centre and lowering the slope of the density profile (from yellow till purple). Hence,
in order to obtain a Coulomb explosion of a certain peaked density profile, the second laser pulse
has to be timed accurately, which is complicated by the unknown delay between the homogeneous
density profile and the initial self similar solution density profile.

By using the resulting density profiles from the self similar solution, we calculated that this
control scheme is insufficient for obtaining optimal density profiles for single cluster fusion, since
these would require a steeper decay and a more accurate control strategy. However, this control
strategy might be sufficient for obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra. In figure 6.7b we
calculated the ion energy distribution of the Coulomb explosion of the self similar solution density
profile at 5 fs (blue line - figure 6.7a), which is fairly mono-energetic. This shows that - as a proof
of concept - ambipolar-like expansion can be used for density profile control. However, achieving
this requires an additional investigation, due to the unknown time delay between the homogeneous
density profile and the initial self similar solution density profile.

6.4 Cluster fusion with mono-energetic ion energy spectra

The following part is based on cluster fusion schemes by [8, 10, 7], which are improved by
using our cluster expansion model for obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra.

After having discussed how mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be obtained by controlling the
expansion characteristics of a single cluster, we will illustrate whether the fusion yield of the source
target cluster fusion set-up of [8, 10], explained in section 6.1 can be enhanced by using mono-
energetic ion energy spectra. In contrast to multi-cluster fusion, in this case the accelerated ions
from the deuterium clusters act as a source of energetic ions interacting with the deuterium shell
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(source-target fusion). The ions do not thermalise until they reach the lithium shell and hence the
ion energy spectrum of a single cluster is expected to remain relatively unaffected. Therefore, in
the work by [8, 10], it is assumed that the deuterons obtain the energy spectrum of a homogeneous
Coulomb explosion.

In [8, 7] it has been shown that the fusion yield per laser pulse, Y , can be calculated by multiply-
ing the number of deuterons produced from the source, N , with the average reaction probability
< y >: Y = N < y >. The average reaction probability is formed by the integral over the ion

energy distribution P (E) times the reaction probability per ion: < y >=
∫ Emax

0
P (E)y(E)dE, in

which y(E) is provided by the ratio of the fusion cross-section and the stopping cross-section, which
results in a power-like dependence [8, 7, 10] y(E) = bEξ, where b, ξ are parameters depending on
the fusion reaction.

The previous part is based on cluster fusion schemes by [8, 10, 7]. From this point on, our
improvement strategy of the source target cluster fusion scheme follows.

By using an ideal mono-energetic ion energy spectrum (P (E)), the fusion yield is increased
by a factor 4.5 for deuterium lithium-6 fusion. However, the mono-energetic ion energy spectrum
obtained from laser-cluster interaction is not ideal and by using the ion energy spectrum we
calculated from the double pulse scheme (figure 6.7b), the fusion yield can be increased by up to a
factor of 4. However, ejecting the electrons from the high density core requires more laser energy.
When we take this effect into account by approximating the density profile by a homogeneous part
and a decaying part (fitting the self similar solution density profile at t=5 fs of figure 6.7b with
equation 6.1), the Q-factor of the source target cluster fusion scheme can be improved by a factor
3.6 (in the deuterium-lithium-7 scheme), resulting in a Q-factor of 3.6 × 10−2. This shows that
mono-energetic ion energy spectra, from single cluster expansion control, are a feasible method
for significantly enhancing the fusion yield and Q-factor in certain cluster fusion scenarios.

6.5 Single cluster fusion calculations

Single cluster fusion calculations In order to obtain fusion from a single cluster - the ions
have to be accelerated to high energies, which is performed by ejecting all electrons from the
cluster. We determine the electric field required for the electron ejection from the forced oscillator
model (chapter 4) (by taking only the high density core into account) and we use the generalised
Coulomb model (chapter 5.1) to predict the cluster’s expansion. Calculating the amount of fusion
reactions from the generalised Coulomb model is relatively straightforward. In the generalised
Coulomb model the cluster is discretised in spherical shells and each shell contains a number of
ions. The evolution of the radial position of each shell is calculated as a function of time: ri(t),
where the set ri(0) provides the mesh of the discretisation, which can be chosen arbitrarily - but
we use an equidistant mesh at ri(0). A collision at t = tcol occurs when the radial trajectory
of two shells intersect: ri(tcol) = rj(tcol) while i 6= j. The number of fusion reactions occurring
from this collision, N is calculated by using the beam-target fusion cross-section σf : Nfusion =
V n1n2 < σf (v)v > τ , in which n1, n2 are the densities of the two shells and V is the volume of the
shells (which is approximately the same for both shells). The collision velocity v is the relative
velocity between the shells, which is used to determine σf (v). The confinement time τ is the
thickness of a shell divided by the relative velocity, which determines the duration of the collision
between the two shells. Performing this routine for every intersection of the radial trajectories
(tcol - (ri(tcol) = rj(tcol) while i 6= j), leads to the number of fusion reactions per cluster.

The single cluster Q-value can be approximated by assuming that the energy transition is
ideal: which implies that all of the applied energy equals the electrostatic energy of the cluster. In
practice, this cannot be achieved, because a portion of the energy is obtained by the electrons; in
addition - only a small portion of the laser pulse energy can be absorbed, since this would decrease
the laser electric field - after which the laser field can no longer eject the electrons from the cluster.
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Figure 6.8: Schematic illustration of the cluster jet

Validation and verification This calculation provides us with the required field intensity for
the electron ejection and the number of fusion reactions per cluster, for which the forced oscillator
model (which we derived in chapter 4) and generalised Coulomb model (which we derived in chapter
5) are used. We have investigated special cases and provided a comparison with electron ejection
models in literature in section 4.2.3. In section 4.2.4 we have compared the forced oscillator model
with particle tracer simulations, from which it was concluded that the forced oscillator model
provides an overestimation of η by up to 15 %. For the validation/verification of the generalised
Coulomb model, the generalised Coulomb model predictions agree well with the result of special
cases α = 0 in sections 6.2, 5.1 and α = 2 in section 6.2. In section 5.3 we have compared
the generalised Coulomb model with particle tracer simulations in the case of a heterogeneous
cluster and an agreement within 15 % between generalised Coulomb model and particle tracer
simulations has been found. For single cluster fusion, the only addition to these models is a
fusion calculation each time a shock shell occurs. Each numerical routine in this calculation
has been tested thoroughly: the changes in density upon expansion are taken into account; the
increase in volume of a shell upon expansion is taken into account and we tested that the sum
of all collision times of a overtaking shell colliding into outer shells corresponds with the time
interval between overtaking the first and last shell. In addition we tested that the model only
predicts fusion reactions when shock shell collisions occur at sufficiently high α and sufficiently
large clusters (otherwise the collision energy is not high enough for fusion (DD)). Moreover, the
single cluster fusion results for DT presented later in this chapter correspond with results from
molecular dynamics simulations from [27], which will be discussed in more detail in the discussion.

From single cluster to cluster jet Now we have calculated: the field intensity required, the
fusion yield per cluster and the minimal required energy per cluster. In an experiment, a jet of
clusters is irradiated, which is shown in figure 6.8. In order to translate the single cluster fusion
yield to a cluster jet, we assume that each cluster in the cluster jet is identical and has the same
fusion yield. Now we have to calculate how many can be irradiated by a single pulse.

We assume that the laser pulse energy is Ej = 10 J, with a laser pulse duration of τL = 20
fs. The laser pulse energy and the field intensity are related by: Ej = I0πr

2
wτL, in which rw is

the laser beam waist. Hence, the required intensity (obtained from the forced oscillator model)
sets the optimal laser beam waist, which determines the irradiated volume Vf and the Rayleigh
length LRay (see figure 6.8). By using the Rayleigh length, the neutron pulse duration can be
approximated, in the case of neutronic fusion. This can be a different particle, such as an α
particle (proton-boron fusion), in the case of a-neutronic fusion.

In order to translate the single cluster results to a multi-cluster jet, laser beam attenuation
effects have to be taken into account. In chapter 5 we concluded that the generalised Coulomb
model is valid for η > 0.7. The required electric field for η = 0.7 is 49 % lower than for η = 1
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(which can be determined using equation 4.3), which results in an approximately 30 % decrease in
pulse intensity. Hence if the laser intensity equals the critical laser intensity for electron ejection
and less than 30 % of the laser energy is absorbed by the cluster, we expect the Coulomb model
to be valid. Hence we assume that up to 30 % of the laser energy can be absorbed by the clusters,
which sets a condition on the maximum amount of clusters in the irradiated volume - which sets
a maximum on the fraction of laser irradiated volume filled by clusters: ffill. In this rudimentary
model for the beam attenuation, we have not taken into account that the cluster charge shielding
by the electrons. Another limitation of how many clusters can reside in the focal volume of the
laser pulse is the available space required for the cluster’s expansion - which has to be at least
one cluster diameter. One cluster diameter free space between the clusters results in a theoretical
maximum packing factor (regardless of energy absorption) of 1

4 (required basis cubic lattice) times
the sphere packing ratio in a cubic lattice: π

6 , which corresponds to 0.13. When the number of
irradiated clusters is limited by packing factor restrictions, the multi-cluster jet Q-factor would be
less than 30 % of the theoretically ideal Q-factor, otherwise the multi-cluster jet Q-factor would
be 30 % of the theoretically ideal Q-factor.

6.6 Single cluster fusion results

We have discussed that single cluster fusion can occur by using peaked density clusters (α >
2.5, which we assume to be composed of one ion specie) and by using heterogeneous clusters
(assumed homogeneous with two fusion ion species with a different mass/charge ratio). Using this
understanding, we will study and optimise the single cluster neutron yield for three different fusion
reactions: deuterium-deuterium - to illustrate cluster fusion in peaked density clusters; deuterium-
tritium - to investigate neutronic single cluster fusion in heterogeneous clusters and proton-boron
- to investigate a-neutronic single cluster fusion in heterogeneous clusters. For each case the fusion
yield is optimised with a maximum cluster radius of 100 nm and a maximum (core) density of
1029 m−3 [1] to ensure laser attenuation effects do not play a role for a single cluster.

6.6.1 Deuterium - Deuterium - Fusion

In the DD fusion reaction two deuterons are fused together to obtain one neutron and one helium
particle (in this approach the DD reaction resulting in tritium is neglected): 2

1
D + 2

1
D → 3

2
He +

1
0
n(2.45MeV).

The single cluster DD fusion yield has been optimised for peaked density profiles described by
equation 6.1, resulting in an optimised neutron yield of 0.1 neutrons per cluster with a density of
1029 m−3, radius of 100 nm, f = 0.42 (relative radius of homogeneous density core - see equation
6.1) and α = 6.7 (density decay power - see equation 6.1) and a single cluster neutron pulse
duration of 4 fs. In this case, the single cluster fusion collision energies are limited to 180 keV,
which is far below the optimal DD fusion cross-section of 1 MeV. Hence, in this case, the single
cluster fusion yield might be enhanced by using heterogeneous clusters to enhance the collision
energies. The single cluster neutron yield is too small to be detectable without a multi-cluster jet.
To eject the electrons from the cluster a laser intensity of 2.9×1024 W/m

2
is required, which would

be possible with very intense laser pulses (the most intense, short laser pulses at the moment can

obtain intensities of 1025−1026 W/m
2

[88]). In this case a theoretically ideal Q-value of 1.2×10−8

would be obtained, which is lower than what is obtained experimentally [8] by multi-cluster fusion.
For a 10 J, 20 fs laser pulse, the required laser intensity would result in a laser-beam waist of

7.4µ m and a Rayleigh length of 250µ m. The number of irradiated clusters is limited by energy
restrictions to 2× 106 clusters, which leads to a neutron pulse of 2× 105 neutrons within 840 fs,
which is low compared to the multi-cluster fusion yield (105−106 neutrons / J) [83, 25, 5]. However,
the neutron pulse duration of a single cluster fusion source is a factor 1000 shorter compared to
a multi-cluster pulse duration: indicating that a very short neutron pulse can result from single
cluster DD fusion. Additionally, the instantaneous neutron flux during the neutron pulse would
be 2× 1022 neutrons/s m

2
, which is in the order of 100 times higher than for multi-cluster fusion
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and is significantly higher than the neutron flux predicted for the International Fusion Materials
Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) (1018 neutrons/s m

2
- 14.1 MeV neutrons compared to 2.45 MeV

neutrons obtained by DD fusion), which is designed to test fusion materials and is predicted
to break the current hot neutron flux record [89]. Because the instantaneous neutron yield for
single cluster fusion is higher than for multi-cluster fusion, the single cluster neutron pulse and
multi-cluster neutron pulse from DD might be separable by time resolved neutron measurements.

6.6.2 Deuterium - Tritium - Fusion

In the DT fusion reaction one deuterium ion and one tritium ion are fused together to obtain one
helium particle and one neutron 3

1
T + 2

1
D → 4

2
He + 1

0
n(14.1MeV). The advantage of this fusion

reaction with respect to DD is that the likeliness for fusion (i.e. the fusion cross-section) is larger;
the optimum of the fusion cross-section is at a lower collision energy than for DD and the resulting
neutrons from the DT reaction are more energetic than from the DD reaction. Therefore, it is
expected that the DT fusion yield is larger than the DD fusion yield. However, the disadvantage
of this fusion reaction is that tritium is generally hard to obtain and is radioactive.

Single cluster DT fusion occurs due to the mass difference of deuterium and tritium (heterogen-
eous cluster with a homogeneous density). Optimising the single cluster DT fusion yield results in
a yield of 170 fusion reactions per cluster, with a neutron pulse duration of 8 fs for a single cluster.
This would require a cluster with a (deuterium, tritium combined) density of 2× 1029 m−3 and a
radius of 100 nm. In this case, the single cluster neutron yield might be measurable without using
a multi-cluster jet. The ions collide against each others with energies ranging from 0 keV to 400
keV, which is sufficient for achieving the optimal DT fusion cross-section of 100 keV. The given
density and radius would require an exceptionally intense laser field of 7 × 1025 W/m

2
, which is

just manageable by the world’s most intense laser pulses. In this case, an ideal Q-factor of 4×10−7

would be obtained, which is comparable to current Q-values of DD multi-cluster fusion. The fu-
sion yield per cluster has been optimised given the limitations, which does not mean that the
Q-factor or single cluster fusion yield in a multi-cluster jet is optimised. In fact, by using smaller
DT clusters the required laser intensity and the absorbed energy per cluster is reduced, whereas
still a reasonably high neutron yield per cluster can be obtained. Therefore, by using smaller DT
clusters than here, high Q-values and fusion yields in a multi-cluster jet can be obtained.

For a 10 J, 20 fs laser pulse, the required laser intensity results in a laser beam waist of 1.5 µ
m and a Rayleigh length of 10µm. For those parameters, the number of irradiated clusters would
be limited by packing factor restrictions, leading to a maximum of 4500 clusters in the laser focal
volume, resulting in 8×105 neutron yield of single cluster DT reactions in a multi-cluster jet, which
is comparable to experimental fusion yields obtained in current heterogeneous CD4 experiments
[87]. The packing factor restriction is caused by the small laser beam waist (and hence small laser
focal volume), which is necessary for the high field required for electron ejection. However, the
small size of the cluster irradiated volume also leads to a very short neutron pulse of 40 fs, resulting
in an instantaneous neutron flux of 1.5 × 1024 neutrons/s m

2
, which is a factor 100 higher than

any currently known pulsed neutron flux [90, 91]. This single cluster neutron yield is sufficient to
be detected in a single cluster experiment [27]. The single cluster neutron yield in a multi-cluster
jet can be separated from the multi-cluster neutron yield by time-resolved measurements.

6.6.3 Proton - Boron - Fusion

The PB fusion mix might be particularly interesting for heterogeneous single cluster fusion because
of the large difference in charge/mass ratio of protons and (fully ionised) boron, which leads to
relatively high collision velocities. Proton - Boron fusion is a form of a-neutronic fusion which
only releases α particles. The PB fusion reaction is: 1

1
H + 11

5
B→ 34

2
He(8.7MeV).

Optimising the proton boron single cluster fusion yield results in a yield of 2.5 fusion reactions
per cluster with an α pulse duration of 4 fs, for a total charge density of 9×1028 m−3 and a radius
of 100 nm (maximum radius of the optimisation is 100 nm; maximum total charge density is
×1029 m−3). The reason this duration is shorter than for DT clusters is that the large difference
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in charge/mass ratio leads to a narrow time interval in which fusion takes place. In addition,
due to this large difference, the energies of the collisions (up until 8 MeV) are much higher
than the optimal energy for PB fusion, which is at 500 keV. Therefore, the large difference in
charge/mass ratio leads to too energetic shock shell collisions and with further tuning of the single
cluster expansion process, the collision energies can probably be lowered, leading up to a factor 10
improvement in fusion yield. A laser field intensity of 1.3×1025 would be required for stripping the
PB cluster, which is a very intense - but practically achievable - laser pulse. In this case, an ideal
Q-value of 1.8× 10−8, would be obtained - which is lower than for current DD based experiments.

For a 10 J, 20 fs laser pulse, such a laser intensity requires a laser beam waist of 3.5 µ m,
resulting in a Rayleigh length of 55 µ m. The number of irradiated clusters is limited by energy
restrictions, leading to a maximum of 30000 irradiated clusters, resulting in an α pulse of 3× 105

α particles. The duration of the α pulse is 190 fs, resulting in an instantaneous α flux of 1.3 ×
1023α/s m2. This indicates that, by using PB fusion, ultrashort, intense α pulses can be created.

6.7 Summary and discussion

In summary we have shown that by using heterogeneous clusters and by using peaked density
profiles (which can be obtained in a double pulse setup by exploiting ambipolar-like expansion) it
is possible to create mono-energetic ion energy spectra, which can be used to enhance the yield/Q-
factor of current cluster fusion schemes by up to a factor 4. Furthermore, we have shown that it is
theoretically possible to achieve single cluster fusion by using deuterium, deuterium-tritium and
proton-boron clusters, which does not significantly enhance the fusion yield/Q-factor of current
multi-cluster fusion schemes, but which can be used to obtain extremely short neutron (DD, DT)
and α pulses (PB). Such short neutron pulses result in very high instantaneous neutron fluxes
(DT), higher than current instantaneous neutron fluxes for pulsed neutron sources.

Assumptions Obtaining single cluster fusion from peaked density clusters requires exceptionally
accurate tuning of the density profile. In this work, we have assumed that the density profile can
be tuned in the form of equation 6.1, which we have shown is plausible. Nevertheless, it is unlikely
that the required accuracy can be obtained: from sensitivity analysis we have calculated that an
inaccuracy of 20 % in the density profile results in a factor 100-150 decrease in the single cluster
fusion yield (DD) in the case of a peaked density cluster. Additionally, we have assumed that all
the clusters are identical in a cluster jet when translating our single cluster yields to yields obtained
in a cluster yet due to single cluster fusion. Nevertheless, experiments indicate that there can be
a large deviation of cluster parameters in s cluster jet, although there are methods to improve
this [14, 54, 87, 6]. Considering the discussion of the forced oscillator model, the electric field for
electron ejection predicted by the forced oscillator model is generally an under-estimation by up to
20 %. Hence, in order to ensure electron ejection, the laser field used for electron ejection for single
cluster fusion should be increased by approximately 40 %. Additionally, we have assumed that 30
% of the laser pulse energy can be absorbed by the clusters. However, if η > 0 the cluster charge
is damped by the remaining electrons, leading to less expansion energy. To account for these
effects, the laser pulse intensity would have to be approximately 50 % larger than the calculated
laser intensities. In the case of DT and PB clusters, this would result in laser intensities which
are currently not achievable and the cluster density/radius would have to be decreased to make
electron ejection with a lower required laser energy possible. Therefore, given our assumptions, the
theoretical predictions for single cluster fusion presented here are optimistic and realistic fusion
yields would be - generally - up to a factor 10 lower.

Comparison with literature Our relatively simple calculations correspond with previous the-
oretical single cluster fusion calculations of [27], where scaled molecular dynamics simulations have
been performed to show that the DT fusion yield of a single cluster can be up to 200 (in our case
170), with single cluster fusion durations of 5-15 fs (in our case 3-8 fs). The difference between
our process-based model and the scaled molecular dynamics simulation of [27] is that our model
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is simpler and incorporates the physics of the process - hence its results can be directly physic-
ally interpreted. In [29, 26] a single cluster neutron yield of 10−3 − 10−2 per DD cluster using a
double pulse scheme is predicted, which is a factor 10 lower than our DD predictions. This can
be explained by the fact that we use a peaked density cluster (equation 6.1) instead of a double
pulse scheme. When we use our model to calculate the amount of fusion reactions in a double
pulse scheme (by using the case of figure 6.7a) similar orders of magnitude are obtained. This
shows that our simple model obtains similar solutions than large scale simulations performed in
literature - both in the peaked density cluster case and in the heterogeneous cluster case.

Experiment schemes and practical applications Experiments on a single nano-plasma such
as [33], where it was indicated that shock shells can be formed in a double pulse scheme, can be
used to measure the ion cluster expansion dynamics for the verification of our process-based model.
Laser-cluster interaction is generally a method to rapidly and efficiently generate a broad energy
spectrum of high energy ions and in this work we have shown that this spectrum can be transformed
in a mono-energetic ion energy spectrum, which is more widely applicable than cluster fusion and
was found experimentally in [33]. Using mono-energetic ion energy spectra to enhance current
cluster fusion schemes is theoretically feasible and can be used as one technique, in combination
with other techniques, to enhance the neutron flux in cluster fusion experiments to neutron source
application relevant levels. If this is achieved, it might be possible to use cluster fusion to perform
time-resolved measurements of neutron damage in a pump-probe experiment [9, 20], which could
be used to perform research on neutron material damage in fusion reactor components.

Although single cluster fusion is not viable for enhancing the total cluster fusion yield or
enhancing the Q-factor of cluster fusion (when limiting the cluster radius to 100 nm), the results
in this work clearly show that generating an ultra-short neutron / α pulse from single cluster fusion
is possible - a prediction which should be put under experimental scrutiny. Since single cluster
fusion generates ultra-short neutron/α pulses, the single cluster fusion yield in a multi-cluster jet
can be verified experimentally by measuring the time-resolved bursts of neutrons (DD/DT) or αs
(PB). In addition with an experiment such as [33] of a single DT cluster, it might be possible to
measure the neutron yields originating from a single DT cluster. Although multi-cluster fusion is
regarded as an ultrashort neutron source, single cluster fusion is much shorter and hence serves
a different area of applications. Future applications which might be possible include: performing
neutron radiation damage studies on an even shorter timescale [92, 90] (which can be used to
visualise the neutron damage cascading), enhancing neutron radiography contrast (fast neutron
resonance radiography) [90] and creating astrophysical conditions of heavy element synthesis in the
laboratory [90]. The single cluster fusion study of proton-boron clusters shows as a proof-of-concept
that single cluster is not only limited to DD or DT clusters. In a similar way, nucleosynthesis for
astrophysical research, can also be achieved with single cluster fusion. When ultrashort particle
sources (neutrons, alphas) become available, more possible applications of such sources will likely
emerge.

6.8 Conclusion

From our work we can conclude that it is theoretically feasible to achieve single cluster fusion
and to obtain mono-energetic ion energy spectra from peaked density clusters and heterogeneous
clusters. By using a double pulse regime it is possible to obtain mono-energetic ion energy spectra,
which can be used to enhance fusion yield in current cluster fusion schemes by up to a factor 4. It
has been shown that single cluster fusion is not viable for enhancing the multi-cluster fusion yield.
However, it is possible to use single cluster fusion to obtain a sub picosecond pulse of neutrons (DD
and DT fusion) or αs (Proton-Boron fusion), which can be distinguished experimentally from the
multi-cluster fusion yield by time-resolved measurements. Our predicted instantaneous neutron
fluxes from single cluster fusion exceeds other (pulsed) neutron sources and might be applicable
for neutron radiation damage studies.
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Chapter 7

Summary and Discussion

In this work we derived a process-based model for laser-single cluster interaction, which we used
to determine that mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be obtained from the explosion of a
cluster with a density gradient and to show te theoretical feasibility of single cluster. First we will
discuss the accuracy, reason of implementation and consequence of the main assumptions of the
process-based model. Secondly we will discuss the validity of the results and their consequences.
Thirdly, we will discuss the merit of our process-based model compared to previous literature.
Finally, we will provide an outlook and suggest some experimental schemes to put our theoretical
work under experimental scrutiny.

7.1 The process-based model

In chapter 2 we have assumed the field ionisation process, electron ejection process and expansion
process can be separated for low-Z clusters, simplifying our process-based model considerably,
which can only be done when the characteristic timescales at which these processes occur is
different.

Separating the laser-cluster interaction process in three sequential processes However,
for the clusters in chapter 6 the characteristic expansion timescale ranges from 20-40 fs. This
implies that the electron ejection process has to be shorter than 20 fs, which can only be done by
using short laser pulses of 10-20 fs, which is ,considering the required intensities for these laser
pulses, touching the limits of what is currently possible. For longer laser pulse durations or smaller
characteristic expansion timescales the electron ejection process can no longer be separated and
both processes have to be integrated into each other.

This is similar to the high-Z model presented in chapter 4, where it is necessary to integrate the
field ionisation and the electron ejection process because the field ionisation process takes place
throughout the laser pulse irradiation. The field generated by the space charge locally amplifies the
laser field in the cluster, leading to higher ionisation probabilities, which have to be investigated
using tunnelling ionisation.

The main strength of our process-based model, compared to literature, is its relative simplicity,
about which we will explain more later. When comparing the complexity of the high-Z model
with the (equivalent for low-Z clusters) forced oscillator model (equation 4.3), it is evident that
integrating the cluster interaction processes leads to a much more complicated model, eradicating
some of the benefits of our process-based model compared to literature approaches. An additional
problem of integrating the laser-cluster interaction processes is that each process requires different
assumptions, which can lead to a violation of self-consistency. For example, in the high-Z model
the ion cluster charge density has to be assumed homogeneous for the forced oscillator model,
whereas the motion of the electron cloud leads to a boosted electric field in the cluster with a
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spatial dependence, eventually leading to a non-homogeneous ion charge density. In such cases,
the impact of the violation of self-consistency has to be evaluated thoroughly.

An integrated electron ejection and cluster expansion model might be used to investigate more
accurately how laser pulse shaping can be used to create a peaked density profile. Additionally,
if the laser pulse duration is larger than the characteristic expansion time, the electron ejection
process might be sufficiently slow for the cluster to form a peaked density profile directly without
any additional requirement [31]. Related to this statement is that in our work it is assumed
that clusters are spherical and often homogeneous, whereas it has been predicted might have a
decaying edge density [32], which can result in single cluster fusion and/or mono-energetic ion
energy spectra directly. Furthermore, integrating the cluster expansion with the electron ejection
process might make the forced oscillator model more accurate in certain cases, because in that case
it is possible to take the decline of the Mie frequency during the cluster’s expansion into account.

Neglecting field ionisation in low-Z clusters For clusters whose atoms are fully ionised by
the field (low-Z clusters), field ionisation does not have to be taken into account and it can be
assumed the cluster is instantly ionised. The validity of this assumption has been confirmed by
particle tracing simulations in chapter 3, where we showed that field ionisation can be neglected
within the definition of low-Z clusters. This greatly simplifies our process-based model and by-
passes the usage of field ionisation theories, which is still a highly debated subject [44, 62, 47].
Nevertheless, we have implemented field ionisation routines in particle tracer simulations. Ion-
isation routines determine when an atom/ion is ionised, whereas in instant ionisation schemes
the atoms/ions are ionised at the beginning of the simulation. Hence, using ionisation routines
effectively reduce the number of charged particles at the beginning of the simulation and because
the ionisation probability calculation is numerically less intensive than the O(n2) charged particle
calculation, field ionisation routines should be used in extensive simulations, because it leads to a
decrease in required computer cost.

Electron ejection model After the cluster is ionised a nano-plasma is formed. We assume
electrons are displaced by the electric field outside the cluster, after which they are ejected and
generally remain ejected from the cluster, which leads to our forced oscillator model (FOM) for the
electron ejection process. The FOM converges to literature models in limiting cases, is generally
more applicable than current models and is fully analytical.

The electron ejection model is a vital part of our process-based model and although it is more
generally applicable than current analytical electron ejection models, its limitations set important
limitations on the total laser-cluster interaction model. The forced oscillator model cannot be
straightforwardly generalised to remove the need of using these assumptions and if the resulting
limitations are too severe, extensive simulations might be required instead.

• The FOM can only take homogeneous densities into account, whereas we require modelling
electron ejection in clusters with shaped density profiles. This requires making approxima-
tions which might harm the self-consistency of the laser-cluster interaction model.

• Furthermore, it is assumed the laser light can fully penetrate the cluster, which sets limits on
the cluster density (1029 m−3) and the cluster radius (100 nm) [35, 16]. In [27, 7] simulations
have been performed on larger clusters, indicating that this limitation could be a limiting
factor in the future.

• In the forced oscillator model, it is assumed the evolution of the laser pulse envelope is quasi-
static compared to the oscillation period, which sets limitations on the envelope gradient -
and hence the minimum laser pulse duration. This assumption might prove problematic
when extrapolating current results to shorter, or pulse-shaped laser pulses. In addition, for
certain cluster densities, separation of the laser-cluster interaction processes might require
a very short laser pulse. Hence, the quasi-static approximation sets an indirect limit on the
density, which we approximate to be around 1030 m3.
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• The forced oscillator model is designed to only take field emission of the electrons into
account, hence it is unsuitable for determining low electron ejection fractions (η < 0.2).
This limits the validity of our forced oscillator model to η > 0.2.

Our comparison between the particle tracer simulations and the FOM predictions showed that
- as expected - the FOM prediction leads to an overestimation of η of up to 0.15. Hence the
required electric field for electron ejection should be at least 20 % higher than predicted by the
FOM, leading to an increase in laser pulse intensity of 44 %.

Cluster expansion After a portion of the electrons are ejected from the cluster, the cluster
expands due to its self-generated field. By controlling the portion of electrons remaining in the
cluster after laser irradiation, the ion expansion dynamics can be tailored within two limits: the
Coulomb explosion limit and the ambipolar expansion limit. There are two ways the electrons can
be taken into account: using an a priori model for the electrons or using a self-consistent model.

We derived the generalised Coulomb expansion model which requires an a priori electron
dynamics model and can be used for analysing heterogeneous clusters and clusters with density
gradients. When assuming the electrons are distributed homogeneously across the cluster, accurate
results can be used for η > 0.7. Additionally, it might be possible to use the electron ejection
model as an a priori electron dynamics model. Such an integration would allow the study of
laser-cluster interaction for long pulses and could be used for studying density profile shaping, as
discussed previously. The generalised Coulomb model results correspond within 15 % of particle
tracer simulations in the case of heterogeneous clusters and peaked density clusters.

When η < 0.7 after the laser pulse irradiation, the electron expansion dynamics have to be
taken into account self-consistently, which can only be done analytically for single specie clusters
with very specific density profiles, resulting in the self-similar solution. This severely limits the
application of our process-based model when η < 0.7. Additionally, there is an unknown delay
between the initialisation of the self-similar solution and the electron ejection, which further re-
duces the applicability of our process-based model in the case of η < 0.7. Nevertheless, we have
shown in a proof-of-principle we are able to crate a sufficiently peaked density cluster for ob-
taining a mono-energetic ion energy spectrum, by using the self similar solution. However, for
obtaining the unknown delay and/or for supporting general density profiles, extensive simulations
have to be performed, such as hydrodynamic simulations [33] or molecular dynamics [27] and our
process-based model cannot be used.

7.2 Single cluster fusion results

We have used our process-based model to show it is theoretically feasible to obtain mono-energetic
ion energy spectra and achieve single cluster fusion by using clusters with density gradients and
by using heterogeneous clusters. We have shown that such mono-energetic ion energy spectra can
be obtained in a laser double pulse scheme and can increase the fusion yield of current cluster
fusion schemes by a factor 4. Recent experiments on laser single-cluster interaction [33] have
confirmed that mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be obtained. Obtaining such a spectrum
has more potential applications than just cluster fusion. Depending on the potential application,
a multi-cluster jet may have to be used. In that case it is important the cluster parameters of
each cluster in the cluster jet are the same, which is not experimentally achieved yet [12, 93, 87].
Another issue is laser-cluster interaction leads to a radial ion source, spreading the ion yield across
4 π steradians and lowering the number of ions impacting on the target.

We have shown single cluster fusion is theoretically feasible for deuterium-deuterium fusion
using peaked density profiles and for deuterium-tritium/proton-boron fusion using heterogeneous
clusters. These fusion schemes do not significantly enhance the fusion yield of current multi-
cluster schemes, but can be used to obtain sub-picosecond neutron / α pulses with instantaneous
neutron/α fluxes of up to 1022 − 1024 n,α

s m2 , which is significantly higher than currently achieved
by either continuous or pulsed neutron sources and can potentially lead to new applications.
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Although the neutron flux is very high for a very short amount of time, the average neutron
flux is lower than for multi-cluster fusion. Considering the neutron flux for multi-cluster fusion is
too low for most neutron source applications [9, 20], possible applications for single cluster must
be specifically designed for a large instantaneous neutron (or αs) flux and the total number of
required neutrons (or αs) should be fairly low. Although it is theoretically possible to perform
single cluster fusion by peaked density profiles, we expect this will be very difficult experimentally
because single cluster fusion by peaked density profiles is extremely sensitive to the shape of the
density profile. A deviation of 20 % in cluster density profile can lead to a factor 100 deviation in
fusion yield. Additionally, a cluster jet will be required for obtaining a measurable neutron flux
(DD). This implies that every cluster in the cluster jet will need to have a precisely tuned density
profile with a maximum deviation of 20 %, which would result in a neutron flux a factor 10-100
lower than our ideal theoretical calculations. In contrast, single cluster fusion by heterogeneous
clusters is much more robust and does not require density tuning.

Although single cluster fusion has not been achieved experimentally yet, we expect that our
single cluster fusion calculations would correspond relatively fairly well with experimental results
- provided the correct density profiles are used and all electrons are ejected from the cluster. The
reason we expect a relatively accurate correspondence is that single cluster fusion is ”cleaner”
than multi-cluster fusion where the interaction of the various exploding clusters with each other
leads to a transformation of the ion energy spectra. A good agreement has been found between
our process-based model results and the elaborate single cluster fusion simulations of [27, 29, 26],
although the cluster parameters used in these simulations deviate from our cluster parameters.

7.3 Merit of this work

In literature, laser - single cluster interaction is mostly studied by using extensive simulation
schemes. It is often problematic to use such simulation schemes, because laser-cluster interaction
often does not comply with the assumptions of these simulation techniques (see chapter 2.1). Such
simulations are computationally expensive and do not provide an intuitive physical explanation
of the process intrinsically. In contrast, in this work we have set up a methodology for studying
laser-single cluster interaction by using an intrinsically physically intuitive process-based model.
Furthermore, computational costs and scaling problems are not an issue of our process-based
model. The output of this model is (for the low Z case) is a critical electric field for electron
ejection (or an electron ejection fraction when the electric field is provided) and the resulting
ion expansion dynamics (provided by radial trajectories of an initial mesh, such as the plots of
figures 6.2), 6.5, 6.3). This implies that our process-based model can not only predict the cluster
expansion dynamics from the input parameters, which enables controlling the cluster expansion
dynamics. Such a prediction can not be provided by extensive simulations during one run, which
can only relate input with output (although multiple simulations can be used to map input with
output, which can be used to predict input parameters). However, for simplifying the laser-
cluster interaction process for our process-based model additional assumptions are required, which
were discussed previously. These assumptions can put severe limitations on our process-based
model, which are not limiting extensive simulation schemes - such as particle tracer simulations
(which have other limitations). Hence, it is recommendable to use our process-based model for an
intuitive understanding of the laser-cluster interaction process and for a relatively quick indication
of required cluster/laser parameters in combination with extensive simulation schemes for more
accurate predictions.

Single cluster fusion calculations have been performed previously in literature and we illustrated
our model by reproducing these results. Although calculations on single cluster fusion have been
performed previously, the feasibility of single cluster proton-boron fusion has not been shown
previously. In addition our methodological approach in section 6.2 provides us with a more intuitive
understanding how mono-energetic ion energy spectra and how single cluster fusion can be obtained
from applying density gradients to a cluster.
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7.4 Outlook, experiments and possible applications

Our model for laser-single cluster interaction is not limited to cluster fusion and is generally applic-
able. One of the features of laser-cluster interaction is obtaining high ion energies and obtaining
highly charged ions, which have been used previously for achieving higher harmonics generation
[94]. Additionally, Coulomb explosion ”is the most recent powerful probe for arresting reactive
intermediates” [95], which can be used to study chemical reactions at a femtosecond timescale:
femtochemistry. Laser-cluster interaction can be used to ”reveal the secrets of reaction dynamics”
[96], and hence is a hot topic in chemistry. This shows that laser-single cluster interaction is more
widely applicable, and our general process-based model might be applicable in these fields for a
more intuitive understanding of laser-cluster interaction.

However, there is a long way to go before laser-single cluster interaction can be used applica-
tions. First, it is important for the verification of laser-single cluster interaction models that the
single cluster predictions are put under experimental scrutiny. It is experimentally very difficult
to perform measurements on the dynamics of a single cluster, because a laser cluster experiment
is usually performed on a multi cluster jet and the interaction of the various clusters with each
other ”pollutes” the single cluster effects. Ideally, experiments should be performed on a single
nano-cluster, which has been achieved recently for the first time [33]. These results correspond
with both our model and with simulations in literature. Additionally, it might be possible to
measure the momentum spectrum of the ejected electrons of a single nano-cluster by using the
technique described in chapter 4. By performing statistics on the momentum spectrum of the
ejected electrons it might be possible to deduce the time (and hence laser field strength) at which
electron ejection takes place, performing indirect experiments on the electron ejection process.
Additionally, high ion charges are measurable and is a single cluster phenomenon. Therefore,
after we integrated the electron ejection model and field ionisation models, we can directly relate
our charge state predictions with current experiments.

After these model predictions are confirmed experimentally and it has been studied how the
cluster parameters can be controlled, the predictions regarding single cluster fusion and obtaining
mono-energetic ion energy spectra can be tested experimentally. In our work and in [35] it was
calculated that the neutron yield of a single exploding DT cluster might be measurable, which
can be used to experimentally verify single cluster fusion. In addition, by using the technique of
[33], the ability to obtain mono-energetic ion energy spectra at various ion energies can be tested
as an illustration of cluster parameter control.

After the confirmation of obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra from a single cluster,
the applicability of obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra using a cluster jet can be studied
experimentally. An ultra-short mono-energetic ion energy source might be used for several applic-
ations, including particle therapy [97, 98] and the development of new plasma diagnostics (proton
imaging) [98, 99, 100] which can be used to investigate electromagnetic fields in (dense) plasmas
”for the investigation of fundamental plasma physics problems which were impossible to explore
until now” [100]. Obtaining mono-energetic ion energy spectra from a cluster jet experiment could
serve as an illustration for how accurately the cluster parameters can be controlled throughout
a cluster jet. If a high accuracy of cluster parameter control throughout the cluster jet can be
achieved, single cluster fusion becomes experimentally feasible. We have calculated that the single
cluster fusion neutron schemes might be experimentally verified by time resolved neutron flux
measurements, since it is expected the single cluster fusion neutron pulse in a multi-cluster jet is
up to a factor 100 higher (and a factor 1000 shorter) than that of multi-cluster fusion schemes.
These very short, intense neutron pulses have not been achieved before and can possibly lead to
a range of new applications, including time-resolved neutron radiation damage studies [92, 90] to
perform measurements on the neutron damaging cascade in an irradiated material. This can prove
to be a very valuable diagnostic for studying and developing new ”first wall” materials for future
fusion reactors [89].
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Conclusion

In this work a process-based model for the laser-single cluster interaction has been presented and
compared with extensive particle tracer simulations. The process-based model provides an un-
derstanding of the fundamental physical characteristics of each laser-cluster interaction process
intrinsically. Using the process-based model, the resulting cluster expansion dynamics can be
predicted using the cluster parameters and the laser parameters. Additionally, the process-based
model can be used to predict the required laser parameters and cluster parameters, given a pre-
ferred ion expansion energy/dynamics. Hence, the process-based model can be used to control the
cluster expansion dynamics.

Using our process-based model, we have optimised mono-energetic ion energy spectra and single
cluster fusion by using clusters with density gradients or with a combination of several ion species
with a different mass/charge ratio. From this investigation we can conclude it is theoretically
feasible to achieve mono-energetic ion energy spectra by using a double pulse scheme to control
the cluster density gradient. Although we can conclude from our investigation that single cluster
fusion is possible for various fusion mixes, leading to neutrons or α particles. However, the resulting
fusion yield and the resulting Q-factor are lower than for multi-cluster fusion: hence single cluster
fusion does not significantly enhance multi-cluster fusion. Nevertheless, single cluster fusion can
theoretically lead to sub picosecond neutron pulses, with a very high instantaneous neutron flux.
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Appendix A

Additional notes

A.1 Glossary

For the reader’s convenience, a glossary of the most important terms used in this thesis is shown
in table.

• α: Parameter indicating the steepness of the decline of the density profile.

• Ambipolar-like expansion: The expansion of a nano-plasma with no electrons removed, in
which the thermal electron distribution leads to a thermal ion energy distribution.

• Ammosov Delone Krainov tunnelling model (ADK): Quantum mechanical model, based on
tunnelling of the electron out of the Coulomb potential, for field ionisation, leading to a field
ionisation probability.

• Atomic units: A unit system often used in field ionisation theory where me = e = ~ =
1

4πε0
= 1 (dimensionless) by definition. For more information see appendix A.4.

• Cluster: Spherical collection of atoms/molecules of solid state density with a radius of 1 to
100 nanometre.

• Barrier suppression ionisation (BSI): Classical model for field ionisation, which can be used
to determine at which electric field strength ionisation occurs.

• Cluster expansion: The expansion of the cluster due to an excess of ion charge.

• (Multi-)Cluster jet: When gas is ejected from a nozzle, the gas particles condense as clusters
- forming a spray of clusters: a cluster jet.

• Coulomb explosion: The rapid expansion of a cluster when all electrons removed and max-
imum ion energies are generated.

• Electron ejection: The process in which the light electrons are removed from the cluster by
the laser field.

• Electron ejection fraction, η: The fraction of electrons ejected from the cluster. η = 0 means
no electrons are ejected. η = 1 means all electrons are ejected.

• Electron dynamics: The motion of the electron cloud in the cluster during the laser pulse
oscillation.

• Enclosed charge: Charge enclosed by a Gaussian flux surface.

• (Inner) Field ionisation: Perturbing the Coulomb potential by an applied electric field,
causing field ionisation.
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• Forced oscillator model, (FOM): model used for determining which electric field is required
for ejecting the electrons from the cluster, which is based on describing the electron cloud
motion using an harmonic forced oscillator. Additionally it can be used to determine the
electron ejection fraction and it can be used to describe the electron dynamics.

• Fusion cross-section σ: Parameter indicating the likeliness of a fusion reaction occurring in
barns 10−28 m2, which depends on the collision energy.

• Generalised Coulomb Model (GCM): A Coulomb expansion model, which requires the input
of an a priori electron dynamics model, which we have generalised to support clusters with
arbitrary density profiles and clusters with multiple ion species.

• Heterogeneous cluster: A cluster with multiple ion species.

• ”Injection” phase effect: The effect that a charged particle can obtain a net momentum
when it is injected (i.e. appears) in a laser field at a non-zero laser phase.

• International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility, IFMIF: A facility expected to break cur-
rent neutron flux records with a continuous neutron flux, which is being constructed to mimic
the high neutron load subjected to materials in future fusion facilities.

• Laser beam attenuation: The loss of electric field of the laser pulse due to deposited energy
to the clusters, which can cause the laser beam to not fully penetrate the cluster jet/cluster.

• Laser pulse envelope: Shape of the electric field amplitude of the laser as a function of time.

• Laser pulse model: The laser pulse model we use in this work is a monochromatic plane
wave linearly polarized electromagnetic field convoluted by a laser pulse envelope. For more
information see appendix A.3.

• Multi-cluster fusion, (MCF): Fusion reactions occurring due to the collisions of ions from
various clusters colliding due to the explosion of multiple clusters.

• Nano-plasma: State of the cluster in which the cluster contains of a cloud of ions and a cloud
of electrons.

• Particle tracer simulations, (PTS): Simulations performed by GPT, which can only take
charge particles into account, and calculates the complete interaction between all the charged
particles, as explained in section 2.1.

• Peaked density profiles: Ion density profiles which are peaked in the centre of the cluster.

• Process-based model: Our laser-cluster interaction model, which is based in dissecting the
laser-cluster interaction in three sequential processes.

• Proton-boron, (PB): An a-neutronic fusion mix, releasing α particles instead of neutrons.

• Restoring force: Attracting force by the cluster space charge on the electron cloud in the
electron ejection model - which tries to prevent the electrons from being ejected.

• Self-consistent expansion model: An expansion model, which takes the dynamics of the
electrons self-consistently into account, such as the self-similar solution.

• Self-similar solution, (SSS): An algebraic model we use for determining the cluster’s expan-
sion with arbitrary electron ejection fraction, which is limited for very specific input density
profiles, as discussed in section 5.2.

• Single cluster fusion, (SCF): Fusion reactions occurring during the expansion of a single
cluster by colliding faster cluster shells against slower cluster shells.
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• Stripping/Stripped: Full removal of the electrons from the cluster during electron ejection.

• Ultra-short: A process with a duration of less than a picosecond.

• (low/high)-Z cluster: If the electric field strength is sufficient for full (BSI) ionisation of the
atoms in the cluster - the cluster is a low-Z cluster. If not, the cluster is a high-Z cluster.

A.2 Code

All code will be listed and updated on my GitHUB: https://github.com/kevinverhaegh/

Cluster-Fusion.

A.3 Laser pulse

The laser pulse used in this work is usually restricted to equation A.1, which is a plane wave
linearly polarized electromagnetic field convoluted by an envelope and uses a Gaussian lase pulse
shape.

An excerpt of the laser pulse used in this work adopted from chapter 2: ”The laser is mod-
elled by a plane wave linearly polarized electromagnetic field convoluted by an envelope, which is
provided by the equations A.1. Here the electric field is ~E, the magnetic field is ~B, the maximum
value of the electric field in the laser pulse is E0, the phase of the laser field is η = ωL(t − z

c ),
in which ωL is the laser frequency, t is the time, c is the speed of light and x, y, z represents
Carthesian coordinates. The parameter f(η) represents the ”envelope function”, which describes
the shape of the laser pulse - usually assumed to be Gaussian: f(η) = exp(− 1

2τ2 η
2). The para-

meter τ represents the width/time duration of the Gaussian laser pulse; e.q, which is related to
the Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) duration by tFWHM = 2

√
2 ln 2τ . ”

~E = E0f(η) sin η~ex

~B =
E0

c
f(η) sin η~ey

η = ωL(t− z

c
)

(A.1)

The monochromatic plane wave model for a laser field is a basic mathematical description of
a laser beam. Line-width effects (the laser does not have one frequency, but a band of frequen-
cies) have been neglected, which are particularly large for short pulsed (femtosecond) lasers (the
monochromatic approximation only holds for continuous wave lasers). Additionally, the laser has
a spatial dependence - forming a Gaussian beam. The plane wave description is most accurate in
the centre of the laser beam. Hence we assume that laser-single cluster interaction occurs in the
centre of the beam. However, when investigating single cluster effects in a multi-cluster jet (in
chapter 6), a rudimentary model of the spatial dependence of the laser is required. In that case
we assume that within a cylinder, describing the laser focal volume (determined by the Rayleigh
length and the waist size), the laser beam can be approximated by a monochromatic plane wave
model.

For simplicity, this laser pulse model has also been used in particle tracer simulations. However,
in future work, investigating laser-cluster interaction with circular polarization and/or elliptical
polarization is possible. This might provide more insight in the laser-cluster interaction process.
Additionally it can be used as an extra verification for the laser-atom interaction process, as
described in section 4.1.1. It would also be instructive to check the electron ejection of a cluster
when it is irradiated by a non-monochromatic laser (a range of laser frequencies might trigger
resonance in a range of cluster densities). Although it is possible to use a more accurate laser
model in particle tracer simulations, such as the laser model used in [101], taking the spatial
dependence of the laser into account will probably not lead to additional information, because
particle tracer simulations are limited to one cluster (which is placed in the centre of the laser
beam).
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A.4 Atomic units and SI units conversion

Atomic units are often used in atomic physics calculations and have been used in this work for
the field ionisation calculations. More specifically, we assume Hartree atomic units, which set
me = e = ~ = 1

4πε0
= 1 by definition [38]. Care should be taken when performing dimensional

analysis on atomic units. Because the electron mass, charge, Planck’s reduced constant and
Coulomb constant are set to 1 and dimensionless by definition. Hence, other units, such as time,
length and electric field become dimensionless as well. In table A we provide a list of important
physical quantities, with their units and their value on SI units.

Dimension Atomic units Value in SI units

energy mee
4

~2(4πε0)2 4.36× 10−19 J = 27.2 eV

time ~3(4πε0)2

mee4
2.42× 10−17 s

velocity e2

4πε0~ 2.2× 106 m/s

electric field
m2

ee
5

~4(4πε0)3 5.1× 1011 V/m

length ~24πε0
e2me

0.53× 10−10 m

mass me 9.11× 10−31 kg

charge e 1.602× 10−19 C

action ~ 1.05× 10−34 J s
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Particle Tracer simulations

First we will discuss how clusters are implemented in GPT and which important considerations
should be taken when performing particle tracer simulations in GPT for laser-cluster interactions.
Afterwards we will provide more background on three important assumptions in GPT. At last
we will conclude with a description of our implementation of field ionisation routines in GPT.
The combination of field ionisation routines with a check on retardation and radiation effects are
two general, important routines - which might make (with further development) GPT applicable
to high field physics research. Examples of such research are: [60, 61, 59], where a relativistic
particle-in-cell code has been used for studying high field physics processes.

B.1 Particle tracer simulations and laser-cluster interaction

As explained in chapter 2.1, particle tracer simulations are a viable simulation method for laser-
cluster interaction. However, there are some complications which can arise when performing
particle tracer simulations on laser-cluster interaction. The aim of this section is to provide an
overview of these complications and how to deal with them, for people who use the GPT particle
tracer simulation package for laser-cluster interaction in the future.

Computational costs, scaling and integration accuracy First, it should be noted that
- although particle tracer simulations scale O(N2), for laser-cluster interactions the scaling is
more unfavourable. When increasing the amount of particles in a cluster, the electron ejection
fraction (for the same laser pulse intensity) decreases. When an electron is not ejected, it will
collide frequently against the ions in the cluster. The electron trajectory during these collisions
has to be calculated accurately, else numerical inaccuracies can lead to wrong simulation results
(for example, the numerical inaccuracy can affect the electron ejection fraction - changing the
cluster’s expansion dynamics). The accuracy parameter of the Runge Kutta integrator solving
the system of equations of motions can be tuned in GPT. This should be small enough, such that
the resulting simulation results are no longer affected by increasing the accuracy parameter. The
numerical Runge Kutta algorithm changes the required time step to meet the accuracy conditions.
When there are many collisions (when an electron is not ejected from the cluster), it becomes
more difficult to determine the electron’s trajectory with the required accuracy - and the required
time step is very small, which leads to much more calculations and a large increase in required
computational time. Hence, for laser-cluster interaction the particle tracer simulation scaling is
effectively more unfavourable than for standard simulations. This effect becomes large when the
electrons remain in the cluster. Hence, it is particularly difficult to perform simulations in GPT
with η < 0.5 using the particle tracer algorithm.

However, when the electron ejection fraction is smaller, particle in cell codes - which have
difficulties taking Coulomb explosions into account, start to become more applicable. Hence for
future work, it might be worthwhile to dissect a laser-cluster interaction simulation in two parts.
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One part with η relatively low, where particle in cell code routine can be applied. And another
part when more electrons are ejected from the cluster (larger η)), where a particle tracer simulation
strategy is applied.

Discrete effects Particle tracer simulations initialise the cluster by quasi-randomly placing
atoms in a sphere (which can be subjective to a certain cluster density distribution). Therefore,
by comparing GPT with fluid based models (such as the generalised Coulomb model), the effect
of having discrete particles instead of a continuous mass can be investigated. However, this is only
correct when the GPT simulation has a sufficient amount of particles. For this approximation to
be correct, the continuous distribution should be a good approximation of the discrete particle
distribution, which can only be performed for a sufficient amount of particles. In addition, when
clusters with a certain density distribution are simulated using particle tracer routines, this issue
becomes more critical and a larger number of atoms is required in order for the density of discrete
particles to correspond with the intended density profile [3].

B.2 Assumptions

In this section we will discuss two important intrinsic assumptions in GPT, which are not only
limitations in the case of laser-cluster interaction, but which are general limitations of GPT.

B.2.1 Retardation and radiation effects

The GPT particle tracer package assumes that the electric emitted by every charged particle is
a Coulomb electric field, which are relativistically transformed using a Lorentz transformation.
However, the Coulomb electric field is only valid when the particles are relatively static with
respect to each other. Considering laser-cluster interaction, this is incorrect.

When charged particles travel relativistically with respect to each other - or when charged
particles accelerate/decelerate - deviations on the Coulomb electric field occur, because the Cou-
lomb interaction assumes the interaction between charged particles is instantaneous. However,
this is not true: electromagnetic information is carried by a photon, which travels at the speed of
light. In order to take this effect into account, the Lienard-Wiechert potentials have to be used
instead of the Coulomb potentials. The equations of motion with the Lienard-Wiechert poten-
tials result in a differential equations with derivatives evaluated at a retarded time. This poses
a problem, because this no longer leads to an ordinary differential equations - but it leads to a
functional differential equation. The behaviour of such an equation is mathematically different
than an ordinary differential equation [102]. GPT is not designed to solve functional differential
equations and hence retardation and radiation effects cannot be currently implemented in GPT.

Therefore, we have created a model which can be used to check whether the GPT calculations
are correct - or not. First, we complete the GPT calculation, which gives us the particle trajectories
of all the charged particles in the simulations. Afterwards, we choose a random charged particle
and check the Lorentz force on this particle using the Lienard-Wiechert potentials ((10.67 of [103])
and the Lorentz force due to the Coulomb field, where the magnetic arising from a charge particle
in motion is included as well. Because the particle trajectories have already been calculated, the
retarded force can be relatively easily calculated. If the force from the Lienard Wiechert potentials
corresponds with the force provided by the Coulomb field, then it can be said that radiation and
retardation effects do not play an important role. When these two forces deviate, it might imply
that radiation and retardation effects do play an important role. However, this cannot be said with
certainty, while the trajectories have been calculated using the Coulomb force. If the Coulomb
force deviates from the retarded force, it means the particle would have obtained a different
trajectory. However, when the trajectory is changed, the difference between the Coulomb force
and the retarded force also changes. Hence, this model can only be used to give an indication of
whether it might be possible that retardation and radiation effects play a role. It should be noted
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that with radiation effects the interaction of the radiation of one particle on the other particle is
implied. Energy losses due to radiation effects have not been checked.

As can be seen from inspecting equation 10.67 in [103], the equation for the retarded force
is fairly complicated. In addition, the retarded time has to be accurately predicted. Therefore,
numerical errors can be easily obtained. Hence the testing scheme suggested here, has been tested
extensively with textbook examples, where the trajectory of two charged particles is determined
from which the retarded force can be calculated analytically.

Retardation and radiation effects in clusters After these extensive tests, this model has
been used to check when radiation and retardation effects might occur in laser-cluster interaction.
From first principles, retardation and radiation effects might occur during a Coulomb explosion.
Hence the Coulomb explosion has been tested for dense clusters, but radiation and retardation
effects only play a role here when the density is extremely high (higher than 1032 m3), which is
a factor 100-1000 higher than the densities generally used in this thesis. The reason for this is
that most of the acceleration in a Coulomb explosion occurs in the initial stages of the explosion,
where the velocities are relatively low. Radiation effects might play a role when electrons move
in anti-phase on the laser field during electric field strengths of more than 1012 V/m. This is not
realistic for clusters, since a single cluster is lower than the wavelength of the laser. Hence the
various electrons of a cluster do not move in anti-phase with respect to each other. Additionally, it
has been checked whether an oscillating electron cloud can have an effect on the ions. The answer
is that this is possible when electrons are swept through the cluster by a laser field of more than
1012 V/m. However, the resulting force (and the duration of this force) is negligible compared
to the Coulomb forces between the ions of a cluster. Therefore, conclusively, retardation and
radiation effects (not taking the radiation energy losses into account) are not expected to have a
significant effect on laser-cluster interaction under the parameters we use.

B.2.2 Cut-off parameter

Figure B.1: Illustration of the cut-off parameter.

The cut-off distance of the ions is chosen of the
order of the Van der Waals radius, which is an
approximation for the size of an atom. The ef-
fect of introducing a cut-off parameter is visu-
alised in figure B.1. The cut-off distance of the
ions is chosen of the order of the Van der Waals
radius, which is one of the earliest approxima-
tions for the size of an atom. The reason the
cut-off distance is chosen at the Van der Waals
distance is that atomic effects are not taken
into account: therefore effects that take place
at a scale smaller than the Van der Waals dis-
tance are not taken into account, which makes
it plausible to take the cut-off distance at the
Van der Waals radius. However, it should be
noted that changing this parameter - especially
choosing a smaller cut-off distance - can have a
large impact on the simulation - especially on
the field ionisation module. When the cut-off
distance is small, the Coulomb forces become relatively large when charged particles are close to-
gether. This implies that when an ”ionisable element” is close to an electron, the electric field of the
electron on the ”ionisable element” becomes so large that the ”ionisable element” is sequentially
ionised to a high ion charge.
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B.3 Field ionisation in GPT

The implementation of the ionisation process in the analytical model is coupled with the electron
ejection process and will be discussed in chapter 4.

The implementation of the ionisation process in the numerical particle tracer model GPT is
briefly described in section 2. The ADK tunnelling rate provided by equation C.6 is investigated
with Monte-Carlo methods for each ”ionisable element” (atom or not-fully ionised ion). This
provides the time when the ionisation takes place. At this time, the atom/ion charge is increased
by one and an electron is generated in the numerical model. However, in order to initialise an
electron in the numerical model, not only the time at which ionisation occurs should be known,
but also the electron’s position and velocity.

As explained previously, the Coulomb interaction provides a mathematical singularity when
the distance goes to zero. In order to counter this singularity in the particle tracing model, a
cut-off parameter is introduced in chapter 2.1. The initialisation of the electron’s position should
be accurate within a single cut-off parameter. The cut-off parameter is taken to be the Van-der-
Waals radius of the atom. In a crude approximation, the electron is initialised at the exit point
of the perturbed Coulomb potential, as described by equation B.1, where the position of the exit
point is calculated. This parameter is usually of the order of the Bohr radius. The Van der Waals
radius is of a similar order, implying that the crude approach of initialising the electron at the
exit point position is sufficiently accurate.

Ez = −Z
r

+ Er → Er2 − Ezr − Z = 0→ r =
Ez +

√
4EZ

2E
(B.1)

The velocity of the tunnelling electron is provided by the velocity distribution adopted from
[73]. The momentum distribution is separated in the momentum in the polarization direction
of the laser p‖ and the momentum in the perpendicular direction of the laser p⊥, as indicated
in equation B.2. The equation provided for the momentum distribution in the perpendicular
direction of the laser is consistent with the alternative derivation of the PPT model provided in
appendix C.1.6. The distribution for the momentum in the perpendicular and parallel direction

are not coupled and can be expressed as two separate Gaussians, with width σ‖ =
√

3E
ωκ

√
E
2κ for

the parallel momentum and σ⊥ =
√

E
2κ for the perpendicular momentum.

dW

dt
(p‖, p⊥) =

dW

dt
(0, 0) exp(−p2

⊥
κ

E
− p2
‖
γ3

3ω
) (B.2)

As expected and explained in appendix C.1, the width of the momentum distribution is larger
in the polarization direction of the electric field of the laser than in the perpendicular direction,
because the perpendicular velocity effectively makes it more difficult for tunnelling to occur (the
potential well is not perturbed in this direction). In the case of ionisation at the critical BSI field
for a hydrogen atom with a λ = 800 nm laser, the resulting energy distribution of the ionisation
(E = 1

2p
2) is 1.54 eV in the parallel direction, 0.43 eV in the perpendicular direction. In this case,

the ponderomotive energy of an electron at this laser intensity is 4.1 eV. Therefore, the energy
of the freed electron obtained during ionisation can be of the same order as the ponderomotive
energy. When ionisation occurs in the leading edge of the laser pulse, the laser intensity increases
significantly in time, increasing the ponderomotive energy of the electron such that the energy
of the freed electron obtained during ionisation is negligible. However, when ionisation occurs
near the maximum of the laser pulse, the energy obtained by the freed electron during ionisation
is comparable to the maximum ponderomotive energy. Therefore, the energy of the electrons
obtained during ionisation can have an important effect on the laser-cluster dynamics when the
ionisation occurs close to the maximum laser intensity.
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It should be noted that the field ionisation theory implemented in GPT can be used
generally. The following discussion is about the possibilities of such an implementation and
is irrelevant for the rest of this thesis.

Field ionisation is at the basis of most high field physics processes. Supplementing GPT
with field ionisation models - in addition to a supplemented routine which can check whether
the electrostatic assumption (which is assumed in GPT) is correct (see section 2.1) is one of
the steps in order to make GPT a handy tool for high field physics calculations. OSIRIS [58]
is a particle-in-cell code often used for high field physics - which is also equipped with ADK
field ionisation modules [59]. A clear difference between our work and the work by [59] is that
the limits on the validity of tunnelling theories are clearly mentioned. In [59] the tunnelling
ionisation routine has been illustrated by performing laser wakefield simulations with an intensity
of I = 2.1 × 1022 W/m

2
, which is nearly at relativistic intensity. For a wavelength of 800 nm,

from I = 7.1× 1019 W/m
2

magnetic effects are expected to violate the dipole approximation and

from I = 4.3 × 1022 W/m
2

relativistic effects are expected to violate the dipole approximation.
Nevertheless it should be mentioned that the intensity at which ionisation takes place is not
mentioned in [59] and - depending on the pulse shape - this can be significantly lower than

I = 2.1 × 1022 W/m
2
. Also the observation that tunnelling ionisation reduces calculation time

in [59] because the ionisation probability is less computationally costly than the electromagnetic
interaction calculations, has been reproduced in GPT.

The field ionisation module in [59] has been used in various papers [60, 61]. In paper [60] it can

be seen that ionisation occurs at a0 = 2, which corresponds to I = 8.7×1022 W/m
2
, violating both

the relativistic limit and magnetic limit of tunnelling theories. This illustration illustrates that a
thorough analysis on the validity of tunnelling theories is needed before it can be implemented in
numerical codes for the analysis of high field physics phenomena.

B.3.1 Collisional ionisation

When an electron oscillates through the cluster, it can collide against an ion and cause ionisation:
electron impact ionisation. The effect of collisional ionisation can be estimated by using the semi-
empirical Lotz formula in equation B.3 [14, 15, 104, 21]. In here σ is the cross-section of the
collision ionisation in atomic units, fi is the number of electrons in the valence shell of the, Ez is
the ionisation energy in atomic units and Ee is the incident electron’s energy.

σ = 2.17fi
ln(Ee/Ez)

EeEz
(B.3)

In our approach this ionisation scheme has been neglected. Our initial calculations show that
collisional ionisation can play a role in high-Z laser-cluster interaction. However, due to fi this
only occurs at certain ionisation shells. In addition we have shown that taking ADK ionisation into
account is much more important for obtaining the predicted synergistic effect of field ionisation
and electron ejection than collisional ionisation. The reason for this is that collisional ionisation
depends on the incident electron energy, which should be at least the ionisation energy. At high
charge states, the ionisation energy is relatively high and the electron impact energy is relatively
low. High charge states lead to a higher restoring force, which leads to less less amplitude of
the electron cloud, which leads to a lower electron energy. In contrast, at high cluster charges,
the enhanced electric field by the cluster space charge is relatively high - and a relatively large
portion of the total electric field is dominated by the cluster space charge. Hence it is likely
that ADK ionisation is much more effective than collisional ionisation for the ionisation of high-Z
clusters, which is confirmed in [14]. However, this disagrees with the predictions of [16], where
ADK ionisation is not taken into account (only BSI and collisional ionisation). The problem is
that in high-Z clusters ionisation mechanisms can work synergistically. Therefore, although our
initial calculations indicate that collisional ionisation is not a dominating effect, the actual effect
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is hard to predict. Although it is possible in future work to implement collisional ionisation in
particle tracer simulations, this would lead to a severe increase in required computational time
because the Lotz formula works by using a cross-section and hence the electrons going through
this cross-section should be taken into account for every ion.
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Additional information

In this chapter we will present additional information, including derivations, on the field ionisation;
electron ejection and cluster expansion chapters of this work.

C.1 Field ionisation

First, some background theory of field ionisation in literature will be discussed. Afterwards, the
derivation of the Landau, Perelomov, Popov, T’erentev (PPT) and Ammosov, Delone, Krainov
(ADK) tunnelling model will follow.

Please note that in this section atomic units are used. In atomic units the electron mass
me, electron charge e, reduced plank’s constant ~ and the Coulomb constant 1

4πε0
are defined

as 1 (dimensionless): me = e = ~ = 1
4πε0

= 1. Making the units of the atomic constant
dimensionless, has a large impact on the meaning of a certain unit. Using atomic units in
atomic physics is common practice and a conversion table to SI units is provided in appendix
A.4.

C.1.1 Regimes of field ionisation

Which mechanism is dominant is determined by the ratio of the laser period and the electron
movement period inside the atom, defined as the Keldysh parameter γ [105]. By using some
simple approximations, this movement period can be calculated. The ”electron movement period”
is - when tunnelling occurs - the time it takes for the electron to tunnel: and it is therefore in
literature referred to as the tunnelling time Tt.

In figure C.1b, a 1D representation of the potential perturbation is shown. The electric field of
the laser perturbs the Coulomb potential in an atom, which causes the effective potential barrier
to bend, forming a local maximum. In a single electron atom approach, the Coulomb potential
experienced by the single electron is Vc = −Zr , in which Z is the ion charge of the to be ionised

ion. The electric field is assumed to be static: ~E = E~ex, which leads to the perturbed potential
in equation C.1. At large distances, the potential can be assumed to be purely dictated by the
additional electric field (r →∞, V → Ex), which is visualised in figure C.1b.

V = −Z
r

+ Ex (C.1)

In this approximation, a triangle is formed between the potential of the applied electric field
(Ex), the ionisation potential (depicted by the height of the cyan line in figure C.1b) and the
tunnelling distance, here called x can be easily calculated using the small angle approximation
x = Ez

E . Using the virial theorem, the average kinetic energy of an electron can be calculated
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from the ionisation potential Ez: vg =
√

2Ez. In this case, the time it takes for the electron to

tunnel is the time it takes for the electron to pass this width is: Tt =
√
Ez√
2E

. Tunnelling occurs

if the tunnelling time is less than half the period of the laser (a half period of the laser is the
effective time the perturbation lasts on one side) which is the Keldysh tunnelling time. However,
the Keldysh parameter is usually defined as the Keldysh tunnelling time times the laser frequency

and hence this effect is incorporated in the Keldysh tunnelling time Tt → 2Tt 99K Tt =
√

2Ez

E ,
leading to the Keldysh parameter shown in equation C.2.

γ =
ω

E/
√

2Ez
= ωTt (C.2)

A small Keldysh parameter (γ � 1 → ω � Tt) implies that the electron tunnelling time is
much smaller than the period of the field and hence it can be assumed that the field is quasi-
static (if the tunnelling time is much smaller than the period of the field, the oscillating field
has approximately the same field strength during the tunnelling of the electron). In this regime,
ionisation is caused by the field nature of the laser irradiation and requires many photons. When
the Keldysh parameter is large (γ � 1 → ω � Tt), the tunnelling time is much larger than the
period of the field. Hence, the perturbation of the Coulomb potential due to the applied field
does not cause the electron to leave the potential well (the perturbation moves from one side to
the other before the electron has the chance to escape). In order for the electron to escape, it
has to ”jump” out of the potential barrier. In order for this to occur, the electron has to absorb
the photon energies: so in the multiphoton regime, ionisation takes place because of the photon
nature of the laser field and requires less, but more energetic photons. For laser-cluster interaction
relevant laser parameters, the probability of this occurring is far smaller than of tunnelling in the
quasi-static regime. In figure C.1a the quasi-static regime and multiphoton regime are indicated.

Do note that there is, however, no hard boundary between these two regimes: in reality both
processes occur simultaneously and these two regimes are limit cases of the Keldysh parameter.
Therefore, there is also some debate about at which Keldysh parameter these regimes should be
separated; most sources discuss a boundary between γ = 0.5− 1. Moreover, there is some debate
on whether the Keldysh parameter is correct for separating these regimes, or whether the Keldysh
parameter is a correct indicator for the usability of a certain field ionisation theories, as explained
in chapter 3.
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C.1.2 Tunnelling and the Strong Field Approximation

There are many different theoretical approaches that result in a field ionisation model which include
the probabilistic nature of field ionisation. The reason there are so many different theoretical
models is that it is hard to measure atomic processes on attosecond timescales, resulting in heavy
debates by theoretical scientists on the nature of laser-atom interaction. Furthermore, it should
be noted that the field of laser-atom interaction and field ionisation is vast and that fundamental
science on these aspects is still performed today [42, 47, 46, 66, 40, 78]. In order to incorporate
the field ionisation process in our numerical and analytical model, analytical ionisation probability
functions are required: dW

dt = f(E, p), as it is computationally far too expensive to evaluate the
Schrödinger equation numerically in each ionisation event for the numerical model.

A popular method for providing such approximations which allow the problem to be solved
analytically is perturbation theory. However, the applied electromagnetic field is so strong, that
the region of convergence of perturbation theory is surpassed. Nevertheless, exploiting the fact that
the field is so strong, makes it possible to make other approximations, which allow the numerical
Time Dependant Schrödinger Equation (TDSE) problem to be solved analytically, resulting in
analytical ionisation probability functions. There are two main approaches for providing such
functions for intense fields: tunnelling ionisation theories and theories based on the Strong Field
Approximation (SFA).

With tunnel ionisation, the quasi-static perturbation problem is investigated quantum mech-
anically. Instead of the electron escaping the potential barrier classically (BSI model), which is
a deterministic process (when the electric field is high enough, ionisation occurs). A quantum-
mechanical treatment of the perturbed potential calculates the possibility of the electron tunnelling
through the perturbed potential barrier. When the barrier is perturbed (see figure C.1b), there
is a finite distance the electron has to pass through the potential in order to escape the poten-
tial barrier (which is etched red in the case of the electric field strength E). This finite distance
leads to a certain tunnelling probability per unit of time dW/dt. When the perturbation is lar-
ger, the distance that is required to tunnel through the barrier is decreased, which enhances the
tunnelling probability. Therefore the tunnelling probability is related to the electric field strength
dW/dt = f(E).

The problem of tunnel ionisation can be solved by approximating the perturbed wavefunction in
an atom. Such wave functions can often be solved semi-classically by using the Wentzel - Kramers
- Brillouin (WKB) approximation, which is often used in tunnelling problems and expands the
exponential wavefunction by assuming that either the amplitude or phase of the wavefunction is
slowly changing. Using the wavefunctions, it is possible to calculate the probability current, which
would lead to the tunnelling probability per unit of time: dW/dt.

By applying this general recipe on a static field and the hydrogen atom, the Landau tunnelling
ionisation model is obtained (C.3). The full derivation of the Landau tunnelling rate can be
found in appendix C.1.5. In the Landau tunnelling ionisation model, the electric field works
in one dimension, whereas the hydrogen wavefunction is three dimensional. This problem can
be separated in parabolic coordinates and the wavefunction can be approximated by using the
Wentzel - Kramers - Brillouin (WKB) approximation. This yields a tunnelling probability function
of a constant times an exponential depending on the ratio of the electric field and the ionisation
potential.

dW

dt
=

4

E
exp(−2(2Ez)

3/2

3E
) (C.3)

A large limitation to using the tunnelling theories is the fact that only a quasi-static electric
field is taken into account. This results in two problems: when the laser intensity is relatively
weak, or the laser frequency is relatively high, the quasi-static approximation no longer holds
and tunnelling ionisation theory becomes invalid. Furthermore tunnelling theories take a quasi-
static electric field into account, whereas a laser pulse contains both an electric and magnetic
field. Therefore, if the magnetic field component becomes too large (more information about this
in C.1.4), tunnelling methods start to fail. These limitations lead to a limited regime in laser
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intensity, frequency space where tunnelling theories are valid, as discussed in section C.1.4.

In contrast, the Strong Field Approximation (SFA) uses a S-matrix approach. This approach is
commonly used in scattering theory, where the input and output asymptotes of an interaction are
observed - and the dynamics of the interaction itself does not need to be tracked. Although scat-
tering is strictly free-free interaction, whereas ionisation is a bound-free interaction - nevertheless
the S-matrix approach is still valid. Before the ionisation, the electron wavefunction is assumed
to be a bound wavefunction where the Coulomb interaction is assumed to be so much stronger
than the laser interaction, so the laser interaction can be assumed to be non-existent. After ion-
isation, it is assumed that the laser interaction is much stronger than the Coulomb interaction,
therefore the Coulomb interaction is neglected and the wavefunction is that of a free electron in
a strong plane wave field: the Volkov wavefunction. Here it is assumed that the ponderomotive
energy of the electron (energy of an electron quivering in a laser field) is much stronger than the
ionisation energy Up > Ez. Furthermore, it is assumed that the dipole approximation is valid

(the laser field is assumed to be constant over the atom: ωt − ~k · ~r ≈ ωt). For more information
about the SFA, see [37, 45, 40, 41]. For a linearly polarized field, the SFA ultimately leads to the
tunnelling probability provided in equation C.4. The SFA does not only give the ionisation per
time, but also per solid angle. The momentum of the electron is pn, in which n is the amount of
absorbed photons and can be calculated by using the conservation condition, which states that
the kinetic energy of the photoelectron equals the energy supplied by n photons minus the energy
required to overcome the binding energy minus the ponderomotive energy. The kinetic energy of
the photoelectron should be positive, implying that nωL − Ez − Up > 0. The first n for which
this is possible is n0, meaning that n0 photons are required to overcome the binding energy and
to supply the interaction energy of the free electron in the field. Furthermore, equation C.4 is
a summation over all possible photon absorptions (n = [n0,∞]). A different number of photons
absorbed leads to a different photoelectron energy. Essentially, this summation can be regarded
as an integral over the photoelectron energy spectra, which converges. Taking the summation out
of the equation would provide a tunnelling probability per solid angle per photonelectron energy
(which is quantised by the photon energy of the field). The parameter φi(~pn) is the initial mo-
mentum space wave function of the electron in the atom before the laser interaction, which can be
determined by using Hartree-Fock methods. The function Jn is the generalised Bessel function,
which is defined as Jn(u, v) = 1

2π

∫ π
−π]

dθ exp(i(u sin θ+v sin 2θ−nθ)), where Jn(u) = Jn(u, 0) [50].

As will be shown in section C.2, studying the trajectories of an electron in an intense laser field
is important for understanding how the electron ejection process occurs. Furthermore, this has
important implications for the field ionisation physics. In section C.2 it is shown that an electron
in a plane wave laser field, in the rest frame of the electron, travels in a figure-8 motion due to
a combined action of electric and magnetic fields. The figure-8 motion has an amplitude in the
electric field direction, α0 and an amplitude along the direction of propagation β0, generated by
the Lorentz force (see figure C.7 and chapter C.2). These dynamics describe the interaction of
the laser pulse with a free electron and yield implications for the Volkov wavefunction. Therefore
they appear in the generalised Bessel function in the SFA. A close investigation of the validity
of tunnelling approximations in section C.1.4 also makes use of this figure-8 motion (because the
figure-8 motion contains information about the effect of the magnetic field of a free electron).

dW

dtdΩ
=

1

(2π)2

∞∑
n0

pn(
p2
n

2
+ Ez)

2|φi(~pn)|2(Jn(α0pn cos θ − β0c)
2)

p2
n

2
= nωL − Ez − Up

n0 = dEz + Up
ωL

e

(C.4)

By comparing tunnelling methods (Landau model, equation C.3) and the Strong Field Ap-
proximation (Landau model, equation C.3), it is notable that the SFA depends heavily on the
precise laser-interaction - and not just the electric field as in tunnelling models. This has the ad-
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vantage that the magnetic field of the laser pulse is taken into account, making the SFA applicable
for a larger domain in the intensity, frequency space of the laser pulse. Consequentially, it also
implies that the SFA is only valid for plane wave laser fields, whereas tunnelling equations are ap-
plicable for quasi-static alternating/static electric fields which, considering the discussion on field
ionisation in high-Z clusters, can be a disadvantage of the SFA. In first instance, the atoms/ions
interact with a plane wave laser field and are ionised. However, as mentioned before, laser-cluster
interaction leads to extremely high charge states because the laser field is effectively amplified by
the electric field of the space charges - which is not a plane wave. Nevertheless, it remains to be a
quasi-static field (since the additional space charge field changes slower than the laser dynamics).
Nevertheless, the assumption that the plane wave laser pulse can be modelled as an alternating
electric field leads to limits to the applicability of tunnelling theories, as explained in section C.1.4.
Although the resulting electromagnetic field is not necessarily well defined by neither a plane wave
field or alternating electric field, an advantage of tunnel theories is that all tunnelling theories
(either static or alternating electric field) have a similar exponential function, leading to a sim-
ilar exponential accuracy. Therefore, whether the electric field is an oscillating field or a static
field does not critically affect the result in tunnelling theories. Contrastingly to the exponential
accuracy, the SFA has a summation over generalised Bessel functions, whose behaviour is much
more complicated, depends on the precise laser electron interaction (which is heavily affected in
laser-cluster interaction by the space charge of the ions and electrons) and does not necessarily
show this exponential accuracy. Furthermore, the result provided by the SFA depends heavily on
the electron momentum wavefunction φi(~pn) and from the derivation of the SFA it is assumed that
this is accurately known. This means that in order to adopt the SFA, another routine has to be
available to accurately determine the electron momentum wavefunction. Furthermore, calculating
the SFA equations C.4 is obviously more computationally intensive than calculating the tunnelling
equations C.3: especially evaluating the generalised Bessel function and the summation over all
photon numbers is numerically demanding and prone to numerical instabilities than the relatively
simple relations provided by tunnelling theories. Therefore at the present the SFA is too compu-
tationally demanding to be used in the simulations. Nevertheless, a few points should be made in
favour of the SFA. The SFA is able to give more accurate predictions of the photoelectron spectra
than tunnelling theories. Furthermore, the SFA can be used to take recombination into account
enabling the possibility to model higher harmonic generation by using the SFA. Furthermore, the
SFA has been used to accurately predict atom stabilization (the effect that at high intensities the
ionisation probability lowers due to stabilization in the atom) [37].

Taking this comparison in consideration, although the SFA has the advantage that it is less
restrictive for plane wave fields, tunnelling theories will be used in this thesis as a field ionisation
model. Furthermore, it should be noted that in cluster-laser interaction relevant parameters,
tunnelling theories are not necessarily more restrictive than the SFA as will be explained in section
C.1.4, because femtosecond lasers operate around λ = 800 nm, where the applicability of tunnelling
theories and the SFA is similar.

C.1.3 Tunnelling theories of field ionisation

Having made the choice for using tunnelling theories for treating the field ionisation in laser-cluster
interaction, various models of tunnelling ionisation are explained and derived, eventually leading
to the model used in this thesis - the Ammosov Delone Krainov (ADK) tunnelling model.

The Landau tunnelling rate is for a static electric field of a hydrogen atom, which has been
generalised by Perelomov, Popov and Terent’ev (PPT) [65] who developed a method for calculating
the probability of ionization of a bound state under the action of an alternating field. Compared
to Landau, there are two changes in GPT. First, the wavefunction of an electron in a general
atom is taken into account, instead of the hydrogen wavefunction. This also implies taking the
quantum numbers of the electrons in orbit into account. Secondly, the wavefunction of the electron
in the perturbed potential changes when the perturbation is alternating. In order to counter this
problem, the WKB approximation in the Landau derivation (equation C.16 till C.24 in appendix
C.1.5) is generalised in order to support time-varying fields. In order to do so, the following
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assumptions have been made (please note that the PPT model can be derived in multiple ways,
the assumptions shown below are adopted from the original PPT derivation by [65]):

• The derivation is restricted to cases of relatively low field strengths and frequencies (ωL <<
ω0, in which ω0 corresponds with the oscillation time of an electron in an atom, which
corresponds with the ionization energy of the electron in an atom (ω0 = Ez in atomic units);
FL << F0 in which F0 is a typical interatomic field (more information about this will follow
in section C.1.4)). This implies that the ionisation occurs slowly in atomic times.

• The electric field of the laser across an atom is uniform; this implies that the wavelength of
the laser light is much smaller than the radius of the atom. This is essentially the dipole
approximation, however in the original paper it is not mentioned that there are limits on
the dipole approximation by magnetic and relativistic effects.

• The original assumption in the PPT model is that ”The electron speed inside an atom is
assumed to relatively small, such that the effect of the magnetic field of the laser field does
not have to be taken into account.”, however this assumption is erronous, because magnetic
field effects can also occur at small(er) velocities (onset of magnetic effects is v/c, whereas
the onset of relativistic effects is (v/c)2).

• Implicitly it has been assumed that no relativistic effects occur, although thi has not been
explicitly assumed in the original PPT papers [65].

Please note that in more recent field ionisation papers, a part of these assumptions is under
scrutiny (the assumption FL << F0 is believed to be erronous). The full derivation of the PPT
ionisation rates in the quasi-static regime are provided in appendix C.1.6 and the result is shown
in equation C.5. Please note that the derivation provided in appendix C.1.6 is different from the
original derivation in [65].

Γlm =
κ2

2
|Cκl|2

2l + 1

2mm!

(l +m)!

(l −m)!
(
2κ3

E
)2Z/κ−m−1 exp(−2κ3/3E(1− 1

10
γ2)) (C.5)

In the PPT model, the ionisation probability depends on the quantum numbers n, l,m of the
ionisable element. The parameter κ =

√
2Ez is the characteristic momentum of the bound electron,

the parameter Z is the ion charge of the core ion in the single active electron approximation, the
parameter E is the electric field strength, the parameter γ is the Keldysh parameter and the
parameter Cκl is the asymptotic coefficient, which is a remnant of the electron wavefunction in
the bound atom.

One problem of the PPT model, which limits its practical, general usage, is the coefficient Cκl,
which has to be determined beforehand or adopted from tables such as [70]. Furthermore, it is
also not known beforehand which quantum numbers an atom will have in a practical application.

The most popular tunnelling theory is the Ammosove-Delone-Krainov (ADK) tunnelling theory
[63], which is a variety of the PPT theory aimed at practical applications. In the ADK theory,
the quantum number l is assumed to be zero (therefore m = 0 as well). In order to determine the
coefficient Cκl, the equation of Hartree is used [72], ultimately resulting in the ADK tunnelling
theory in equation C.6. A full derivation of the ADK tunnelling theory is presented in appendix
C.1.7. Furthermore it has been assumed that the Keldysh parameter is so small that its effect in
the exponent is negligible. It should be noted that using the equation of Hartree for determining
the Cκl coefficient can lead to a deviation of up to 20 % in Cκl as compared to extensive numerical
schemes for determining Cκl, as provided in tables such as [70, 106] In equation C.6 the parameter
n? is the effective principal quantum number, which is defined as n? = Z

κ .

dW

dt
=

κ2

√
36πn?

(
2e

n?
)n

?

(
2κ3

E
)2Q/κ−1 exp(−2κ3/3E) (C.6)

Please note that all tunnelling theories in this section are derived for alternating electric fields
with linear polarization. Derivations for elliptical or circular polarization are available as well and
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lead to different results. Furthermore, the instantaneous version of the tunnelling probability is
used, whereas most tunnelling equations presented in papers provide a period averaged tunnelling
rate.

C.1.4 Complications and limitations of tunnelling theories

It has been discussed that tunnelling ionisation is an approximation which is only valid in the
quasi-static domain, which leads to certain limitations. Furthermore, additional limitations arise
from the fact that tunnelling theories assume an alternating electric field, whereas a laser pulse
is modelled by a plane wave, which also has a magnetic field component. These limitations
complicating the application of tunnelling theories are discussed in this section.

Please note that the following part is based on [43, 46, 42].

Originally it was theorised that the limit γ → 0 leads to the tunnelling limit, because in this
limit the alternating electric field changes into a static electric field, which is the limit of the quasi-
static approximation. However there are some fundamental issues with this limit. The Keldysh
parameter is defined as γ = ω

E/
√

2Ez
. This implies that either E → ∞ or ω → 0 when γ → 0.

In both cases, the electron will be accelerated to relativistic velocities and both magnetic and
relativistic effects will become important, hence there are is a limit associated with low frequencies
and a limit associated with high energies. When the electron velocity in the laser field is increased,
first magnetic field effects will start to occur (v/c) and at higher velocities, true relativistic effects
start to occur (v/c)2. These magnetic field effects will be investigated.

An alternating electric field and a plane wave laser field are fundamentally different fields.
However, as mentioned in the alternative derivation by [66] in appendix C.1.6, alternating electric
fields are gauge equivalent to plane wave fields by using the Göppert-Mayer gauge transformation
[107], which is only valid in the dipole approximation. This implies that implicitly the dipole
approximation is essential for tunnelling theories, although this is not mentioned explicitly in the
derivation of tunnelling theories. In the dipole approximation it is assumed that the phase of
the pulse is constant across the size of the atom, because the atom is much smaller than the
wavelength of the laser: ωt − ~k · ~r ≈ ωt. However, due to gauge equivalence and Göppert-Mayer
gauge transformation, the dipole approximation is violated when the magnetic field effects of a
plane wave field affect the result of the interaction.

In a frame of reference moving with the electron centre of displacement, a free electron in a
strong plane-wave field produces a figure 8 pattern, as will be explained in section C.2 in the
~E,~k direction of the laser pulse (~k is the propagation vector of the laser pulse). The amplitude

of the figure 8 motion in the ~E and ~k axis can be calculated using equation C.7 [108, 109, 43].

The amplitude of the figure 8 pattern in the ~E direction is α0 and the amplitude of the figure 8
patter in the ~k direction is β0. Note that these are the non-relativistic expressions for the figure-8
motion, which can be used for investigating magnetic field effects, which have an earlier onset
than relativistic effects. In a naive model, the bound electron is assumed to quiver in a figure-8
motion in the binding potential. The electron drift is assumed to be countered by the attracting
Coulomb force of the ion [45, 43].

α0 =
E0

ω2

β0 =
E0

8cω
α0

(C.7)

When the displacement of the electron in the propagation direction becomes larger than the
Bohr radius it effectively means that the magnetic field can have an impact on the ionisation of
the electron, violating the dipole approximation. Therefore β0 = 1 is a lower frequency (or upper
intensity/field) limit of the dipole approximation (in atomic units, the Bohr radius is one) [45, 43],
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as shown in equation C.8. This limit applies to all dipole-approximation theories, including the
strong-field approximation.

β0 < 1

→ E0 <
√

8cω3
(C.8)

Previously it was discussed that the Keldysh parameter should be low, such that the Coulomb
well is deformed sufficiently for tunnel ionisation to occur. Furthermore it was discussed that
ionisation in this regime takes place due to the field nature of the laser pulse. In order for the field
nature of the laser pulse to dictate the ionisation, the photon energy has to be small compared
to the ionisation potential (ω < Ez), which was already assumed in the original derivation of the
PPT tunnelling model, setting an upper limit on the frequency. This is a limitation of tunnelling
theories, which is not limiting other dipole based approximations such as the SFA.

Therefore there is an upper limit and lower limit on the validity of tunnelling theories, which
does not correspond with the traditional picture of using the Keldysh parameter to seperate
the multi-photon and tunnelling regime, as indicated in equation C.9. Therefore, the Keldysh
parameter does not provide the correct limits for the applicability of tunnelling theories.

ω > (
E2

0

8c
)1/3

ω < Ez

(C.9)

Please note that the previous part was based on [43, 46, 42].

It should be noted that typical laser parameters in laser-cluster interaction studies are around
the same laser wavelength (λ = 800 nm). Therefore, in the case of interaction with such a laser
pulse the situation can be simplified: the upper frequency limit sets a minimum restriction on the
ionisation energy and the lower frequency limit sets a limit on the maximum field intensity. In
the case of λ = 800 nm, the minimum ionisation energy in which tunnel ionisation theory can be
applied is Ez = 1.55 eV and the maximum field intensity in which dipole approximation based
methods can be applied (such as tunnelling ionisation) is E = 0.23 TV/m, which corresponds

with intensities of I = 7.1 × 1019 W/m
2
. Please note that these restrictions only apply during

ionisation. Therefore, this will not pose a problem for the investigation of low Z clusters (ionisation
takes place before the upper field limit is reached). However, it can pose a problem in laser-cluster
studies for high Z atoms. The derivation of these restrictions is based on the figure-8 motion of
an electron in a plane-wave field. As explained previously, during laser-cluster interaction for a
general (high Z) atom, the electric field at the position of an ion in the cluster consists out of the
field generated by the laser and the field generated by the space charges. The field generated by
the space charges is dominantly an electric field (it is assumed that the magnetic field generated
by the relativistic motion of the electrons can be neglected), whereas the laser field is a plane-
wave field with a magnetic field component. The additional field generated by the space charges
hence does not violate the dipole approximation - implying that only that the intensity limit
only applies on the laser field intensity. Furthermore, it should be noted that the derivation for
the limit on the dipole approximation due to onset of magnetic effects is a rather crude model.
From a qualitative point of view, it is evident that there should be a lower frequency limit on
the application of the dipole approximation, due to the onset of relativistic and magnetic effects.
However, it is uncertain whether this is precisely at β0 = 1. It should be noted that for the
laser frequency used mostly in laser-cluster experiments, the high frequency limit of tunnelling
ionisation theories is not a problem, but the low frequency limit of the dipole approximation can
pose a problem. Although it should be mentioned that the total electric field does count towards
the relativistic limit, which occurs when the ponderomotive energy equals the rest energy of the
electrons: Up = 1

2c
2 → E < cω

√
2. The relativistic limit at λ = 800 nm is E = 5.7 TV/m, which

corresponds to an intensity of I = 4.3× 1022 W/m
2
. Furthermore, to our knowledge, all methods
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for field ionisation use the dipole-approximation (strong field approximation, tunnelling theories,
numerical solutions of the Schrödinger equation, etc.). This implies that in the case of ionisation at
high intensities (such as in high-Z clusters), all theoretical methods for determining the ionisation
probability may be inadequate and there is no reason why tunnelling theories in this regime are
more inadequate than other theories.

C.1.5 Derivation - Landau tunnelling model

The Landau tunnelling rate described in section 3.1 is derived in this section. First the solution
of Schrödinger’s equation of the hydrogen atom under action of a static electromagnetic field
is transformed to parabolic coordinates. Secondly, the Wentzel - Kramer’s - Brillouin (WKB)
approximation, which is a standard technique in quantum mechanics for solving the wave function
semi-analytically, is introduced. Thirdly, the WKB approximation is used to solve Schrödinger’s
equation of the hydrogen atom under action of a static electromagnetic field and calculate the
tunnelling probabilities from this wavefunction.

Please note that the derivation of the Landau model is adopted from [64], [38], [66] and
[68].

Schrödinger’s equation in parabolic coordinates of the hydrogen atom The Hamilto-
nian of an electron moving in a perturbed Coulomb potential (Vpert, given by equation C.1) is

shown in equation C.10 (Â means that A is an operator).

Ĥ =
1

2
~̂p2 + Vpert =

1

2
~̂p2 − Z

x
+ Ex (C.10)

The Schrödinger equation with this Hamiltonian will be transformed from cylindrical coordin-
ates (r, x, φ) to parabolic coordinates (ξ, η, φ), as indicated in equation C.11.

ξ = r + x

η = r − x
φ = φ

(C.11)

With this transformation, the Schrödinger equation ( being the eigenenergyEΨ = ĤΨ, E)
can be seperated in parabolic coordinates with the ansatz Ψ = f1(ξ)f2(η) exp(imφ), m being the
magnetic spin number, which results in equation C.12. This is the Schrödinger equation seperated
in parabolic coordinates (in the form of an eigenequation: Âf = Bf).

[−1

2
(
d2

dξ2
+

1

ξ

d

dξ
− m2

4ξ2
)− Z1

2ξ
+
E

8
ξ]f1(ξ) =

E
4
f1(ξ)

[−1

2
(
d2

dη2
+

1

η

d

dη
− m2

4η2
)− Z2

2η
− E

8
η]f2(η) =

E
4
f2(η)

(C.12)

In equation C.12 the seperation constants Z1, Z2 add up to the ion charge Z1 + Z2 = Z. In
the case of no field (E = 0) the two equations are the same if Z1 = Z2, so the nuclear charged
has to be split equally over both Z1 and Z2: Z1 = Z2 = Z

2 . Furthermore, equation C.12 has the
same structure as two Schrödinger equations in cylindrical coordinates with potentials shown in
equation C.13 and visualized in figure C.1b. It can be seen that the Vη is the downhill potential,
which is the potential through which tunnelling can take place. Hence solving the eigenequation
for f2(η) yields the wavefunction through which tunnelling ionization can take place.

Vξ = −Z1

2ξ
+
E

8
ξ

Vη = −Z2

2η
− E

8
η

(C.13)
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If the electron is in the ground state of the hydrogen atom, the magnetic spin number is zero,
the nuclear charge is 1, so Z = 1→ Z2 = 1

2 and the eigenenergy is E = − 1
2 . This transforms the

downhill potential equation in equation C.12 into C.14.

[−1

2
(
d2

dη2
+

1

η

d

dη
− 1

4η
− E

8
η]f2(η) = −1

8
f2(η) (C.14)

By substituting the eigenvalue equation C.14 with χ(η) =
√
ηf2(η), this transforms into the

one-dimensional motion of an electron in a potential V (η) and total energy ε in equation C.15.

−1

2

d2χ

dη2
+ V (η)χ = Eχ

V (η) = −1

2
(

1

2η
+

1

4η2
+

1

4
Eη)

E = −1

8

(C.15)

Solving the wavefunction with the WKB approximation One method for solving the 1D
wavefunction of this system is by using the Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin (WKB) approximation,
which is a common method for approximating tunnelling rates in complex systems. In the theory
an exponential is assumed as the solution to the time independent Schrödinger equation (equation
C.16).

Ψ(x) = exp(−iS(x)) (C.16)

Inserting this equation in the time independent Schrödinger equation yields a differential equa-
tion for S(x) (equation C.17):

1

2
(
dS

dx
)2 − i

2

d2S

dx2
= E − V (x) (C.17)

When it is assumed that the second derivative of S(x) is negligible, the differential equation
above can be solved analytically easily (equation C.18):

1

2
(
dS

dx
)2 = E − V (x)→ S = ±

∫ √
2(E − V (x))dx = ±

∫
p(x)dx (C.18)

Naturally, this approximation is only valid when the first term in equation C.17 is much larger
than the second term, implying equation C.19.

|(dS
dx

)2| >> |d
2S

dx2
| → | 1

(dSdx )
dx| << 1 (C.19)

As shown, in this approximation, dS
dx = ±p(x). The momentum is related to the De Broglie

wavelength: λ = 2π
p . Therefore, it is possible to write the requirement for the approximation in

terms of the De Broglie wavelength C.20.

| 1

pdx
| << 1→ 1

2π
| λ
dx
| << 1 (C.20)

So therefore this approximation is valid if the spatial variation of the De Broglie wavelength is
small enough. Since only the potential can vary the De Broglie wavelength, this implies that the
spatial variation of the potential has to be small enough. Furthermore, the momentum has to be
large enough (since λ ∝ p−1, meaning that E >> V (x) (classical regime) or E << V (x) (classical
forbidden regime (e.q. imaginary momentum)). The WKB approximation is not valid in the
turning point (E ≈ V (x) at x = a) where the particle changes direction, because the momentum
will become zero, which means the de Broglie wavelength will become infinite.
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Equation C.18 is a zero-order solution of equation C.17. This approximation can be improved
by adding a term to S, with a negligible small second order derivative: S =

∫
p(x)dx + S1(x).

Plugging this S into equation C.17 yields equation C.21.

(
dS

dx
)2 − id

2S

dx2
= p(x)2 → (p+ S′1)2 − ip′′ = p2 → S′1p =

1

2
ip′′ → S1 = −1

2
log p(x) (C.21)

This gives S =
∫
p(x)dx − 1

2 log p(x). This can be combined with the plane wave in equation
C.16 to yield two sets of solutions shown in equation C.22. One in the classical regime E >>
V (x) (classical regime) and one in the classical forbidden regime E << V (x) (e.q. imaginary
momentum).

Ψ =
A√
p(x)

exp(i

∫
p(x)dx) +

B√
p(x)

exp(−i
∫
p(x)dx) E >> V (x)

Ψ =
C√
p(x)

exp(

∫
p(x)dx) +

D√
p(x)

exp(−
∫
p(x)dx) E << V (x)

(C.22)

These two equations are valid far from the turning point, but as explained earlier, the WKB
approximation is invalid at the turning point. One method to combine the two regimes is to
create formulas that connect the two regions. This can be done by linearising the potential at
the turning point and solving Schrödinger’s equation analytically for a linearised potential. The
resulting wavefunction is an Airy function. The WKB approximation is valid far from the turning
point, whereas linearised potential is valid near the turning point. This creates two overlap regions
in which both the WKB approximation and the linearised potential are valid. By using this overlap

D = B exp(i
π

4
) = A exp(−iπ

4
) (C.23)

The reconnecting procedure yields a full WKB wave function C.24

Ψ =
A√
p(x)

exp(

∫ a

x

p(x′)dx′ +
π

4
i) x < a

Ψ =
A√
|p(x)|

exp(−|
∫ x

a

|p(x′)|dx′) x > a

(C.24)

Using the WKB approximation to derive the Landau-tunnel rate Now we continue
with deriving the Landau tunnel theory (equation C.15), which is repeated for clarity:

−1

2

d2χ

dη2
+ V (η)χ = Eχ

V (η) = −1

2
(

1

2η
+

1

4η2
+

1

4
Eη)

E = −1

8

(C.25)

The wavefunction χ will be calculated with the full WKB wave function. Ionization corresponds
with the electron moving in one direction (η). In this case, the value of η in the perturbed regime
is larger than 1 and the electric field strength is much smaller than one (note that if E ≈ 1, this
theory is incorrect), hence the turning point is shown to be at η1 = 1

E in equation C.26.

p(η) =
√

2(E − V ) =

√
−1

4
+

1

2η
+

1

4η2
+

1

4
Eη

p(η1) = 0→ V (η1) = E → η1 ≈
1

E

(C.26)
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The turning point is at V = E → η = 1
E . It is assumed that E < 1, (ionization will probably

occur before E < 1), so η > 1 in the region V < E → η < 1
E . In this region tunnelling will occur,

so the wavefunction of this region has to be calculated. In order to calculate the constant A of the
WKB approximation (equation C.24), the WKB wave function is matched with the unperturbed
wavefunction of the 1s hydrogen state at a position η0.

The unperturbed wavefunction of the 1s hydrogen state in parabolic coordinates is given in
equation C.27.

Ψ =
1√
π

exp(−ξ + η

2
) (C.27)

This is matched with the WKB wave function far from the turning point (η0 <<
1
E ). The

WKB solution is then propagated to the end point at the turning point.
Matching the WKB solution to the hydrogen wave function leads to the constant A, which is

calculated in equation C.28.

A√
p(η0)

=
1√
π

exp(−ξ + η0

2
)→ A =

p(η0)√
π

exp(−ξ + η0

2
) (C.28)

Using this constant to calculate the WKB wave function from η0 to the turning point 1
E leads to

the WKB wave function shown in equation C.29. In order to determine the tunnelling probability,
the wavefunction needs to be squared, which is also done in equation C.29.

χ =

√
p(η0)

πp(η)
exp(−ξ + η0

2
+

∫ 1/E

η0

p(η)dη + i
π

4
)

|ξ|2 =
|p(η0)|
pπ

exp(−xi− η0 + 2

∫ 1/E

η0

)

(C.29)

In the beginning the assumption that η >> 1 (e.q. the electron is far away from the core in
the η direction) was made. With this assumption, the momentum is expanded in equation C.30.

p =

√
−1

4
+

1

2η
+

1

4η2
+

1

4
Eη =

1

2

√
Eη − 1− 1

2η
√
Eη − 1

+ ... (C.30)

Since Eη0 << 1 → p(η0) ≈ 1
2 . The dependence of the wave function on the momentum is

stronger in the exponent than in the denominator, therefore a first order approximation is used
in the denominator and a second order approximation is used in the exponent, leading to the
result shown in equation C.31. This expression is solved by solving the integrals and using the
approximation that η0E << 1, which leads to the second wavefunction in equation C.31.

|ξ|2 =
1

π
√
Eη − 1

e−(ξ−η0) exp(−
∫ 1/E

η0

(
√
Eη − 1− 1

η
√
Eη − 1

)dη)

|ξ|2 =
4e−ξ

πE
√
Eη − 1

e−
2

3E

(C.31)

Now the squared wave function of the problem is calculated. This wavefunction determines the
solutions of the original wave functions f1(ξ) and f2(η) defined in equation C.12. Using equation
χ(η) =

√
ηf2(η) the function f2(η) can be calculated. Furthermore, the wave function we have

constructed is |χ(η, ξ)|2, which is ξ dependent. The ξ dependent part |f1|2 is included in |χ|2, so

that |f1(ξ)f2(η)|2 = |χ(η,ξ)|2
η .

With the original wave functions, it is possible to calculate the total probability current through
a plane perpendicular to the z-axis, which is shown in equation C.32, where vz is the velocity in
the z direction (through the plane perpendicular to the z-axis) and ρ is the radial coordinate (so
integrating over 2πρdρ is integrating over an infinite cylinder).
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Γ =

∫ ∞
0

|f1(ξ)f2(η)|2vz2πρdρ

Γ =

∫ ∞
0

| |χ(η, ξ)|2
η

vz2πρdρ

(C.32)

This equation can be solved if vz can be calculated and if dρ is converted to a function of
dη, dξ. Equation C.11 contains the transformation between the parabolic coordinates and the
cylindrical coordinates, and the unit element dρ can be transformed by assuming that η >> ξ.

ρ =
√
ξη → dρ =

1

2

η√
ξη
dξ +

1

2

ξ√
ξη
dη ≈ 1

2

√
ηξdξ (C.33)

With the same assumption, z can be transformed in η: z = (ξ−η)/2 ≈ −η/2. The eigenenergy
of the hydrogen atom Eeig = − 1

2 equals the kinetic energy Ekin = 1
2v

2
z plus the potential energy

Epot = Ez (assuming that the velocity in other directions is negligible (the tunnelling takes place
through this plane, since the electric field is directed in the z direction). This results in a value
for the velocity in the z direction shown in equation C.34, while assuming that xi is small and eta
is large.

− 1

2
=

1

2
v2
z + Ez ≈ 1

2
v2
z −

1

2
Eη → vz ≈

√
Eη − 1 (C.34)

With vx and dρ t is possible to solve equation C.32 and calculate the tunnelling probability
current, which leads to the Landau ionization rate in equation C.3.

Γ =

∫ ∞
0

| |χ(η, ξ)|2
η

vz2πρdρ→ Γ =

∫
0

∞ 4

E
exp− 2

3E
exp−ξdξ

Γ =
4

E
exp− 2

3E

(C.35)

C.1.6 Perelomov Popov, Terent’ev (PPT) tunnelling rate

Please note that in this section atomic units are used. In atomic units the electron mass
me, electron charge e, reduced plank’s constant ~ and the Coulomb constant 1

4πε0
are defined

as 1 (dimensionless): me = e = ~ = 1
4πε0

= 1. Making the units of the atomic constant
dimensionless, has a large impact on the meaning of a certain unit. Using atomic units in
atomic physics is common practice and a conversion table to SI units is provided in appendix
A.4.

When the tunnelling time is much shorter than the laser period (γ << 1), the change of the field
during the ionisation of the electron through the barrier can be neglected. This regime quasi-
static regime is often referred to as the adiabatic approximation, since the Keldysh parameter
also characterizes the degree of adiabaticity of the electron motion through the barrier (e.q. if the
adiabaticity is high, the field accelerates the electron to its maximal position e.q. adiabatic motion,
if the adiabaticity is low, the frequency of the field limits the motion of the electron (before the
electron can escape the barrier, it has to go back again due to the laser oscillation)). Although the
PPT ionisation rates are valid for a larger regime than the tunnelling ionisation regime (since they
sum the tunnelling and many-photon processes, which depict ionisation in the κ >> 1 regime),
these general PPT ionisation rates lead to complicated equations which often cannot be solved
generally [63, 110, 44, 65], which can be simplified in the quasi-static regime using the adiabaticity
approximation.
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Please note that the derivation of the PPT model is not the initial derivation by PPT [65],
but is a more insightful derivation by [66] based on partial Fourier transforms. The derivation
below has been adopted from [66].

In the length-gauge (the Göppert-Mayer gauge transformation [46, 107] transforms the vector
potential of an applied plane wave laser field to a scalar potential of a quasi-static electric field in
the dipole approximation) the Hamiltonian of an electron in an atom in the single active electron
approximation is shown in equation C.36.

H =
1

2
p̂2 + V (r)− ~r · ~E(t) (C.36)

For an electron in a static field in the z direction: ~E(t)→ E~ez, and neglecting the contribution
of the ionic core V (r)→ 0, this leads to the Hamiltonian shown in equation C.37 - also called the
zero-range potential Hamiltonian. The time independent Schrödinger equation of the bound state
yields −EzΨ(x, y, z) = ĤΨ(x, y, z), in which Ez is the ionisation potential.

Ĥ =
1

2
p̂2 − Ez

−EzΨ(x, y, z) = ĤΨ(x, y, z)
(C.37)

The idea is to match the wavefunction for an electron in a static field with the bound wave-
function at some z0: Ψ(z0) = Ψ0(z0), using WKB methods. Using the mixed representation
wave-function [68, 69], the bound spatial wavefunction and the bound wavefunction in the mo-
mentum space representation can be Fourier transformed into one another, as indicated in equation
C.38. This representation makes it more insightful to derive the WKB solution.

Ψ(x, y, z) =
1

2π

∫
dpx

∫
dpy exp(ixpx + iypy)Φ(px, py, z)

Φ(px, py, z) =
1

2π

∫
dx

∫
dy exp(−ixpx − iypy)Ψ(x, y, z)

(C.38)

Combining the momentum space representation in equation C.38 and the time independent
Schrödinger equation C.37 leads to equation C.39.

− ∂2Φ(px, py, z)

∂z2
= (2Ez + p2

x + p2
y + 2Ez)Φ(px, py, z) (C.39)

The three dimensional Schrödinger differential equation is therefore reduced to one dimension,
resulting in the momentum space wavefunction. From equation C.39 it can be deduced that the
terms p2

x + p2
y effectively enhances the ionisation potential. This implies that when the electric

field is in the z direction, most likely the electrons will escape the atom in the z direction, since
movement in the perpendicular direction leads to an effectively larger ionization potential.

The WKB approximation solution is given in equation C.24 and repeated in equation C.40
(first equation). The WKB solution now has to be matched to the bound wavefunction at z0.
The momentum space wavefunction can then be rewritten as indicated in equation C.40 (second
equation). Matching the bound wavefunction at z0 provides us with the constant C. S(px, py, z)
is the classical action, which is related to the kinetic momentum

Φ(px, py, z) =
C√
|pz(z)|

exp(iS(px, py, z))

Φ(px, py, z) = Φ(px, py, z0)

√
pz(z0)

pz(z)
exp(i(S(px, py, z)− S(px, py, z0)))

(C.40)
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Combining equation C.40 and C.39, yields a differential equation for the classical action. This
equation has a similar form as the Hamilton-Jacobi equation can be solved by direct integration,
as indicated in equation C.41:

1

2
(
∂S(px, py, z)

∂z
)2 − Ez = Ez +

1

2
p2
x +

1

2
p2
y

S(px, py, z)− S(px, py, z0) =
1

3E
(2Ez + p2

x + p2
y + 2Ez)3/2 − 1

3E
(2Ez + p2

x + p2
y + 2Ez0)3/2

(C.41)
The result of equation C.41 is expanded in terms of z0. One issue of this WKB solution is

that it includes the field throughout the entire range of z, whereas for z < z0 (the bound wave-
function) the solution should be free of the field interaction (it has been assumed that for the bound
wavefunction, there is no field - similar to the strong field approximation approach).By dropping
all orders of O(z2

0) or higher, this problem is solved and the wavefunction can be matched.
We define the exit point of the barrier as ze. According to the derivation of the BSI in section

3.1, ze = Ez

E . The classical action at the exit point can then be calculated using equation C.41
resulting in equation C.42.

S(px, py, ze) = S(px, py, z0) + i(
κ3

3E
+
κp2
⊥

2E
− κz0) (C.42)

In equation C.42 the parameter κ is defined as the characteristic momentum of the bound state
κ =

√
2Ez and p2

⊥ = p2
x + p2

y. The expression for the action in equation C.42 can be combined
with equation C.40 in order to obtain the momentum space wavefunction, as is shown in equation
C.43.

Φ(E, p⊥) = Φ(p⊥, z0)

√
κ

pz(z)
exp(− κ

3

3E
− κp2

⊥
2E

+ κz0) (C.43)

Equation C.43 gives the momentum space function in the case of short range potentials. From
this equation, the exponential result common in tunnelling theories is already there. The idea is
to extend this short range potentials to long range potentials. Originally this has been done by
perturbation theory on the action S, where the short-range potential is used as the zero-order
approximation for the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Corrections on this action are found in the first
order in the core potential V (z) = Q/z. The correction on the action results in equation C.44. The
integral only has to be performed over the z direction, because of the strong decrease in tunnelling
probability in the perpendicular direction, due to the exponential behaviour. When the Coulomb
potential is used: V (z) = Q

z , the result of the integral is the second equation in equation C.44.
The square roots in equation C.44 can be expanded in a similar fashion as above (dropping O(z2

0)
or higher), resulting in a simple expression for the correction in action.

∆S =

∫ z

z0

dz′
V (z′)

pz(z′)
=

∫ z

z0

dz′
V (z′)√
κ2 − 2Ez

∆S =
Q

κ
ln(

1 +
√

1− 2Ez0/κ2

1−
√

1− 2Ez0/κ2
)

∆S =
Q

κ
ln(

2κ2

Ez0
)

(C.44)

Combining equation C.44 and equation C.43, leads to a long range momentum space wave-
function shown in equation C.45.

Φ(E, p⊥) = Φ(p⊥, z0)

√
κ

pz(z)
(

2κ2

Ez0
)Q/κ exp(− κ

3

3E
− κp2

⊥
2E

+ κz0) (C.45)

The recipe above is general and can be used for any atomic wavefunction and for the starting
point of an eikonal like treatment of any arbitrary core potential.
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Now we will incorporate the atomic wavefunctions in the long range momentum space wave-
function in equation C.45, by using the partial Fourier transform. The hydrogen-like atomic
wavefunction with quantum numbers l,m in cylindrical coordinates (ρ, φ, z) is listed in equation
C.46.

Ψ(x, y, z) =
1√
2π

exp(imφ)Ψm(ρ, z) (C.46)

Using the Fourier transformation on equation C.46, by combining equation C.46 with equation
C.38, leads to a relation for the atomic momentum space wave function in equation C.47. Since
the atomic wave function is in cylindrical coordinates, the momentum space wavefunction has to
be calculated in cylindrical coordinates, leading to the second equation C.47. In this equation it

is convenient to group the perpendicular momentum together p⊥ =
√
p2
x + p2

y. The angle φ0 is a

term from that arises from the coordinate transformation and is the angle between the momentum
and the z-axis.

Φ(px, py, z0) =
1

(2π)3/2

∫
dxdy exp(−ipxx− ipyy + imφ)Ψm(ρ, z)

Φ(px, py, z0) =
exp(imφ0)

(2π)3/2

∫ ∞
0

ρdρΨm(ρ, z0)

∫ 2π

0

dφ exp(−ip⊥ρ cosφ+ imφ)

(C.47)

By using Bessel functions, the result of equation C.47 can be determined (the result of the
integral over φ is determined). The Bessel function is defined in equation C.48.

Jm(x) =
1

2π

∫ 2π

0

cos(mφ− xsinφ)dφ (C.48)

Implementing the Bessel function in equation C.47 leads to equation C.49. Because the tun-
nelling is suppressed in the perpendicular direction, the term ρp⊥ will be less than unity and the
Bessel function can be approximated as Jm(ρp⊥) = 1

m! (
ρp⊥

2 )m, as indicated in equation C.49.

Φ(px, py, z0) =
exp imφ0

(2π)3/2
(−i)m

∫ ∞
0

ρdρΨm(ρ, z0)Jm(ρp⊥)

Ψ(px, py, z0) =
exp(imφ0)

(2π)3/2

(−i)m
m!

∫ ∞
0

ρdρΨm(ρ, z0)(
ρp⊥

2
)m

(C.49)

For Ψm(ρ, z0) a hydrogen-like wavefunction is implemented, which has the form given in equa-
tion C.50. This hydrogen wavefunction is in its asymptotic region.

Ψm(ρ, z0) =
κ3/2 exp(imφ)√

2π
CκlNlm(κr)Q/κ−1 exp(−κr)Pml (cosθ)

Cκl =
(−1)n−l−12n√

n(n+ l)!(n− l − 1)!

Nlm =

√
(2l + 1)(l +m)!

2(l −m)!

1

2mm!

(C.50)

The last equation of C.49 can then be calculated to determine the momentum space wavefunc-
tion. Pml (x) is the Legendre polynomial, which can be approximated as Pml (cos θ) ≈ sin(θ)m for
small angles. Because the momentum in the perpendicular direction is limited, the motion in the
perpendicular direction is limited as well. Therefore the angle can be approximated by sin θ ≈ ρ

z0
.

The radius can be approximated by r2 = z2 + ρ2 → r = z
√

1 + ρ2

z2 → r ≈ z + ρ2

2z . Using equation

C.50, the momentum space wavefunction in C.49 can be calculated, resulting in equation C.51.
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Φ(px, py, z0) =
(−i)m exp(imφ0)√

2π
CκlNlm exp(−κz0)(

p⊥
κ

)mκQ/κ−1/2z
Q/κ
0 (C.51)

The momentum space wavefunction C.51 represents the bound wavefunction. This bound
wavefunction can be incorporated in the WKB solution in equation C.40, which eventually resulted
in equation C.45. Combining the bound wavefunction of C.51 and the tunnelling part of the
wavefunction in equation C.45, leads to a mixed representation wavefunction valid at any z. The
matching point of the WKB approximation z0 drops out of the equation that way (like it should
- otherwise the wavefunction would depend on the matching point and the WKB approximation
would be invalid). This leads to the equation C.52.

Φ(p⊥, z → ze, E) =
1√

2πpz(z)
(−i)m exp(imφ0)CκlNlm(

2κ3

E
)Q/κ(

p⊥
κ

)m exp(−κ3/3E − κp2
⊥/2E)

(C.52)
The problem of this WKB wavefunction is that the wavefunction diverges near the exit point

pz(z)→ 0. However, the tunnelling probability Γlm is calculated by integrating this wavefunction,
as can be seen in equation C.53.

Γlm =

∫
dpxdpypz(z)|Φ(px, py, z)|2 (C.53)

By using complex analysis integration theory, this integral can be calculated and converges to
the static tunnelling rate calculated by PPT in equation C.54, valid in the adiabatic approximation,
for hydrogen like atoms.

Γlm =
κ2

2
|Cκl|2

2l + 1

2mm!

(l +m)!

(l −m)!
(
2κ3

E
)2Q/κ−m−1 exp(−2κ3/3E) (C.54)

The original PPT paper [65] also provides results in an oscillating electric field. This generates
(for the instantaneous tunnelling amplitude which is not averaged over a laser pulse) a correction
term in the exponent as shown in equation C.55.

Γlm =
κ2

2
|Cκl|2

2l + 1

2mm!

(l +m)!

(l −m)!
(
2κ3

E
)2Q/κ−m−1 exp(−2κ3/3E(1− 1

10
γ2)) (C.55)

C.1.7 Derivation - Ammosov, Delone, Krainov (ADK) tunnelling rate

Please note that in this section atomic units are used. In atomic units the electron mass
me, electron charge e, reduced plank’s constant ~ and the Coulomb constant 1

4πε0
are defined

as 1 (dimensionless): me = e = ~ = 1
4πε0

= 1. Making the units of the atomic constant
dimensionless, has a large impact on the meaning of a certain unit. Using atomic units in
atomic physics is common practice and a conversion table to SI units is provided in appendix
A.4.

Please note that this derivation is adopted from [44]. The original ADK paper is [63].

One problem of applying the PPT tunnelling equation in practical cases - for general atoms - is
the determination of the constant Cκl - which has been given for hydrogen, but depends on the
quantum number l. It is possible to convert this to an effective parameter Cκ, which is called the
asymptotic coefficient, which can be adopted from tables like [70]. The issue of these parameters is
that they are not available for all atoms, which limits the practical applicability of PPT. However,
Hartree developed a method for the general calculation of the asymptotic coefficients in atoms.
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The asymptotic coefficient Cκl can be determined using Hartree-Fock methods and are often
encountered in atomic physics. The asymptotic coefficient is present in the hydrogen wavefunction.
By solving the Schrödinger equation for the hydrogen atom, the asymptotic coefficient for the
wavefunction in hydrogen can be determined. This method has been generalised by Hartree [72]
resulting in the coefficient provided in equation C.56, in which n? is the effective principal quantum
number of the level, Z is the ion core charge in an single electron approximation (for example: in
the case of an atom, in the single electron approximation an atom consists out of an electron and a
single charged ion, so Z = 1, in the case of an ion of charge Q, in the single electron approximation,
the ion of charge Q consists out of an electron and an ion with charge Q+ 1, so Z = Q+ 1).

C2
κl =

22n?−2

n?(n? + l)!(n? − l − 1)!

n? =
Z

κ

(C.56)

It is assumed that l = 0, which simplifies equation C.56 into equation C.57 (Cκl → Cκ). This
immediately also implies that m = 0. It should be noted that there are also more general forms
of the ADK theory, which do not assume l = 0. Also note that n? is not necessarily an integer,
therefore in order to calculate the provided factorials, the Gamma function definition has to be
introduced: x! = Γ(x+ 1). The Gamma function in equation C.57 can be approximated by using
the Stirling approximation: x! = Γ(x + 1) ≈

√
2πx(xe )x, in which e = exp(1), resulting in a final

expression for Cκ.

C2
κ =

22n?−2

n?(n?)!(n? − l)!

C2
κ = (

2n
?−1

Γ(n? + 1)
)2

Cκ =
2n

?−1

Γ(n? + 1)

Cκ =
1√

8πn?
(

2e

n?
)n

?

(C.57)

Combining the asymptotic coefficient derived in C.57 with the PPT ionisation rate C.55 and
neglecting the contribution of the Keldysh parameter in the exponent (which is there to correct
for the time-varying nature of the field and is negligible for low Keldysh parameters) leads to the
ADK model in equation C.58

dW

dt
=

κ2

√
36πn?

(
2e

n?
)n

?

(
2κ3

E
)2Q/κ−1 exp(−2κ3/3E) (C.58)

There are many debates in field ionisation literature about the ADK theory. Although ADK
theory is the most used tunnelling theory, due to its practical applicability, there is much discussion
whether the authors of the ADK theory in paper [63] should be accredited for this theory. It is
debated in literature whether the authors of [65] should not be accredited for the ADK theory,
because the transformation from the original PPT theory to the ADK theory is a rather ”trivial
one” [106, 38, 66].

C.2 Electron Ejection

First the laser-charged particle interaction will be studied in more detail (providing the equations
of our self-derived laser-charged particle interaction model) and providing examples of our model
result. In the last sections our laser-charged particle interaction model, which is a generalised
version of the work by [109], is provided.
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C.2.1 Laser-charged particle interaction

The laser pulse can be modelled by an electromagnetic wave with frequency ω and propagation
vector ~k. The phase of the laser pulse is η = ωt − ~k · ~r. A valid approximation for a laser pulse
in the waist of a laser beam is a plane wave electric field multiplied by an envelope function
f(η) describing the laser pulse shape. Such a laser pulse can be modelled by a vector potential
~A(η) = f(η)~a(η), in which ~a is a periodic function of η. The vector potential of a linearly polarized

laser pulse with Gaussian envelope is ~A(η) = A0 exp(−( t
2τ )2) sin(η)~ex, which corresponds with a

laser pulse with electric field ~E(η), magnetic field ~B(η) and propagation direction ~k. Furthermore,

it is assumed that the laser pulse is a transverse electromagnetic wave: ~k· ~A = 0. Using Hamiltonian
and Lagrangian mechanics, this problem can be solved by finding the Hamilton principal function,
which can be found by solving the Hamilton-Jacobi equation for charged particle - vector-field
interaction. The gradient of the principal function is related with the canonical momentum, from
which the momentum of a charged particle in a laser-field can be derived. More details about the
derivation can be found in appendix C.2.3, where the full derivation is shown and explained.

The propagation vector is in the z direction: ~k = k~ez = ω
c ~ez and wave is polarized in the

x, y direction: ~a(η) = ax(η)~ex + ay(η)~ey (no ~ez direction, since ~a · ~k = 0). This splits the vector

potential in two parts: ~A(η) = f(η)(ax(η)~ex + ay(η)~ey). When the charged particle is ”injected”
in the laser field, it is injected at phase η0 = ωt0 − ω

c z0, in which t0 is the time injected and z0 is
the position where the particle is injected. Such an ”injection” is defined as: the particle is not
affected by the laser field at η < η0, and from η = η0 onwards it is affected by the laser field. The
particle is injected at a velocity ~v0 = vx0~ex + vy0~ey + vz0~ez, with Lorentz factor γ0 = 1√

1−~v0·~v0
c2

.

The result of the derivation in appendix C.2.3 is the momentum (~p = Px~ex + Py~ey + Pz~ez) as
function of the laser phase η, which is shown in equation C.59.

Px(η) = γ0mvx0 +
e

c
(f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0))

Py(η) = γ0mvy0 +
e

c
(f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0))

Pz(η) = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
[(
e

c
)2[f(η)2(ax(η)2 + ay(η)2)− 2f(η)f(η0)(ax(η)ax(η0) + ay(η)ay(η0))

− f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2)] + 2
e

c
γ0m[vx0(f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0)) + vy0(f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0))]

(C.59)
Equations C.60 and C.59 give a relation between the momentum and the phase of the laser:η =

ωt − ω
c z(t). Essentially this is a differential equation, because the displacement in the propaga-

tion direction determines the phase, which is determined by the momentum in the propagation
direction, which depends on the phase. However, when the particle interaction is non-relativistic,
there is a direct relation between the phase and the time ωt >> ω

c z(t) → η ≈ ωt, reducing the
differential equation into a direct equation. However, when the particle is accelerated relativ-
istically in the propagation direction of the laser, the momentum of the charged particle in the
z-direction changes the position z(t) such that ω

c z(t) can become comparable to ωt and the differ-

ential equation has to be solved numerically, such that ~P (η)→ ~P (t). Physically, this implies that
the charged particle follows the laser pulse in the propagation direction relativistically, therefore,
it experiences a slower oscillation of the laser pulse, which effectively increases the period of the
particle’s oscillation (essentially this is a Doppler shift effect). An example of this effect is shown in
section C.2.2 in figure C.3a, where the differential equations C.59 and C.60 are solved numerically
using the Euler method.

Equation C.59 predicts that the charged particle quivers in the direction of the electric field of
the laser pulse (x, y direction). Because the charged particle quivers up and down the electric field,
it is not displaced by the laser field in the polarization direction. However, the charged particle
obtains a velocity and the Lorentz force displaces the particle in the propagation (z) direction.
This is not a quivering motion, but Pz(η) > 0, indicating that the charged particle is net displaced
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by the laser field in the propagation direction.

In order to obtain a better understanding of the particle’s behaviour during the laser irradiation,
the net momentum is calculated, which is defined as the momentum of the particle, as function of
time, averaged over a single oscillation. This eliminates the oscillatory behaviour of the periodic
vector ~a. The net momentum of a charged particle < ~P (η) > should not be confused with the

particle’s drift < ~P d(η0) >, which is the particle’s momentum obtained due to its injection phase,
which remains after the laser pulse irradiation. For simplicity, it is assumed that the laser field is
linearly polarized in the x direction (~a = sin η~ex), although it should be noted that C.59 is generally
applicable. The net momentum can be obtained by discretising the continuous equation C.59 with
a spacing of one phase (2π) and averaging the momentum across the spaces of the discretised
points, which is shown in appendix C.2.3. The result of this approach is shown in equation C.60.
Furthermore, the envelope function f(η) has been normalised, such that f(η)~a → A0f(η) sin η~ex
and max(f(η)) = 1.

< Px(η) > = γ0mvx0 −
eA0

c
(f ′(η) + f(η0) sin η0)

< Py(η) > = γ0mvy0

< Pz(η) > = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
[(
eA0

c
)2(

1

2
f(η)2 − 2f ′(η) sin(η0)f(η0)− f(η0)2 sin(η0)2)

− 2mγ0vx0(
eA0

c
)[f ′(η) + f(η0) sin(η0)]]

(C.60)

One important parameter in equation C.60 is eA0

c , which is linearly related to the dimensionless
laser-strength parameter in equation C.61. If this parameter is larger than one, the laser field is
superintense [108, 109]. The implications of this parameter will be shown and discussed in C.2.2.

a =
eA

mec2
(C.61)

In equation C.60 it is evident that the net momentum in the polarization direction is an effect
of the gradient of the envelope of the laser pulse in combination with phase injection effects,
whereas the net momentum in the transverse direction is mainly an effect of the field strength
in combination with phase injection effects. Studying the net momentum of the charged particle
is important, because a nonzero net momentum leads to the charged particle’s displacement.
Therefore, there are three effects which can lead to a charged particle’s displacement in a laser
field: a large gradient in the laser envelope leading to a displacement in the polarization direction; a
high laser intensity leading to a Lorentz force displacement in the propagation direction (magnetic
field effect) and phase injection effects, leading to a net momentum in both the propagation and
polarization direction.

Phase injection effects not only lead to a net momentum during the laser interaction, but
this net momentum also remains after the laser pulse irradiation. This will be referred to as the
particle’s drift < ~P d(η0) >. At the end of the laser pulse, the laser pulse intensity goes to zero and
the phase of the laser goes to infinity: η → ∞, f(η) → 0, f ′(η) → 0. Combining this information
with equation C.59 leads to the charged particle’s drift, shown in equation C.62. In order to ease
the interpretation of this equation, it is assumed that the charged particle has a zero velocity
before the laser particle interaction. From equation C.62 it is apparent that the moment of the
injection of the particle η0 = ωt0 − ω

c z0 leads to a net momentum both during and after the laser
pulse interaction, which depends on the phase of the laser field and the amplitude of the laser field
at the moment of injection.
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(a) The velocity of an electron in a plane wave
field in the propagation direction and in the po-
larization direction.
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(b) The trajectory of an electron being acceler-
ated in a plane wave field in the electron’s rest
frame, showing a figure-8 motion.

Figure C.2: The velocity and trajectories of an electron in a plane wave field with various laser
intensities, indicating different interaction regimes. a = 0.1 corresponds to sub-relativistic inter-
action, a = 1.0 corresponds to mild relativistic interaction and a = 10 corresponds to superintense
relativistic interaction.

< P dx (η0) > = −eA0

c
f(η0) sin η0

< P dy (η0) > = 0→ vy = 0

< P dz (η0) > = − 1

4mc
(
eA0

c
f(η0) sin(η0))2

(C.62)

C.2.2 Implications and applications

The dimensionless laser-strength parameter expresses the laser energy in terms of the rest energy
of an electron. The effect of the dimensionless laser-strength is shown in figure C.2a, where the
envelope effects of the laser pulse are neglected (the laser-amplitude is assumed to be constant).
When a << 1, the laser-electron interaction is sub-relativistic: the electron experiences only
the effect of the electric field and quivers in the polarization direction. Because the particle’s
quiver is sub-relativistic, the effect of the B field is negligible and the charged particle is not
net displaced. When a ≈ 1, the laser-electron interaction is mildly relativistic γ = 2 and the
electron starts to experience the effect of the B field as well: resulting in a net displacement
in the propagation direction of the laser. When a >> 1, the laser field is superintense and
the electron is accelerated relativistically in the propagation direction of the laser η = ωt −
ωz
c , vz ≈ bt→ η ≈ ωt(1− b

c ). When the electron is accelerated relativistically in the propagation
direction of the laser, the parameter b becomes of the order of c, effectively prolonging the time an
electron experiences the laser field at a certain phase (essentially this is a Doppler shift). In this
superintense regime, the momentum in the propagation direction becomes relatively larger than in
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the polarization direction. Due to relativistic effects, this leads to a heavier electron mass, which
leads to a decrease in electron velocity in the polarization direction. This effect is often called
auto-resonance acceleration, because η → 0 implies that the particle’s oscillation is in resonance
with the electromagnetic field [79, 111, 77].

Relativistically accelerated electrons gyrate in a figure-8 motion in the rest frame. This implies
that the frame moves with the electron drift speed. While the electron gyrates in a figure-8
motion, the electron radiates due to acceleration effects, which leads to higher harmonic generation
[108, 109]: a form of non-linear Thomson scattering. The figure-8 motions is shown in figure C.2b
for different laser intensities. The figure-8 trajectories calculated using this model have been
compared with literature (equation C.7 in the previous chapter) and a good agreement (within 1
%) has been found.

C.2.3 Derivation - Laser-charged particle interaction trajectories

Please note that this work is a repeat of a part of the work of Salamin [109].

We start with the Hamilton-Jacobi equation, which relates the derivative of the action and the
Hamiltonian in classical mechanics [112], following the same fashion as the work by Salamin [109].
The Hamiltonian of a charged particle in a laser field is in which S(~r, t) is the Hamilton principal
function, c is the speed of light, e is the electron charge, m is the mass of the charged particle,
and ~A is the vector potential of the plane wave: equation C.63.

(
S

t
)2 = H2 → (

S

t
)2 = c2(∇S +

e

c
~A)2 + (mc2)2 (C.63)

The solution of the Hamilton is usually of the following form of equation C.64 in which ~α
and β are constants to be determined from the initial conditions of the problem. Furthermore,
transversality is assumed ~k · ~A = 0.

S(~r, t) = ~α · ~r + βct+ F (η) (C.64)

This leads to a first-order differential equation for F . A single integration with respect to η
then gives equation C.65.

F (η) =
1

2
(~α · ~k + βk)−1

∫ η

η0

[α2 − β2 + (mc)2 + 2(e/c)~α · ~A+ (e/c)2A2]dη (C.65)

By using equations C.65 and C.64, the gradient of the principal function ∇S can be calculated.
This equals the canonical moment of motion: ∇S = ~pcan = ~p− e

c
~A. This leads to an equation for

the momentum of the electron, equation C.66.

~p =
e

c
~A+ ~α−

~k

2

α2 − β2 + (mc)2 + 2(e/c)~α · ~A+ (e/c)2α2

~α · ~k + βk
(C.66)

By using the principal function, the energy of the electron can also be derived: E = −∂S∂t ,
which leads to equation C.67:

E = −c(β +
~k

k
· (~α− ~Pcan)) (C.67)
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Derivation - Generalisation of Salamin’s theory with injection phase effects

From this point on, our work - the generalisation of [109] begins to include phase injection
effects.

By setting the starting conditions of the electron, a relation for the arbitrary constants of ~α and
β can be derived. This derivation combined with equation C.66 leads to equation C.59 for the
momenta of a charged particle in a plane-wave laser field.

For the initial conditions of the electron, it is assumed that the initial velocity of the electron
is ~v0 = vx0~ex + vy0~ey + vz0~ez with Lorentz factor γ0 = 1√

1−~v0·~v0/c2
. The canonical momentum at

the start is therefore ~Pcan = γ0m~v0 = γ0mvx0~ex + γ0mvy0~ey + γ0mvz0~ez. The electron enters the
region of interaction of the field with this start velocity at phase η0 = ω(t0 − z0

c ). The laser-field

has a vector potential of ~A = f(η0)(~ax(η0) + ~ay(η0)) at η = η0. Here, it is assumed that z is

the propagation direction of the laser beam: ~A · veck = 0. Combining the start conditions of the
electron with equations C.66 and C.67 leads to equation for ~α = αx~ex + αy~ey + αz~ez and β. This
leads to equations C.68.

E0 = γ0mc
2 → γ0mc

2 = −c(β + αz − γ0mvz0)

px0 = γ0mvx0 → γ0mvx0 =
e

c
f(η0)ax(η0) + αx

py0 = γ0mvy0 → γ0mvy0 =
e

c
f(η0)ay(η0) + αy

pz0 = γ0mvz0 → γ0mvz0 = αz −
1

2(αz + β)
(α2
x + α2

y + α2
z − β2 + (mc)2 + 2

e

c
f(η0)(ay(η0)αy + ax(η0)αx)

+ (
e

c
)2f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2))

Equation C.68 can be simplified into equation C.68

αx = γ0mvx0 −
e

c
f(η0)ax(η0)

αy = γ0mvy0 −
e

c
f(η0)ay(η0)

αz + β = γ0m(vz0 − c)

αz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2(αz + β)
(α2
x + α2

y + α2
z − β2 + (mc)2 + 2

e

c
f(η0)(ay(η0)αy + ax(η0)αx)

+ (
e

c
)2f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2))

By using the first two equations of the equation set C.68 for αx and αy, the third and fourth
equations of the equation set C.68 can be used to simplify the relation between αz and β. The
plan is to group all terms αz and β together in the third equation of set C.68, such that only
terms of αz +β appear in the equation, which is shown in equation C.68. Furthermore, α2

z −β2 =
(αz + β)(αz − β) is used.
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αz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2(αz + β)
()γ2

0m
2v2
x0 + (

e

c
)2f(η0)2ax(η0)2 − 2γ0mvx0

e

c
f(η0)ax(η0) + γ2

0m
2v2
y0+

(
e

c
)2f(η0)2ay(η0)2 − 2γ0mvy0

e

c
f(η0)ay(η0) + (αz + β)(αz − β) + (mc)2 + 2

e

c
f(η0)(γ0mvy0ay(η0)

− e

c
f(η0)ay(η0)2 + γ0mvx0ax(η0)− e

c
f(η0)ax(η0)2) + (

e

c
)2f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2))

→ αz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2(αz + β)
(γ2

0m(v2
x0 + v2

y0) + (mc)2) +
1

2
(αz + β)

→ αz + β = γ0mvz0 +
1

2(αz + β)
(γ2

0m
2v2
x0 + γ2

0m
2v2
y0 + (mc)2) +

1

2
(αz + β)

(C.68)
This implies that equation C.68can be simplified with the help of equation C.68 into C.69,

which shows that the problem does only depend on the terms αx, αy and αz + β.

αx = γ0mvx0 −
e

c
f(η0)ax(η0)

αy = γ0mvy0 −
e

c
f(η0)ay(η0)

αz + β = γ0m(vz0 − c)

αz + β = 2γ0mvz0 +
1

αz + β
(γ2

0m
2v2
x0 + γ2

0m
2v2
y0 + (mc)2)

(C.69)

The last two equations of C.69 both depend on one parameter αz + β, this implies that either
the third or fourth equation in C.69 are either wrong, or both equations actually represent the
same (because the system of equations is overdetermined). Therefore we need to check whether
the last two equations correspond with each other. For simplicity αz + β = ξ. Both equations are
actually the same, which is shown in equations C.70.

ξ = γ0m(vz0 − c)

ξ = 2γ0mvz0 +
1

ξ
(γ2

0m
2v2
x0 + γ2

0m
2v2
y0 + (mc)2)

=⇒ ξ2 − 2γ0mvz0ξ − γ2
0m

2v2
x0 − γ2

0m
2v2
y0 −m2c2 = 0

test input
======⇒

ξ
γ2

0m
2(vz0− c)2 − 2γ2

0m
2vz0(vz0 − c)− γ2

0m
2(v2

x0 + v2
y0)− (mc)2 = 0

v2
z0 − 2vz0c+ c2 − 2v2

z0 + 2vz0c− v2
x0 − v2

y0 − c2
1

γ2
0

= 0

− v2
z0 + c2 − v2

x0 − v2
y0 − c2(1− v2

x0 + v2
y0 + v2

z0

c2
) = 0 X

(C.70)

This implies that any terms for αz and β can be chosen such that αz + β = γ0m(vz0 − c).
Analogous to αx and αy, which can be written as αx,y = γ0mvx0,y0− e

cf(η0)ax,y(η0), αz is chosen
such that αz = γ0mvz0. Therefore the term ~α can be written as ~α = γ0m~v0 − e

c~a(η0) (because
~A · ~k = 0→ az = 0). Since αz + β = γ0m(vz0 − c), this implies that β has to be chosen such that
this equation holds, which results in β = −γ0mc. Therefore, the equations for ~α and β have been
derived, which are shown in equation set C.71.

~α = γ0m~v0 −
e

c
f(η0)~a(η0)

β = −γ0mc
(C.71)
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By combining equations C.71 with equations C.66the momentum of a charged particle in a
plane wave laser field can be derived. Eventually this leads to equation C.59. The momenta in
the polarization direction of the laser are easily obtained and are shown in equation C.72.

px = γ0mvx0 +
e

c
(f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0))

py = γ0mvy0 +
e

c
(f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0)) (C.72)

The momenta in the propagation direction of the laser involves more mathematics and a
derivation is shown in equation C.73

pz = αz −
1

2(αz + β)
(~α · ~α− β2 +m2c2 + 2

e

c
(f(η)(αxax(η) + αyay(η))) + (

e

c
)2(f(η)2(ax(η)2 + ay(η)2)))

=⇒ pz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
(γ2

0m
2v2

0 + (
e

c
)2f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2)− 2

e

c
f(η0)γ0m(v0xax(η0) + v0yay(η0))

−γ2
0m

2c2 +m2c2 + 2
e

c
f(η)γ0m(v0xax(η) + v0yay(η))− 2(

e

c
)2f(η0)f(η)(ax(η0)ax(η) + ay(η0)ay(η))+

(
e

c
)2f(η)2(ax(η)2 + ay(η)2))

=⇒ pz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
((
e

c
)2(f(η)2(ax(η)2 + ay(η)2)− 2f(η)f(η0)(ax(η)ax(η0) + ay(η)ay(η0))

+ f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2)) + 2
e

c
γ0m(vx0[f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0)] + vy0[f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0)]))

(C.73)
Combining the equations C.72 and C.73 leads to a set of equations - equation C.74 for the

momentum of a charged particle in a plane wave field with an envelope (a model for a laser beam
in the waist of a laser). This equation is the same as equation C.59 in section C.2.2.

px = γ0mvx0 +
e

c
(f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0))

py = γ0mvy0 +
e

c
(f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0))

pz = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
((
e

c
)2(f(η)2(ax(η)2 + ay(η)2)− 2f(η)f(η0)(ax(η)ax(η0) + ay(η)ay(η0))

+ f(η0)2(ax(η0)2 + ay(η0)2)) + 2
e

c
γ0m(vx0[f(η)ax(η)− f(η0)ax(η0)] + vy0[f(η)ay(η)− f(η0)ay(η0)]))

(C.74)

Net momentum

In order to simplify equation C.74 (which is equation C.59 in section C.2.2) the oscillatory
behaviour of ax(η) and ay(η) can be eliminated by determining the net momentum. A net
momentum can be defined by discretising the continuous equation C.59 with a spacing of one
phase (2π) and averaging the momentum across the spaces of the discretised points .For example

< ~P (η = π) >= 1
2π

∫ 2π

0
~P (η)dη,< ~P (η = 3π) >= 1

2π

∫ 4π

2π
~P (η)dη, ..., < ~P (η = (2N + 1)π) >=

1
2π

∫ 2(N+1)π

2Nπ
~P (η)dη →< ~P (η) >= 1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
~P (η)dη for N = 0, 1, 2, .... An illustration of this is

shown in figure C.3a, where the momentum and net momentum of an electron in an example laser
pulse is shown.

Note though that equation C.59 is general and can be used for all kinds of polarizations, as
long as the laser beam is transverse. In order to simplify the equations, which enhances clarity and
physical insight, a linear polarization is assumed: ~a = sin η~ex while calculating the drift momenta
in equation C.75.
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(a) The momentum and net momentum of an electron as
function of time in the z direction for two different laser
pulse durations.

(b) A plot of the electric field and the electric field envelope
of the laser parameters used. The linearisation assumption
is indicated in red

Figure C.3: The laser pulse has a linear polarisation: ~E = Ex~ex, ~B = By~ey. The laser envelope is
a Gaussian function f(η) = exp(−(t/τ)2) with the full-width half maximum (FWHM) of the laser
pulse at tFWHM = 10 fs and tFWHM = 2.5 fs. The laser frequency is ω = 2.35× 1015 rad/s.

< Px(η) > = γ0mvx0 +
e

c
(

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′) sin(η′)dη′ − f(η0) sin η0)

< Py(η) > = γ0mvy0

< Pz(η) > = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
[(
e

c
)2(

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′)2 sin(η′)2dη′ − 1

π
sin(η0)f(η0)

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′) sin(η′)dη′

+ f(η0)2 sin(η0)2) + 2mγ0vx0[
1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′) sin(η′)dη′ − f(η0) sin(η0)]]

(C.75)
A last assumption made is that the change in the laser envelope during a single oscillation

is small enough such that a linear approximation can be used to model the envelope during one
oscillation. In practice, this assumption is valid when the laser pulse contains many oscillations,
which is illustrated in figure C.3b. The reason this assumption is made is that it makes it possible
to create a general solution for the integrals in equation C.75. These integrals are evaluated in
equation C.76

Furthermore, here it is assumed that there are enough oscillations in one laser pulse in order
to approximate the evolution of the envelope as a function of time from oscillation to oscillation
with a linear Taylor expansion.

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′) sin(η′)dη′ =

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
(f(η) + f ′(η)(η − η′)) sin(η′)dη′ = −f ′(η)

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
f(η′)2 sin(η′)2dη′ =

1

2π

∫ η+π

η−π
(f(η)2 + 2f(η)f ′(η)(η − η′)) sin(η′)2dη′ ≈ 1

2
f(η)2

(C.76)
In equation C.76 it is assumed that the derivative of the envelope has a much smaller value than

the envelope itself (f(η) >> f ′(η)). Combining equations C.76 and C.75 leads to simplified net
momentum equations, equation C.77. Furthermore, the envelope function fη has been normalised,
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such that f(η)→ A0f(η) and max f(η) = 1.

< Px(η) > = γ0mvx0 −
eA0

c
(f ′(η) + f(η0) sin η0)

< Py(η) > = γ0mvy0

< Pz(η) > = γ0mvz0 +
1

2γ0m(c− vz0)
[(
eA0

c
)2(

1

2
f(η)2 − 2f ′(η) sin(η0)f(η0)− f(η0)2 sin(η0)2)

− 2mγ0vx0(
eA0

c
)[f ′(η) + f(η0) sin(η0)]]

(C.77)

Equation C.77 is the same as equation C.60 in section C.2.2. The importance and implications
of this equation are discussed in section C.2.2.

C.2.4 High-Z model

The portion of electrons inside the cluster as a function of time is η(t), which is provided by the
FOM presented previously. The motion of the electrons through the cluster (e.q. the electron
dynamics) is described by an forced oscillating electron sphere with a homogeneous density, of
which only the overlapping part with the immobile ion cluster is taken into account. The amount
of electrons is: Ne = Q(t)η(t), in which Q(t) is the cluster charge. The amount of electrons Ne(t)
is assumed to be homogeneously distributed over the part of the electron cloud that overlaps
with the ion cluster. Hence the charge density of the overlapping part of the electron cloud is

ρE(t) = Ne(t)e
V (d(t)) , in which V (d(t)) is the volume of the overlap between the electron and the ion

cloud. The displacement of the electron sphere is provided by the solution of the forced oscillator:
x(t) = A cos(ωLt). The cluster charge Q(t) is determined by the ion charge states of the atoms in
the cluster, which is determined by ADK theory. ADK theory provides an ionisation probability
as a function of electric field E and atomic parameters ~a: dW

dt = f(E,~a). The electric field is a

combination of the electric field generated by the laser pulse: ~ELaser = E0f(ωt) cos(ωt)~ex (spatial

dependence is neglected), the electric field generated by the ion cloud, ~Eions and the electric field

generated by the dynamic electron cloud ~Eelectrons.

For the forced oscillator model it is necessary to assume that the ion charges are distributed
homogeneously across the ion cloud, hence it is assumed that the ion charge distribution ρI(t) is

homogeneous for the determination of the electric field generated by the ion cloud: ~Eion = ρIr
3ε0
~er.

This is an approximation, because the ion charge distribution might not be homogeneous, because
of the spatial dependence of the fields of the electron and ion clouds. the field generated by the ion
cloud and because of the spatial and temporal dependence of the field generated by the electron
cloud dynamics. In order to approximate the inhomogeneity of the ion charge distribution, the
ion sphere is discretised (by the amount of atoms in the cluster). At each position, ADK theory
is used in order to predict the charge state of the ion at that position with a Monte Carlo routine
(similar to the GPT implementation of the ADK theory). the charge species in the discretised ion
sphere are summed and averaged over the cluster sphere in order to determine rhoI(t).

The electric field generated by the electron sphere overlapping the ion cluster is determined
numerically, resulting in ~Eelectrons. This is done by discretising the electron sphere and investigat-
ing the electric field of each volume element at each ion position numerically by using Coulomb’s
law: ~dE = ρdV

4πε0
~r
r3 and summing over each volume element of the electron sphere. Only the part

of the sphere that overlaps with the ion cloud is taken into account.

This creates a closed set of equations which has to be solved dynamically. The start condition is
a cluster whose ions are singly charged (as in the low-Z model) and whose electron sphere overlaps
the ion sphere exactly. This process and its close set of equations is visualised schematically in
figure 4.7.
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C.3 Expansion models

Here some more details on the self-consistent expansion model, created by [2, 3] is provided.

C.3.1 Self-consistent expansion model

The set of equations 5.6 can be solved by using a similarity ansatz in equation C.78. The similarity
ansatz states that the electron and ion density profiles, relative to the cluster radius, do not change
in time. The temporal dynamics of the density are governed by a linear velocity profile, which is
linear because the radius of the cluster will expand linearly in time when the initial acceleration
phase has taken place.

vi(t, r) = Ṙξ

ve(t, r) = Ṙξ

Ṙ =
dR

dt

ξ =
r

R(t)

ρe(t, r) = ρe(0, r)(
R0

R(t)
)3Ne(ξ)

Ne(ξ) = 0

ρi(t, r) = ρe(0, r)(
R0

R(t)
)3Ni(ξ)

Ni(ξ) 6= 0

(C.78)

The radius in these equations can be solved implicitly by using the result of the polytropic

law, which leads to a single differential equation C.79, in which cs0 =
√

ZTe0

mi
is the sound speed

of the expansion.

Ṙ(t) = 2cs0

√
1− R(0)

R(t)
(C.79)

In order to calculate the position of the ion front (ξf ), which denotes the boundary of the ion
distribution, and the self-consistent profile of the potential φ a second order equation is derived
by combining the Poisson equation with the self-similarity ansatz, which results in equation C.80,
in which φ = eΦ

Te
. Effectively, the eigenvalue equation is a second-order equation requiring three

boundary conditions for the unique determination of the function φ(ε) and ξf .

1

ξ2

d

dξ
(ξ2 dφ

dξ
) =

{
Λ2(Ne(ξ)−Ni(ξ)), ξ ≤ ξf
Λ2 exp(φ− µeξ2), ξ > ξf

φ(ξf ) = −ξ2
f

dφ(ξf )

dξ
= −2ξf

lim
ξ→∞

ξ2 dφ

dξ
= 0

(C.80)

When equation C.80 and equation C.79, the self-consistent and self-similar profile of the po-
tential can be calculated and the time dynamics of the system can be calculated. The solution
of C.80 depends on Λ and µe, therefore ξf = f(Λ, µe) and in order to determine this, the ξ > ξf
relation has to be used. From this point onward, we will assume that the general solution of
ξf is known (which is impossible to calculate algebraically and has to be calculated numerically
for a large range of ξf , µe), such that ξf = f(Λ, µe). When these are combined with the static
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profiles of the result of the self-similar ansatz in equation C.81, the evolution of the electron and
ion density can be determined in time and is characterised by the two dimensionless parameters
Λ (directly related to the ratio of the temperature and the electrostatic Coulomb energy (or the
relation between the radius and the Debeye length of the cluster plasma)) and µe, denoting the
relative electron mobility (as compared to the ions), which are valid in the case of ξ < ξf . When
these equations are combined with the self-similarity ansatz (equation C.78), the evolution of the
electron and ion density in time can be calculated.

φ = −ξ2

Ne(ξ) = exp(−(1 + µe)ξ
2)

Ni(ξ) = Ne +
6

Λ2

(C.81)
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Simulation results

D.1 Simulation overview

A table of all the simulations visualised with a trajectory plot in section D.1.1
Laser parameters Cluster parameters Results

Tag Env E λ t1/2 tm Typ n R N ti te η Emax
kin Description

COUL1 Gaus 2 × 1012 800 60 150 D H: 1027 3 100 66 90 100 1000 Coulomb explosion
COUL2 Gaus 2 × 1012 800 60 150 D H: 1027 3 100 66 90 100 1000 Coulomb explosion
COUL3 Gaus 2 × 1012 800 60 150 D H: 1027 3 100 66 90 100 1000 Coulomb explosion
COUL4 Gaus 2 × 1012 800 60 150 D H: 1027 3 100 66 90 100 1000 Coulomb explosion
COUL5 Gaus 2 × 1012 800 60 150 D H: 1027 3 100 66 90 100 1000 Coulomb explosion

D.1.1 Trajectory trace plots

This section contains the electron and ion trajectories and velocity traces of several simulations in this
thesis. Concerning the results, the following should be noted (quoted from chapter 2):

”In order to give a full picture of the laser-single cluster dynamics, for the first case the x, y, z traject-
ories of the electrons and ions are plot and the vx, vy, vz velocity traces of the electrons and ions are plot
in figure 2.3. Each line represents the trajectory/velocity trace of an electron/ion in the simulation. The
lines are coloured in order to distinguish the lines from each other. Please note that the electron data
is plot in a different time axis than the ion data. The reason for this is that the electron dynamics take
place during the laser interaction ∼ fs, whereas the ion dynamics take place on a slower timescale. Since
the displacement is the integral of the velocity, practically most of the physics is governed by the velocity
traces. However, for understanding the broader picture the electron and ion trajectories are provided as
well. Imagine tracking a single atom in the deuterium cluster, this atom, or ”ionisable element” remains
an atom until it is at some time ionised (tion), creating a single charged ion and an electron. In the sim-
ulation this implies that the electron and ion start appearing in t > tion and before 5ion the electron and
ion did not exist yet in the simulation: because the atom was not ionised yet. In the simulation results,
for numerical convenience, we denote that a particle does not exist yet (or does not exist any more: at
t > tion the atom does not exist any more, because it is transformed into an electron and an ion), with
(vx, vy, vz, x, y, z) = (0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0).”

Trajectory plots
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Figure D.1: [COUL1TRAJ]
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Figure D.2: [COUL2TRAJ]
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Figure D.3: [COUL3TRAJ]
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Figure D.4: [COUL4TRAJ]
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Figure D.5: [COUL5TRAJ]
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